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_WbUQdYc_ebS_\\USdYfUgY\\Y^W^Uccd_TYWUcddXU
Y^TYWUcdYR\UdXQddXUeW\iY^SYTU^dcY^;_\[QdQµc:QTQf`eb
C
E^YfUbcYdiSU^dbUT_^dXU`b_dUcdcQWQY^cdE^Y_^=Y^YcdUb

2QRe\Ce`bYi_gY\\RUS_]U\UccdXQ^QV__d^_dUY^QVUg
TQic3Q]`ecdebRe\U^SUYc^_d^UgUYdXUbY^9^TYQ_bV_b
dXQd]QddUbY^]_cd`Qbdc_VdXUTU]_SbQdYSg_b\TE^\Y[UQ^
UQb\YUbUbQgXU^`b_dUcdcecUTd_RUSU^dbUT_^gYTUbYcceUc
ceSXQcdXUFYUd^Q]gQbbUSU^dTYcdebRQ^SUccUU]d_RUQ\\
QR_edVbUUc`UUSXGXUdXUbY^:QTQf`eb_b4U\XYE^YfUbcYdi
gXUdXUbYdY^f_\fUcdXUBYWXd_bdXU<UVddXUbUYcQ^
Y^S\Y^QdY_^d_RU\YUfUdXQddX_cUgYdXQcXQb`\iTYVVUbU^d`_Y^d
_VfYUgcX_e\Tc_]UX_gRURQbbUTVb_]Uh`bUccY^WdXUYb
`_Y^d_VfYUg1SSecQdY_^c_VVQcSYc]X_]_`X_RYSQ^T
bQSYcdXQfU]QbbUT^_b]Q\SQ]`ec]UUdY^WcQ^TdX_cU
Y^f_\fUTY^S\eTUTYcdY^WeYcXUTgbYdUbcQ^TcSX_\Qbc
DXUbUYcaeYdU`bUTYSdQR\iQdU]`dQdY_^d_Y^S_b`_bQdU
DXebcTQiQVdUb^__^µcVbQSQcY^cYTUdXU:QTQf`ebE^YfUbcYdi
SQ]`ecgYdXdXUgYTUbRQdd\UV_b`_\YdYSQ\ce`bU]QSidXQdYc
gQWY^WY^GUcd2U^WQ\>UUT\Uccd_cQidXUY^SYTU^dYc^_d
U^dYbU\ie^bU\QdUTQ^TdXUceRcUaeU^dgQb_Vg_bTcQ^T
S_]`UdYdYfUS_]`\QY^dcd_dXU`_\YSUXQc]QTUYd]_bUc_
DXU\QeTQR\Ub_\U_VdXUCdQdUµc7_fUb^_bY^UhdbYSQdY^WdXU
E^Y_^=Y^YcdUbVb_]`b_dUcdUbc]QiUfU^QTTQVUTUbQ\
TY]U^cY_^d_dXURQdd\U
9dYcX_gUfUbdY]Ud_\__[RUi_^T]e^TQ^U`_\YdYScDXYc
Y^SYTU^dQc9XQfU]U^dY_^UTYc^µde^YaeUCY]Y\QbY^SYTU^dc
RQcUT_^dXUe^TU]_SbQdYS`bY^SY`\U_V´^_`\QdV_b]µV_bdXU
_dXUbcYTUXQfUdb_eR\UT9^TYQ^SQ]`ecUcDXUbUXQcQ\c_
RUU^S_^db_fUbcYUc_fUbdXUecU_VSQ]`ecUcRi<UVd
_bWQ^YcQdY_^cY^S\eTY^W_fUbWb_e^Tce``_bdUbc_VdXU=Q_Ycd
e^TUbWb_e^TQ^Tce``_bdUbc_VcUSUccY_^Ycd]_fU]U^dcV_b
`b_f_SQdYfUTU]_^cdbQdY_^c9dYcdY]UdXQddXUe^YfUbcYdi
QedX_bYdYUcQ^TdXU7_fUb^]U^dcQbbYfUQdQ^e^TUbcdQ^TY^W
_fUbgXQdcX_e\TRUQ\\_gUTQ^TgXQdYc`b_XYRYdUTVb_]dXU
SQ]`ecUc
9dYc^_d]iSQcUdXQdQ\\`_\YdYSQ\]UUdY^WccX_e\TRU
`b_XYRYdUTVb_]dXU
SQ]`ecUc2UY^Wc_SYQ\\i
Q^T`_\YdYSQ\\iQgQbUYc`Qbd
_VXYWXUbUTeSQdY_^Q^TYd
g_e\TRUQcQTTQiYV
9^TYQµccdeTU^dcQbU
Y^ce\QdUTVb_]dXUbUQ\
g_b\TDXUbUQ\aeUcdY_^Yc
gXUdXUbQ\\`_Y^dc_VfYUg
±UhSU`d`UbXQ`cdX_cU
`b_XYRYdUTRiUYdXUb\Qg_b
QcU^cU_V]_bQ\`b_`bYUdi
±cX_e\TRUQ\\_gUTVbUU
`\Qi/1\dUb^QdYfU\icX_e\T
dXUe^YfUbcYdiQedX_bYdYUc
UhUbSYcUdXUYbTYcSbUdY_^
Q^TcX_e\TdXUbURU
WeYTU\Y^Uc/DXYcYcQ
TYVVYSe\daeUcdY_^d_Q^cgUb
GXY\UYdYcUQcid_cQidXQdQ
E^Y_^=Y^YcdUbc`UQ[Y^W_^
1bdYS\U#' Q^T;QcX]YbYc
Q`UbVUSd\i\UWYdY]QdU
ceRZUSdX_gcX_e\T
e^YfUbcYdiQedX_bYdYUcTUQ\
gYdXQc`UQ[UbgX__`U^\i
QTf_SQdUcdXUcU`QbQdY_^
_V;QcX]YbVb_]dXU9^TYQ^
E^Y_^/D_dX_cUgX_dbYUT
d_`bUfU^d2QRe\µcU^dbi
Y^d_dXUSQ]`ecdXYccYddY^W
=@Q^T]U]RUb_VdXU
2:@gQcY^XUbU^d\iQ
´VQcSYcdµQ^TdXUbUV_bUXQT
^_`\QSUY^dXUe^YfUbcYdi
D_]i]Y^TdXYcYc
QRc_\edU\ibYTYSe\_ecQ^T
dX_cUcdeTU^dcgX_
QccQe\dUTdXU=Y^YcdUbQ^T
cX_gUbUTXY]gYdXQRecU
gUbUWeY\di_Vc]Q\\]Y^TUT
^UccQddXUfUbi\UQcd
DXUigUbU`b_RQR\iQ\c_
WeY\di_VS_]]_^QccQe\d
Q^T9RU\YUfUcX_e\TRU
`b_cUSedUTQc`UbdXU\Qg2UY^WcdeTU^dccX_e\T^_dRUQ
Wb_e^TV_bcQ^SdY_^Y^WYbbUc`_^cYR\URUXQfY_eb=_bUc_
cY^SUdXU]UUdY^WS_^fU^UTRidXU12F@XQT`bY_b
`Ub]YccY_^Vb_]dXUe^YfUbcYdiQedX_bYdYUc
GXY\UZeTW]U^d_^dXYcYcceUYcbU\QdYfU\iUQcicX_e\T
e^YfUbcYdiQedX_bYdYUcQSS_bT`Ub]YccY_^V_b]UUdY^WcdXQd
cQiQTf_SQdUcUSUccY_^Ycd/GXQdcX_e\TRUdXU<Q[cX]Q^
BU[XQ_VVbUUc`UUSX/DXYcYcQ^YcceUdXQdgQbbQ^dcebWU^d
QddU^dY_^Q^TUfU^c_]US_TYVYSQdY_^DXY^WcXQfUbUQSXUT
ceSXQ`QccdXQdceSXTUSYcY_^cSQ^^_\_^WUbRU\UVdd_dXU
W__TcU^cU_Ve^YfUbcYdiQedX_bYdYUcdXQdQbUfUbicecSU`dYR\U
d_\_SQ\`_\YdYSQ\`bUccebUc
DXUcUS_^TYcceUdXQd^UUTcc_]UQddU^dY_^YcdXQd_V
`_\YSUU^dbiY^d_dXUSQ]`ec2iS_^fU^dY_^SQ]`ecUc
XQfUdXUYb_g^cUSebYdiQ^T`_\YSUYcTU^YUTU^dbi9^
:QTQf`ebdXUFYSU3XQ^SU\\_b]QTUQXeWUYcceU_VYdQ^T
cQYTdXQdXUg_e\TbQdXUbbUcYW^dXQ^\UddXU`_\YSUY^9dYc
V_bde^QdUdXQd^__^UW_dcUbY_ec\iXebdRUSQecU_dXUbgYcU
XYcZeTW]U^dg_e\TXQfURUU^bUWQbTUTQcR_dXV__\YcXQ^T
`YWXUQTUTIUddXUbUgQcQTUVY^YdUSQcUV_bdXU`_\YSUd_
S_]UY^d_dXUSQ]`ecV_bdXU\Y]YdUT`eb`_cU_VU^cebY^W
dXUcQVU`QccQWU_VdXU=Y^YcdUb8QfY^WdXU`_\YSUY^cYTU
g_e\T^_dXQfUTUVY\UTdXUSQ]`ece^\Ucc_VS_ebcUdXU
`_\YSUYcfYUgUTQcW__^cY^e^YV_b]9RU\YUfUdXQddXUgYTU
TYcSbUdY_^Q\\_gUTd_e^YfUbcYdiQedX_bYdYUc_^dXYc]QddUb
cX_e\TRUbU`\QSUTRiRb_QTWeYTU\Y^UcdXQdQbUcUdQddXU
^QdY_^Q\\UfU\9VdXUbUSQ^RUQ69B_^Q]QddUbY^cYTUdXU
SQ]`ecYdV_\\_gcdXQddXU`_\YSUcX_e\TXQfUc_]U
bUc`_^cYRY\YdiV_b]QY^dQY^Y^W_bTUbYVdXU^UUTQbYcUcDXYcYc
QTU\YSQdU]QddUbdXQdSQ^UQcY\iRU]YcS_^cdbeUTQ^TdXQdYc
gXidXUY]`_bdQ^SU_VWeYTU\Y^UcD_dXYc]ecdRUQTTUT
S_]]_^cU^cU
9^dXU`Qcd\YVUY^QSQ]`ecgQcWeYTUTRibUcdbQY^d
bUc`_^cYRY\YdiQ^TW__TcU^cUDXYce^TUbcdQ^TY^WXQc
S\UQb\iRb_[U^T_g^DXYcYcgXidXU^UUTV_bWeYTU\Y^UcQ^T
S_TYVYSQdY_^QbYcUc<Udec\UQb^QVUg\Ucc_^cVb_]dXU
Y^SYTU^dcY^:QTQf`eb\QcdDXebcTQi
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xactly a month from now,
E
BJP-ruled Maharashtra and
Haryana will go to polls — the
first election since the Lok
Sabha elections and the
Government’s key decisions
on Article 370 and triple talaq.
While the polls in the two
States will be held on October
21, the counting of votes will be
held on October 24. The term
of
the
288-member
Maharashtra Assembly ends
on November 9 and that of the
90-member Haryana Assembly
expires on November 2. The
dates for Jharkhand Assembly
polls will be announced later.
Faced with a string of highprofile desertions from their
camps to the ruling combine in
Maharashtra, the Congress and
the NCP have joined hands
once again after five years and
have stitched up a seat-sharing
deal in their bid to stop the BJPShiv Sena from returning to
power. But then, the BJP and
the Shiv Sena too have come
together after 2014 to ensure
they retain power. The two saffron parties are likely to
announce their seat-sharing
deal this week. The Congress
and the NCP had been in
power for three consecutive
terms before they lost to the
BJP-Sena combine in 2014.
In Haryana, the Congress
is exploring a tie-up with the
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BSP, which has announced its
intentions to go it alone and is
also cut up with the principal
Opposition party for having
engineered a defection of six of
its MLAs to join its camp in
Rajasthan.
In both the States, the BJP
is expected to espouse the
cause of nationalism among the
masses by pitching its “strong”
decision to abrogate the special
status to Jammu & Kashmir
under Article 370. It would also
point to its another “bold”
decision of banning the triple
talaq practice among Muslims
to reach out to the women from
the minority community.
Soon after the announcement of the poll schedule,
leaders of the ruling coalition
exuded confidence of winning
a second consecutive term in
Maharashtra with Devendra
Fadnavis asserting he will be
back as the Chief Minister. State
BJP chief Chandrakant Patil
said given the response to the
“Mahajanadesh Yatra” of
Fadnavis, the BJP-Shiv Sena
alliance is likely to get more
than 220 seats.
With the BJP taking centre
stage even in the Lok Sabha
polls contested in 2014 and
2019, the Congress’ hold in its
strongholds of Vidarbha,
Marathwada and Mumbai
region has weakened. Similarly,
the NCP is struggling to retain
its pocket-borough of western
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Maharashtra. The Shiv Sena
has retained its base in Konkan.
The BJP and the Shiv Sena
had swept the Lok Sabha polls
in the State winning 41 of the
total 48 seats. The NCP and the
Congress won only five seats
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he Election Commission
T
on Saturday announced
the bypolls for 64 Assembly
seats spread across 17 States
and Union Territor y of
Puducherry, besides the
Samastipur Lok Sabha constituency in Bihar. The bypolls
will be held along with
Assembly polls in Haryana
and Maharashtra on October
21. Karnataka, where resignations of 17 rebel MLAs led
to the collapse of the JDSCongress Government in July,
will see bypolls on 15 seats.
Detailed report on P5
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he Chandrayaan-2 orbiter’s
ensemble of eight scientific instruments is performing
very well and is expected to
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ndian-Americans in Houston
IMinister
are all set to welcome Prime
Narendra Modi for
the mega “Howdy, Modi” event
on Sunday, to be attended by
50,000 audience, the largest
gathering ever for an elected
foreign leader visiting the US,
other than the Pope.
The three-hour “Howdy,
Modi!” event in which
President Donald Trump will
join Prime Minister Modi is
being organised at the sprawling NRG Football Stadium,
with an impressive history of
shows that starred Beyonce,
Metallica, U2.
Indian Ambassador Harsh
V Shringla previewed the event
at NRG Stadium, where preparations were in full swing with
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over 1,500 volunteers working
round the clock to make it a
memorable event.
Meanwhile, the US and
India are racing to negotiate a
limited trade deal that Trump
Modi can sign at the UNGA in
New York, people familiar with
the talks said.
A car rally was organised at
the NRG stadium, where more
than 200 cars participated, fluttering flags of both India and
the US to signify the friendship
between the the two countries.
Turn to Page 4
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oya Akhtar’s “Gully Boy”,
Z
featuring Ranveer Singh as
an aspiring rapper, has been

a bid to prevent a wildlife
Ifromnsmuggler
of West Bengal
claiming ownership of
three chimpanzees and four
marmosets (long-tailed South
American monkeys) recovered
from him, the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has, for the
first time, attached the endangered animals under the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA).
The wild animals have
been kept in Alipore Zoological
Garden in Kolkata. ED sources
said smuggler Supradip Guha
will be probed under the
money laundering case.
The ED said the first-of-itskind attachment under the
PMLA “enabled” zoo authorities to retain the animals as the

among them. The Congress
and the NCP have decided to
contest 125 seats each out of the
total 288 seats in the polls.
While Prime Minister
Narendra Modi would again be
the main face of the BJP poll

campaign in Maharashtra, the
Congress-NCP are taking up
issues of farmers’ suicide, agrarian crisis and the rising graph
of unemployment, highest in
last 40 years, as its main attacking points against the BJPSena alliance in the State.
In contrast, the BJP, which
has netted a number of NCP
leaders, has attacked Sharad
Pawar, saying his period of
dominance is over. “Breaking
and making parties” kind of
politics practiced by the NCP
chief is now catching up with
his party with the passage of
time, said Fadnavis in Mumbai,
stepping up his campaign.
The BJP, which won 122
seats in the 2014 Assembly
polls, had a vote share of 27.81
per cent, well ahead of the
Congress’ 17.95 per cent.
Turn to Page 4

smuggler was trying to take
them away on forged papers.
An attachment by the ED
renders an asset out of bounds
for its owner and it can be further confiscated by the agency
after the Adjudicating
Authority of the PMLA, a
quasi-judicial body, approves
the attachment within 180 days
of seizure.
Turn to Page 4
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selected as India’s official entry
in the International Feature
Film category at the Oscars, the
Film Federation of India (FFI)
announced on Saturday.
“India’s official entry for
Oscars this year is ‘Gully Boy’.
There were 27 films in the running this year but it was an
unanimous
decision
to select ‘Gully Boy’,” FFI secretary general Supran Sen
told PTI.
The movie, which was
released across the country on
February 14, also features Alia
Bhatt, Vijay Raaz, Kalki
Koechlin, Siddhant Chaturvedi,
and Vijay Varma. Ranveer said
it is a proud moment for the
entire team.

continue its stellar work for
about seven and a half years,
ISRO Chairman K Sivan said
on Saturday.
As the prospects of reestablishing contact with
“Vikram” lander have virtually ended after the conclusion of
14 Earth days, ISRO said it will
take up a study to ascertain
what exactly happened to it.

Sivan
said
after
Chandrayaan, ISRO’s next priority is Gaganyaan mission.
“We have set a target of
achieving it by December 2020;
and the second unmanned
mission is targeted in July
2021. By December 2021, an
Indian will first be carried
by our own rocket to space,”
Sivan said.
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s is luck or hard work that gets one ahead in
life? Lots of people out there will tell you that it
is luck. Some may say that it is sheer luck that
got them where they are today. But most would
agree that it is a combination of both — hard work
and luck — in this order. But what would one say
if someone insisted that it was only sheer hard
work that counts?
This is the backdrop of The Zoya Factor.
Weave in a love story around cricket and one has a
winner. Then there is the fact that Sonam K Ahuja
plays characters that are light, fun and sweet to a T.
She knows how to carry herself in any outfit and
look good. Here, she plays a junior copy writer
with an ad agency, thinks she is a loser, hates
cricket but falls in love with the captain of the
Indian team played by Dulquer Salmaan, a
playback singer who predominantly works in
Malayalam cinema. There is bound ot be fun
moments.
Director Abhishek Sharma, also the
screenwriter who has Parmanu: The Story of
Pokhran and Tere Bin Laden, to his credit, has
done a passable job. The good part is that he
doesn’t drag the whole luck versus hard work
debate.
Overall, The Zoya Factor is sweet and has lots
of fun moments to keep one entertained.
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ly. 73. Still rippling in enough
ways to nullify the effect of
wrinkles and eye bags. Seemingly
the last of the sizzling and iconic
Rambo series, The Last Blood is
expectedly reflective and a journey
wrapper for Sly who has dominated
worldwide imagination in his 50-plus
years on the screen as just two
characters: John Rambo and Rocky
Balboa, the latter drawing more
eyeballs if at all a comparison is
made.
As it is reflective so it is
excruciatingly violent too, perhaps to
make maximum impact or maybe
because it showcases a war weary
warrior who knows to strike only
with utmost power. So don’t flinch
when he yanks out a beating heart
after squaring up his legendary blade
on the villain; don’t be surprised if the
atrocities on his kin are unimaginable
despite the very obvious censor cuts;
don’t be surprised that the
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introspection often takes over the
action which comes in late into the
movie.
Sly is in a self-indulgent but
brooding mood here and jobs like
pulling out people alive from a
tsunami have become routine for
him.
There are relationships that get
honoured, there are scars that keep
getting thrown into the screen
through his walking nightmares and
there are plenty of one liners that are
spoken by his soulful eyes.
Yes Rambo has all along been a
silent type of fighter and words do
not come easy to him.
Here, so engagingly ending the
journey after a young and dishy John
Rambo first launched Hollywood’s
rescue mission with a bandana, a bow
and arrow and lots and lots of
rippling muscles showcasing the
signature vest, an aged John talks
more than he has in all the four films
put together over a period of more
than three decades.
But you forgive the verbal
intrusion for his is Sly — Old,
introspective, lonely, traumatised and
yet the ultimate defender.
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hile it is absolutely wrong to compare
one actor with another, more so, if that
actor happens to be a star kid, but the
truth is that there is no hall pass even if you are a
third generation actor. Add to that mix the fact
that your grandfather has some great movies to
°BWP[X]XBPZbT]P his credit — Sholay, Blackmail, Dharam Veer and
Yadoon Ki Baaraat to name just a few — it comes
even tougher to prove your worth in the first
attempt.
Pal Pal Dil ke Paas (PPDKP) that marks the
debut of Karan Deol, Sunny Deol’s son,
unfortunately fails to make the ripples that one
would expect from the son of an actor who made
quite an impression with Betaab which released
in 1983. The problem with PPDKP is not that
this Deol kid can’t emote and his dialogue
delivery falls flat; the issue is not that he doesn’t
have dhai kilo ka haath, not that he doesn’t land
a few punches that need a mention here; the
problem with this movie is the storyline.
Sunny Deol, who is also the director here,
needed to launch his son with a storyline that
was fresh like the two leads who make their
entry in the industry.
Therefore, this star kid has miles to go before
he can even make a ripple. Better luck next time!
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rom the adaptation of Hollywood
shows like Hostages, 24 to remakes
like The Office, the foreign content
which once didn’t have many takers, now
makes for an interesting watch for the
audience. So much so that the producers
are in no mood to stop experimenting or
getting inspired from the Hollywood
series even though we have been
watching Indian versions of the
Hollywood films for quite some time
now. But, the trend of remaking shows
for TV is new.
To add value to content, Romedy
Now, a part of The Times Network
which have channels like Movies Now,
MN+, has gone through a refreshed
brand identity with the introduction of
originals, new shows and movie
premieres. The channel unveiled its
refreshed identity with its first original
show The Love Laugh Live Show.
Vivek Srivastava, President —
Strategy and Business Head, English
Entertainment Cluster says that this
refreshed identity of Romedy Now will
the re-energised content to offer viewers
an unparalleled and complete English
Entertainment viewing experience. “The
Love Laugh Live Show marks our debut
in originals and will explore various
categories across travel, food, beauty and
lifestyle, bringing two exciting shows a
quarter to the viewers,” he adds.
Though there are more remakes and
adaptations of foreign shows, the number
of original English content remains very
low. Srivastava has a take on this. “The
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reason why makers don’t risk making
more original English language shows is
because of the diverse Indian audience.
It will be very odd to see a show in which
all the characters speak English.
Therefore, they prefer making shows with
a pinch of Hindi in it. It is to retain the
traditional element and connectivity
with the audience. Also, if we are making
a show for the premium households than
English can be dominant in that but if we
are making a show for the mass
households then Hindi or regional
languages have to be there,” he says.
There is a reason why English
channels are not bringing in the latest
shows that air in the US. “We are
bringing the latest shows as well but
unfortunately what we remember are the
evergreen shows. Also it takes a lot of
time for the foreign shows to get

registered in India. But yes, at this point
of time, the classic works better than the
new shows,” Srivastava tells you.
The market penetration for these
shows at present is the Tier-I cities but
this is about to change. “We are now
planning to penetrate into Tier-II and III
cities as well,” he says.
But, will they work as good as in TierI cities? “If a film like The Lion King can
do so well in the Tier-II and -III cities,
then I see no reason that these shows will
not do good in them. The audience is
changing and is opening up for newer
content. I believe they will do better,” he
tells you.
And this latest fad for the English
entertainment content is not going to end
anytime soon. “English entertainment
has long way to go. We are the second
largest English speaking country with
about 10 per cent English speaking
population, which means the language is
set to grow. The choice of content has
become far more global and the audience
will start consuming this content at a
greater rate soon.
“Apart from the English channels
which have been promoting the English
content aggressively from the past few
years, there are some digital mediums too
that are coming up with English content
and is changing their entire offering on
the basis of some of the English shows.
This in itself is an indicator that English
content is here to stay,” he tells you.
The Love Laugh Live Show airs every
Saturday at 9 pm.
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Committee's recommendation.
Heavy security, including
paramilitar y forces, was
deployed on the route of the
march. Farmers were expected
to enter Delhi from Ghazipur
border via NH 24.
Alok Kumar, the Joint
Commissioner of Police,
Eastern Range-Delhi at DelhiUP border near Ghazipur, said,
"We are coordinating with UP
police. In the afternoon that
the protestors have been
stopped at Delhi-UP border
but the traffic situation was
normal. One delegation has
gone to meet officials in the
national Capital."
The UP Government has
set October 31 as the deadline
for sugar mills to clear dues of
cane growers, UP State
Minister Suresh Rana said,
warning strict action against
defaulters. The agitating farmers later in the day called off the
protest after the Government
assured them.

he farmers camping at the
Uttar Pradesh-Delhi border
T
since Friday ended their protest
on Saturday evening after
Union Agriculture Ministry
assured action on five of their
15 demands.
According to Rajendra
Yadav, UP in-charge of the
Bharatiya Kisan Sanghathan, a
delegation of farmers met
Agriculture Ministry officials
on Saturday afternoon who
agreed on 5 of the 15 demands
following which they have
ended their protest.
"The Ministry officials told
us that the Prime Minister and
the Agriculture Minister are
not in the city and as soon as
they will be available, the
remaining 10 demands will be
discussed," said Yadav.
"The officials also assured
us to look into our demand for
insurance schemes for crops,
farmers and their families. The
officials also said that they
will also see possibilities into
14-day payment window for
sugarcane, making rivers pollution-free and involvement
of farmers in the crop rate
determination," said Yadav.
Hundreds of farmers from
various parts of Uttar Pradesh
(UP) started their march on
Saturday morning from Sector
69, Noida, towards Kisan Ghat
in New Delhi, to raise their
demands of payment of sugar-
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cane crop dues, full loan waiver and making electricity free
for farming amongst others.
However, they were
stopped at the Delhi-UP border on Saturday while a delegation was allowed to meet officials at the Krishi Bhavan. The
farmers are protesting under
the banner of Bharat Kisan
Union (BKU).
The security was beefed up
along the Delhi-Uttar Pradesh
border in the wake of the
protest march, launched by
the farmers on September 17.
The farmers who had
stayed in Noida on Friday were

at Delhi Gate, on the DelhiGhaziabad border, around
noon, causing an obstruction in
traffic along the route. "Traffic
is obstructed in both carriageways from Ghazipur Border
UP Gate on NH-9, NH-24
towards Nizamuddin due to the
farmers' rally," the Delhi Traffic
Police tweeted.
While in Noida, the farmers held talks with government representatives but those
failed to materialize on Friday.
They are on their way to Kisan
Ghat, the memorial of the former Prime Minister and farmers' leader Chaudhary Charan
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Singh, in the national capital.
Among their other major
demands is the implementation
of
the
Swaminathan
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New Delhi: A 30-year-old
woman, seeking divorce from
her husband and pursuing a
criminal case against him, was
beaten twice within eight days
along with her mother, sister
and sister-in-law with batons
by some masked men in full
public view outside their house
at Sangam Vihar in South
Delhi.
Poonam, along with her
three women relatives, were
first assaulted on September 10
for pursuing the divorce case
against her husband Prem
Chand, 35 and then again on
Tuesday this week for reporting the matter to police with
the video of the twin assault
having gone viral on social
media.
Confirming the incident of
mass assault on hapless women,
police on Saturday said they
have already arrested four men
involved in the incident which
occurred on September 10.
The police made the arrest
after registering a criminal
case under section 308 for
attempting to cause culpable
homicide not amounting to
murder.
The police, however, is yet
to arrest Prem Chnad despite
the woman, having named him
in the case. They said they are
investigating the matter.

Poonam said she had married Prem Chand in 2010, but
her love marriage has gone
sour.
"It was a love marriage
and we had good relation for
the first four months. He, however, started beating me after
four months, following which
I filed a divorce suit and criminal case against him around
ten months ago," said Poonam.
She said she and her relatives were beaten up first on
September 10, when there were
four women and two kids present in the house.
"Chand came to our house
on September 10 night along
with his associates and assaulted us. He held me by hairs and
dragged me out of the house.
That time, my brother and
father were not present in the
house. I sustained injuries
along with my mother, my sister and sister-in-law," she said.
Poonam and Chand are
both residents of Sangam Vihar
area.
"Chand sent some people
again on Tuesday who assaulted us with with batons," she
said.
"I want to leave him but he
is not ready to accept it. I am
so scared of him that I can not
even step out of my house,"
Poonam added.
PTI
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eputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia on
Saturday demanded a law be
made to allocate at least six percent of GDP to education.
Sisodia, who also holds
the portfolio of Education
Minister, attended a special
meeting of Central Advisory
Board of Education (CABE)
convened by the Union Human
Resource Department (HRD)
Ministry to discuss and finalise
the National Education Policy.
In a meeting, he asked
that the preamble to the policy should state that "providing
good quality education would
be the responsibility of
Government
through
Government schools".
Lauding few provisions of
the policy, Sisodia highlighted
that unless there is a law which
binds the Governments to
allocate the fund, the policy
per se will not result in the

D

transformation of Education in
India.
"Just like Governments are
bound by law to have ceiling on
fiscal deficit or one country one
tax system, similarly to implement the provision of the New
Education Policy, the
Governments should be bound
to spend at least 6% of GDP, "
Sisodia said.
Stressing on the quality of
education being delivered in
government schools should be
at par with the private schools.
"Going to private schools
should just be an option, not a
necessity due to the lack of
quality education in our government schools," the education minister said.
"Only five percent of children get access to quality education, the rest 95 percent have
been getting average quality
education. It needs to change.
It is the job of the Government
to provide education to all
children," he added.
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mpulsive rain on Saturday
brought respite from humid
Iweather
for Delhiites but city
remained 'stand still' due to
long hours of traffic snarls at
different locations.
Delhi Traffic Police (DTP)
reported waterlogging at the
outer side of the Old Delhi
Railway Station towards Chatta
rail— Chatta rail to Hanuman
Setu, Gol Dak Khana towards
Kashmiri Gate under the railway bridge.
Updating weekly weather
forecast, Indian Meteorological
Department (IMD) in its website marked September 22, 23
and 26 rainy day. "The minimum temperature will remain
26 degree Celsius and maximum temperature will fluctuate between 32 degree and 35
degree Celsius," Delhi wing of
IMD updated.

A^PSPRRXST]cbR[PX\^eTa $[XeTb^]
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Noida (UP): The Yamuna
Expressway in Uttar Pradesh
witnessed over 150 deaths in
road accidents this year so far,
the maximum ever since it got
operational in 2012, according
to official data.
The 165-km-long road
stretch that connects Delhi and
Agra has seen 357 accidents,
injuries to at least 822 people and
death of 145 others till July 31
this year, as per the data obtained
via the Right to Information
(RTI) Act by Agra-based lawyer
Krishna Chand Jain.
PTI had earlier reported
three road accidents in August
and September in which nine
people, including three college
students, lost their lives on the
expressway in Greater Noida,

taking the death toll this year so
far to 154. According to the data,
2018 witnessed 659 road accidents, 1,388 injuries and 111
deaths, while 2017 had 763
accidents, 1,426 injuries and
146 deaths on the expressway.
In 2016, there were 1,219
accidents, 1,524 injuries and
133 deaths, while 2015 had 919
accidents, 1,392 injuries and
142 deaths, 2014 saw 771 accidents, 1,335 injuries and 127
deaths, stated the data provided
by the Yamuna Expressway
Industrial
Development
Auhtority (YEIDA), which manages the expressway.
The Yamuna Expressway
witnessed 280 accidents, 33
deaths and 391 injuries in 2012
and 896 accidents, 118 deaths
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The ED said the State
police had booked Guha for
“forgery and using forged
documents as genuine as he
was found using a forged permission letter to illegally
transport the wildlife birds
purportedly issued by the
Principal Chief Conservator
of Forests, Wildlife and Chief
Wildlife Warden, West
Bengal.”
The ED took over the
case under PMLA based on
this police FIR. The agency
said its probe found Guha was
“running an organised wildlife
smuggling racket”.
He is a clever criminal
and recorded contradictory
statements before the customs
authorities and wildlife authorities to evade action from both
the departments, it alleged.

Guha also obtained fake
certificates regarding birth of
the three chimpanzees in
India, the ED said.
“This attachment has
enabled the zoo authorities to
keep the animals with them.
The action by the ED will
deter dealers against indulging
in illegal trade of animals and
wildlife,” it said.
The three chimpanzees
have become a major point of
attraction for the visitors of
the Alipore zoological garden
in Kolkata and hence, a source
of revenue too, the agency
said.
It said the seven animals
are valued at C81 lakh, with
each chimpanzee worth C25
lakh and a marmoset, a
species of small long-tailed
South American monkeys,
about C1.5 lakh.

and 1,345 injuries in 2014,
according to YEIDA's response
to a separate RTI query filed by
Jain last year. On September 13
this year, a group of college students met with an accident on
the expressway in Greater Noida,
resulting in the death of three of
them. On September 10, two
men died at the Zero-point after
their motorcycle crashed, while
four IT professionals lost their
lives at the same spot on August
18 when their SUV crashed.
Safety on the Yamuna
Expressway became a major
concern when 29 people died
after their bus veered off the
road and plunged into a drain
on July 8. The incident had
occurred in the Agra sector of
the expressway.
PTI
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The organisers and volunteers sporting ‘NAMO
AGAIN’ shirts, chanted
“NaMo Again” and said they
are ready to welcome Prime
Minister Modi “wholeheartedly”.
At a press briefing on
Friday, Texas India Forum
(TIF) spokespersons Priti
Dawra, Gitesh Desai and Rishi
Bhutada briefed media about
the event timeline, what to
expect and why Houston was
chosen for such a mega community event.
“The event is a grand celebration of culture and unity of
America and India, where

Delhi people took twitter
and shared traffic choke points.
Tis Hazari Court gate no-1
towards Boulevard Road (Both
carriageway), Baraf Khana
chowk towards Panchvati
(Both carriageway) were the
few locations where water logging reported.
In West Delhi zone of the
capital, traffic snarls witnessed
towards National Highway - 8
on Dwarka Link Raod. Majnu
Ka Tilla Footover Bridge
towards Wazirabad flyover was
another location where traffic
issues reported.
Meanwhile, besides rainfall, farmers's strike also
caused long hour traffic jam
near Delhi - Ghaziabad border
"Traffic is obstructed in
both carriageways from
Ghazipur Border UP Gate on
NH-9, NH-24 towards
Nizamuddin due to the farmers' rally," the Delhi Traffic
Police said.
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In Haryana, disarray in the
Opposition and internal fighting
within State Congress may give the
BJP a headstart in the campaign. The
Congress high command’s capitulation to former Haryana Chief
Minister Bhupinder Singh Hooda
and replacing his arch rival Ashok
Tanwar, a Rahul Gandhi appointee,
as PCC president with Kumari Selja,
has already weakened the Congress
challenge in the State. Hooda had
threatened to float a separate regional party if Tanwar was not removed
as PCC chief.
As against this, the BJP has
shored up its campaign by highlighting Prime Minister’s leadership and like in Maharashtra roped
in many rival leaders including
those from Congress and INLD in
the State. The caste combination
could also play favourably vis-à-vis

attendees will hear Modi speak
about the deepening US-India
ties strengthened by the confirmations of over 3 million
Indian Americans in the US
and will lay out his vision of the
continuous India’s growth and
development as he begins his
second term following his historic re-election,” Dawra said.
“First time the leaders of
the world’s two biggest democracies are appearing together at
such an event to share their
resolve to build strong partnership,” she said.
They will showcase the
growing US-India geopolitical
partnership, commitment to
global peace and prosperity
through entrepreneurship,
hard work and sacrifice of the
people of both nations. The
presence of these two leaders
is also a sign of the positive
growing influence of Indo
Americans and their invaluable
contributions to Texas and
United States, the spokesper-

the Congress which is presently
seen as a divided house.
The non-Jat Manohar Lal
Khattar’s BJP Government could
sway Dalits, mainly ‘Jatavs’, towards
the BJP in the light of traditional fear
they have from the dominant ‘Jats’
in the State.
Khattar on Saturday said the
Opposition is “divided” in the State
and claimed that the BJP will win
over 75 of the total 90 seats in the
next month’s Assembly polls. He said
that BJP’s relation with the
Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) is cordial in Haryana and the Central
leadership will take a call on the fixing of number of seats for the SAD.
He said tickets would be finalised
before the start of nomination of
papers.
In the 2014 Haryana Assembly
elections, the Congress won only 15
seats with the BJP scoring a majority at 47 making 33 per cent of the
vote share. The INLD emerged second ahead of Congress with 19
seats.

sons said.
Dawra said President
Trump’s participation in the
event shows that he is highlighting his “goodwill and
friendship” towards the Indian
Prime Minister, the people of
India and the Indian American
diaspora.
A bipartisan group of senior
elected officials, leaders from the
US government including, senators, governors, mayors will
also attend the event.
“The ‘Howdy, Modi’ is
about the unity of culture and
it will bring the entire US
India and Texas closer than
ever, TIF is deeply grateful or
this opportunity to bring
together such a historic event
driven in large part by the
diverse community of
Americans all over the united
states,” Dawra said.
Texas accounts for 10 per
cent of India-US trade, about
USD 7 billion worth of US
goods and commodities are
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elhi Housing Finance
Corporation chairman
D
Rajesh Goyal has come forward to bear the educational
expenses of a daily-wager couple's 17-year-old son who has
secured admission to the
National
Institute
of
Technology here after availing
free coaching under a Delhi
Government scheme, officials
said on Saturday. Amarjeet
and his parents, Sohan Lal and
Kavita, lives in the cramped
quarters of Dharampur and
could not afford to avail private
coaching for entrance examinations. He was enrolled in 'Jai
Bhim Mukhyamantri Pratibha
Vikas Yojana — a free coaching scheme of the Delhi government which was launched
in 2017. He was part of the first
batch of students under the
scheme and got coaching from
Sachdeva New PT College.
According to officials,
Amarjeet's educational expenses would be around C1 lakh
each year. He aspires to join the
Indian Administrative Services.
Earlier, Delhi's Social
Welfare Minister Rajendra Pal
Gautam had announced to
fund the education of a daily
wager's daughter, Shashi, who
secured admission to Lady
Hardinge College after clearing
the National Eligibility-cumEntrance Test.
Shashi's father, 47-yearold Akhilesh Kumar Gaur,
who studied till class 12, earns
C400 per day for plastering
walls. Her mother never
attended school.
Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal had earlier announced
that a resident of the national
capital has decided to sponsor
the education of Vijay Kumar
who had secured a seat in IITDelhi after availing the government's free coaching scheme.
The aim of 'Jai Bhim
Mukhyamantri Pratibha Vikas
Yojana' is to provide free quality coaching for economically
disadvantaged candidates for
various competitive and
entrance examinations. Earlier,
only meritorious Dalit students
were eligible for availing free
coaching. The government
recently extended the scheme to
economically weaker candidates from other backward
castes and the general category, too.
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58-year-old woman was allegedly shot
dead by two unidentified bike borne
A
assailants in the national Capital. The
incident was reported from Delhi's Madhu
Vihar area on Saturday morning.
The deceased has been identified as
Usha, a resident of Delhi's Jagatpuri area.
According to a senior police official, information regarding the incident was received
around 7 am on Saturday after which a
police team rushed to the spot.
"Usha was taken to Max hospital in
Parpatganj where she was declared brought
dead by the doctors. During initial investigation, it was revealed that on Saturday
morning, Usha along with her husband had
to go to Max hospital for the treatment.
While going towards the hospital, the cou-

moved between Texas and
India.
Some of the largest companies are setting up their
headquarters all over Texas,
creating jobs and opportunities
for Americans and Indian
Americans.
“India is Houston’s fourth
largest trading partner today
just behind Brazil China and
Mexico. It attracts largest influx
of Indian population and
investment. Houston is
uniquely positioned towards
this community summit as it is
the energy, space and the medical centre capital of the world,”
she said.
‘Howdy, Modi’ is the community summit organised by
the contributions of over 600
organisations 1,000 volunteers
and attendees representing all
the 50 states of the US,
“Indian Americans are not
just most educated and affluent community in the US, but
it is also now recognised for

ple stopped at a temple near Hassanpur
depot," said the senior police official.
"Usha's husband, Kishan Kumar went
inside the temple while she remained in the
car when two unidentified men on bike
came and shot her in the head," said the
senior police official. "Kumar told police
that when he came back after visiting the
temple, he found his wife in pool of blood
on driver seat of the Hyundai i10 car," said
a police official. "The woman used to work
in a private insurance company. Police have
registered a case under relevant sections of
Indian Penal Code (IPC) at Madhu Vihar
police station. Police teams have been
formed who are scanning CCTV cameras
in the area to identify the culprits and to
know the crime sequence. Police is investigating the case with all angles including
personal enmity," said the police official.

serving across all fields including military medicine and education; highly respected doctors, engineers, entrepreneurs,
empowering the US economy,”
she said.
The spirit and diversity of
the Indian community will be
showcased by the specially
curated cultural programme
“WOVEN” at the start of the
event, featuring 400 artists,
she said.
The NRG gates will open
at 6 AM to accommodate and
seat 50,000 people by 9 AM,
after which cultural programme will begin and continue till 10:30 am, and will be
broadcast live in Hindi, English
and Spanish languages followed by the address of the two
leaders. The event will end by
12:30 PM, after which Modi
will join a private community
reception before heading to
New York for the UN General
Assembly session and other
engagements.
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resh from its spectacular
F
performance in the recent
Lok Sabha polls, a resurgent
ruling BJP-Shiv Sena alliance
goes to the Maharashtra
Assembly polls scheduled for
October 21, 2019, with a distinct advantage, as it takes on
a weakened, weary and somewhat dispirited Opposition
Congress-NCP alliance.
Ahead of the first crucial
electoral battle being after the
Lok Sabha polls in which it
walked away with staggering 42
out of the 48 seats in
Maharashtra, the BJP-Shiv Sena
combine has already outsmarted the Opposition
Congress-NCP alliance psychologically by poaching nearly 30 of its leaders and functionaries, including 17 sitting
MLAs, and depleting its cadres
markedly in the run-up months
to the polls.
The two saffron allies —
which unlike the Opposition
Congress and NCP that have
already wrapped up the seat
pact between them — may be
struggling to arrive at an
understanding over the sharing
of seats between them. But, the
BJP and Shiv Sena are a formidable lot both on paper and
on ground — in terms of both
resources and reach.
If the percentages of votes
polled in the 2019 Lok Sabha
polls by the two political formations are any indication, the
BJP and Shiv Sena — which decimated the Opposition — are
miles ahead of the Congress and
NCP. Together, the BJP (27.59
per cent) and Shiv Sena (23.29
per cent) polled 50.88 per cent
of total votes, as against the total
31.79 per cent of votes polled by
the Congress ( 16.27 per cent)
and NCP (15.52 per cent).
The Congress and NCP are
contesting 125 seats each after
leaving the remaining 32 seats

to their allies. The ruling BJP
and Shiv Sena are expected to
ink their seat-sharing deal for
the polls in the next two days.
In the 2014 polls which the
saffron alliance partners had
contested on their respective
strengths, the BJP had won an
all-time high of 122 seats as
against 260 out of the total 288
seats it had contested. The
Shiv Sena had walked away
with 63 seats out of 282 seats it
had contested. On the other
hand, the Congress bagged 42
seats out of 287 seats it had
contested, while the NCP
emerged fourth by winning 41
out of 278 it had contested.
The Prakash Ambedkarled Vanchit Bahujan Aghadi,
which suffered a setback last
week after the exit of the
Asaduddin
Owaisi-led
AIMIM, is contesting the 2019
Assembly polls as a third front.
The Raj Thackeray-led
MNS, which had not contested the Lok Sabha polls but supported the Opposition parties,
is yet to take a final call whether
or not to contest the Assembly
polls. The Asaduddin Owaisiled AIMIM, Samajwadi Party
and BSP will contest the polls
in some pockets of their influence.
On his part, chief minister
Devendra Fadnavis – who is
leading the ruling BJP-Shiv
Sena alliance into the Assembly
polls –is sitting pretty after having criss-crossed the state as
part of his 4000 km-long campaign tour ‘Mahajanadesh
Yatra’. Youth Shiv Sena leader
Aditya Thackeray, who is
tipped to be deputy chief minister in the event of the saffron
alliance returning to power in
the State, has toured several
parts of the state.
On the Opposition side,
NCP founder-president Sharad
Pawar is currently touring
western Maharashtra and
Marathwada. The State
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Congress leaders have been
quietly touring the state, but
not in as comprehensive manner as Fadnavis has done.
Upbeat as it is after it
indulged in massive poaching
from the Opposition ranks in
recent months, the BJP will in
likelihood whip up patriotic
fervour in by giving national
integration spin to the Centre’s
recent decision to abrogate
Article 370 in Jammu and
Kashmir, inking of which has
already been given both by BJP
national president Amit Shah
and Prime Minister during
their recent public meetings in
Maharashtra.
Similarly, the BJP — which
thinks that it will encash on the
“pro-incumbency” mood prevailing in the State — will go to
town with its planks like making Maharashtra a drought-free
state by 2024, connecting rivers
in coastal Konkan region with
those in western Maharashtra,
creating water grid in
Marathwada region to address
the drinking water problems,
initiatives like loan waiver and
crop insurances taken by the
state government to address
farmers’ distress and the development push it has given in
urban areas, including
Mumbai, Nagpur, Thane and
Pune, through various infra
projects including the Metro
and expressways.
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ctober 21is likely to become a turning point
O
in the history of Telangana politics with the
Election Commission announcing dates for the
bypoll in the constituency.
Though, the ruling TRS is trying to clinch the
seat from the Congress and spring a surprise, the
national ruling party, BJP is leaving no stone
unturned to grab the seat, the bastion of grand old
party. The TRS has already announced Saidi Reddy
as the candidate for the seat, while a war of words
between the senior leaders of Congress is reflect-

ing that party’s mood in the wake of by-elections.
During December 2018 general elections, the
PCC chief N Uttam Kumar Reddy has retained the
seat by defeating TRS’ Saidi Reddy. But subsequently, the PCC chief contested the Lok Sabha
election as the nominee of Congress from
Nalgonda parliament seat and emerged victorious.
It prompted Uttam Kumar Reddy to tender
his resignation as Huzurnagar MLA. Uttam’s
spouse Padmavathi Reddy, who was an MLA
from Kodad segment of the erstwhile Nalgonda
district, lost the general elections to the TRS’
Bollam Mallaiah Yadav.

he Election Commission
(EC)
on
Saturday
announced the bypolls to 64
Assembly seats spread across 17
States, Union Territory of
Puducherr y and also on
Samastipur Lok Sabha seat in
Bihar. The bye-elections will be
held on October 21 and the
counting of votes will be on
October 24, the same dates as
those for Har yana and
Maharashtra Assembly elections.
The Samastipur Lok Sabha
by-election was necessitated
due to the death of sitting LJP
MP Ram Chandra Paswan in
July. However, the bypoll for
Satara Lok Sabha seat will not
be held along with the
Maharashtra assembly elections on October 21. Satara
MP from NCP Udayanraje
Bhosale had recently joined the
BJP after resigning from the
Lok Sabha.
There was no word on
when Jammu and Kashmir
would head for elections to
elect its legislative body. The
state, which will become a
Union Territory (UT) on
October 31, has been under
President's Rule for over a
year. Due to J&K's bifurcation
into two UTs - Jammu and

Kashmir and Ladakh - a delimitation exercise is expected to
be undertaken there.
In Karnataka, where resignations of 17 rebel MLAs led to
the collapse of the HD
Kumaraswamy-Congress coalition government in July, bypolls
will be held in 15 seats and in
Uttar Pradesh, 11 constituencies will go to the polls. The 11
UP assembly seats mostly
belong to MLAs who had won
the Lok Sabha elections and
had resigned as members of the
state assembly.
According to the Chief
Election Commissioner (CEC)
Sunil Arora, the byolls in
Karnataka will be held on seats,
including where sitting MLAs
were disqualified recently.
Asked why elections to the
Jharkhand Assembly were not
announced on Saturday when
the country was discussing

simultaneous polls, Arora said
that the issue was not yet settled and added that term of the
state Assembly there ends on 9
January. "If the Leader of the
House there wants to dissolve
the assembly and advance the
elections, then it is a separate
matter. But why should the
commission want to advance
it," he said.
Byelections will also be
held in five seats in Kerala and
4 in Punjab among others.
The other states are Assam (4),
Bihar (5), Gujarat (4),
Himachal Pradesh (2),
Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu
(two each) and Sikkim (3).
States where assembly bypolls
will be held are Arunachal
Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh,
Telangana, Madhya Pradesh,
Meghalaya, Odisha and
Puducherry (one seat each).
These are the first state

polls after the BJP's stunning
victory in the national election
earlier this year, clearing the
way for a second term of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. This
will also be the first time that
elections will be held in Assam
after the release of final citizens'
list last month. By-elections will
be held in four assembly constituencies in the state.
The Samastipur (Bihar)
Lok Sabha by-election was
necessitated following the death
of sitting MP Ram Chandra
Paswan of the Lok Janshakti
Party in July. One Lok Sabha
seat in Maharashtra is currently
vacant but CEC Arora said it
won't go to polls along with the
state assembly elections on
October 21.
Assembly bypolls in West
Bengal are not being held now
as the state government had
cited the Durga Puja festivities
to postpone the exercise. They
will also not be held in
Uttarakhand now as panchayat elections are already underway and the state machinery is
occupied with the exercise,
CEC Arora said. In some other
seats, by-elections are not being
held as respective high courts
are hearing election petitions
and the matters are sub judice,
he added.
In Kerala, Stakes are high

for the three major political formations -the ruling Left
Democratic Front (LFD),
opposition Congress-led
United Democratic Front
(UDF) and the Bharatiya Janata
Party-led National Democratic
Alliance or NDA.
The gazette notification for
these polls will be issued on
September 23, last date of nominations is September 30, date
for scrutiny of nominations
will be done on October 1,
Candidatures can be withdrawn
up to October 3. The CEC said
that the notification for the polls
will be made on September 27.
The last date of filing nominations is October 4. The scrutiny of nominations will take
place on October 5 and the last
date for withdrawal of nominations is October 7.
The EC has decided to use
EVMs and VVPATs in all the
polling stations and for this
adequate numbers of EVMs
and VVPATs have been kept
ready. As is the practice, voters
will need to carry valid identity cards. Electoral Photo
Identity cards (EPIC) shall be
the main document of
identification. However, separate instructions will be
issued to allow additional documents for identification of
voters.
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ver 10-crore electorate will
O
be eligible to cast their vote
in the coming Assembly polls
in Maharashtra and Haryana
for a total of 378 seats.
As
per
Election
Commission (EC) data, there
are 1,82,98,714 voters in
Haryana. Of this, 1,81,91,228
are general electors and
1,07,486 are service voters who
will vote for the 90 assembly
seats in the state.
In
Maharashtra, there are
8,95,62,706 voters, of which
8,94,46,211 are general electors
and 1,16,495 are service voters
who will vote for the 288
Assembly seats in the state.
According to Chief Election
Commissioner (CEC) Sunil
Arora, a total of 19,425 polling
booths will be set up for people
to cast their vote in Haryana.
There has been an increase of
19.58 percent of polling stations,
the number of station was
16,244 back in 2014. Up from
90,403 in 2014, the number of
poll booths where people can
cast their vote in Maharashtra
has gone up to 95,473, reflecting an increase of 5.61 percent.

In Maharashtra, 54 seats are
reserved for Scheduled
Caste/Scheduled Tribe while 17
are reserved in Haryana for
them. According to the CEC
Arora, the upper limit for expenditure on the election campaign
is Rs 28 lakh for each candidate.
Over 1.66 lakh VVPAT
(voter-verified paper audit trail
) machines will be used in the
assembly polls in Maharashtra
and Haryana. Referring to the
use of paper trail machines,
Arora said that on the lines of
the Lok Sabha polls, the commission has mandated that
VVPAT slips count of five randomly selected polling stations
in each assembly constituency
of Haryana and Maharashtra
will be done for verification of
the result obtained from the
electronic voting machines
(EVMs).
The polling stations where
the count is taken up are selected by a draw of lots after the election and before counting. The
commission also reiterated that
while some EVMs fail to function due to "mechanical, structural or physical defect" including faulty switches, broken button, faulty connection, these

never record a "wrong vote".
CEC Arora also said that
special security arrangements
have been made for the LWE
affected areas in Gadchiroli and
Gondia in Maharashtra.
Besides announcing the
assembly election dates, CEC
Arora also spoke about the environmental concern that the election campaigns bring with them.
Regarding the same Arora said,
"Election campaigns impose an
environmental cost upon us.
We appeal to political parties to
avoid the use of plastic and use
only environment-friendly material in their campaigns." Arora
also mentioned that the EC has
brought down more than 5,000
polling booths on the ground
floor from the first or secondfloor level on the request of several political parties from
Maharashtra.
According to the CEC,
both Haryana and Maharashtra
are sound-fitting in terms of
poll preparation. "All types are
arrangements are being made
for the voters. Candidates will
require to fill all the columns in
their poll form. The Election
Commission is privileged to
play a role in democracy."

he festival season in Tamil
T
Nadu got peppered on
Saturday with the Election
Commission of India announcing that the bypolls from the
Assembly constituencies of
Vikravandi in Villupuram district and Nanguneri in
Kanyakumari district would
be held on October 21.
The by-election in
Vikravandi was necessitated by
the death of the sitting DMK
lawmaker K Rathamani of the
DMK in June 2019. Nanguneri
constituency fell vacant following the resignation of Vasanth
Kumar of the Indian National
Congress who was elected to the
Lok Sabha from Kanyakimari in
the May 2019 General election.
The point being debated in
Tamil Nadu is whether the
DMK-led UPA would be able
to continue its dream run.
Though the final results in the
by-polls would not create any
threat to the Edappadi
Palaniswami-led AIADMK
government , it will be a morale
booster to the Opposition parties as the State is gearing up for
elections to local bodies which

were due in 2016 itself .
In the 234-member strong
Tamil Nadu Assembly, the
AIADMK has 122 members
while the DMK –led Opposition
has 109 members. M K Stalin,
president , DMK, told journalists on Saturday that his party
would contest Vikravandi bypoll leaving Nanguneri to
alliance partner Congress. The
DMK-Congress front is hoping
to retain both the seats taking
advantage of recent events like
the arrest of P Chidambaram ,
former union finance minister
in money laundering case and
the accidental death of Subasri,
a young techie who lost her life
when a larger than life size
hoarding installed by a former
AIADMK municipal corporation councillor in connection
with the marriage of the latter’s
son’s marriage.
Though it is more than a
week, the police had failed to
arrest the culprit who is on the
run. This has added to the woes
of the government.
The DMK-led alliance had
swept the Lok Sabha election
from the State winning 38 out
of the 39 seats which were at
stake.
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he Centre and the States on
Saturday held detailed disT
cussions and debated various

iming to further consolidate maritime cooperation
A
between the two countries,
Navy Chief Admiral Karambir
Singh on Saturday began a
four-day-long visit to
Bangladesh.
During the visit, Admiral
Singh will hold extensive talks
with his Bangladeshi counterpart Admiral Aurangzeb
Chowdhury, besides meeting
the other service chiefs and
senior military officials, the
Indian Navy said.
Sources said the two navy
chiefs are expected to deliberate on regional security scenario
including China's growing forays into the Indian Ocean
region and its military assertiveness in the South China Sea.
"The visit is intended to
consolidate and enhance the
bilateral maritime relations
between India and Bangladesh,"

a Navy statement said.
Admiral Singh will visit
several key military establishments including the Khulna
Shipyard Limited, Bangladesh's
naval bases in Chattogram and
Khulna and address cadets at
the Bangladesh Naval Academy
(BNA).In addition, he will participate in the first anniversary
celebration of Bangladesh
Institute of Maritime Research
and Development (BIMRAD),
the Navy said.
The Bangladesh Navy is an
active member of Indian Ocean
Naval Symposium (IONS), a
forum for maritime cooperation among navies of the littoral
states of the Indian Ocean
Region.
There has been increasing
cooperation between Indian
and Bangladeshi navies and
they regularly engage through
staff talks, annual defence dialogue and other operational
interactions.

New Delhi: The Navy has
planned to name the seventh
ship in the P17A frigate series
as 'Mahendragiri', senior officials said.
The first of the seven
frigates, christened 'Nilgiri', is
slated to be launched in
Mumbai on September 28 in
the presence of Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh.
The first ship under P17A
borrows its name from an old
frigate of the Navy, INS Nilgiri
that was named after Nilgiri
Hills.
Five more ships of the
Nilgiri-class, an upgrade of
Leander-class, were also named
after other hill ranges of India.
The six ships were built a few
decades ago and have been
decommissioned.
These six ships were called
— 'Nilgiri', 'Himgiri', 'Udaygiri',
'Dunagiri, 'Taragiri' and
'Vindhyagiri'.
"The first P17A frigate
'Nilgiri' will be launched on
September 28. Since, it is
named after the previous

frigate which was part of a
series of six ships, so the
remaining names will also follow till the sixth ship," said Vice
Admiral G Ashok Kumar, the
vice chief of the Navy.
"For the seventh frigate, we
have identified one more in the
series — 'Mahendragiri'," he
said.
He said this recently during an interactive session held
here ahead of the commissioning of Navy's second
Scorpene-class submarine INS
Khanderi.The commissioning
of 'Khanderi', launch of 'Nilgiri'
and inauguration of an aircraft
carrier drydock are all scheduled to take place on
September 28 in Mumbai.
The first Scorpene in a
series of six, 'Kalvari' is named
after the first Kalvari of the
Navy.The first Kalvari, commissioned on December 8,
1967, was also the first submarine of the Indian Navy. It
was decommissioned on May
31, 1996 after nearly three
decades of service.

The Kalvari-class submarines in the past were a variant of Foxtrot-class submarines,
four of which had served in the
Navy from late 1960s onwards
—'Kalvari', 'Khanderi', 'Karanj'
and 'Kursura'.
"Names have a historical
background, and many ships
have been follow-on of some
other ships in the past. So, the
name is being repeated,"
Kumar said.
A contract with French
company Naval Group (earlier
called DCNS) was signed in
2005 for the supply of six submarines.
The six submarines,
designed by the French naval
defence and energy company,
are being built by Mazagon
Dock Ltd in Mumbai as part of
Project-75 of the Indian Navy.
The state-of-the-art features of this Kalvari-class
Scorpene submarine include
superior stealth and the ability to launch attacks on the
enemy using precision guided
weapon.
PTI
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he Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh (RSS), which, in a
T
way, celebrates bachelorhood as
most of its ‘pracharaks’ keep off
conjugal lives, has conducted a
survey that claims that married
women are "happier" than
those in live-in relationships. Its
findings will be released on
Tuesday.

RSS chief Mohan Bhagwat
will release the survey, conducted by a Sangh-linked organization
‘Drishti Stree
Adhyayan
Prabodhan
Kendra’(DSAPK) based in
Pune, Maharashtra.
The findings of the survey
were discussed at the Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh's coordination meeting in Pushkar earlier this month, sources in the

RSS said.
The Supreme Court has

ruled that any couple living
together for a long term will be
presumed as legally married
unless proved otherwise. It has
also allowed physical relationship between two grown-ups as
legal. It was earlier used to be
categorized as adultery.
As per the survey, married
women have a very high level
of happiness, whereas the level
of happiness was lowest in

women in live-in relationships.
The findings of the survey
will be released after Bhagwat's
interaction with the foreign
media.
RSS publicity in-charge
Arun Kumar in an official
statement released on Saturday
said Bhagwat's interaction with
the foreign media is a routine
exercise.
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reforms proposed in the new
National
Education
Policy(NEP) draft that has
been much delayed and much
awaited.
The meeting of the HRD
Ministry's Central Advisory
Board of Education (CABE)
and Education ministers from
states was chaired by Union
HRD Minister Ramesh
Pokhriyal 'Nishank'. The heads
of autonomous organisations,
vice chancellors of universities,
HRD secretaries for higher
education and school education
R Subrahmanyam and Rina
Ray, along with senior officials
of the central and state governments also attended
Further, Nishank's deputy
Sanjay Dhotre, Minister of
State for Culture and Tourism
Prahlad Singh Patel and
Minister of State for Youth
Affairs and Sports Kiren Rijiju
also attended the meeting.
"The house had detailed
deliberations on several recommendations and reforms
proposed in the NEP draft.
There were valuable suggestions given by the education
ministers of states, who are
equal partners in policy formulation and felt that their
inputs are critical so that the
proposed NEP can be a catalyst
to achieve the goals of equitable
access to quality education
while ensuring affordability of
education and instilling greater

accountability," a senior HRD
official said.
Nishank said in the spirit of
"cooperative federalism" both
the central and state governments interacted and engaged
in a healthy and enriching dialogue to bring out a robust policy that will empower our
youth to meet the challenges of
the 21st century.
"The government has initiated a major exercise to formulate a National Education
Policy that will aim to fulfil the
aspiration of the youth for
quality education and make our
country a knowledge superpower.
The extant National Policy
on Education, 1986 modified in
1992 required changes to meet
the contemporary and futuristic needs of our large youth
population," he said.
"Thus, this policy is being
brought out after more than
three decades. Massive consultative process over four years
has been undertaken and the
draft NEP has been submitted
by the committee.
"The meeting today was
convened to discuss the draft so

that in the spirit of cooperative
federalism both the central
and state governments interact
and engage in a healthy and
enriching dialogue to bring
out a robust policy that will
empower our youth to meet the
challenges of the 21st century,"
the minister added.
Nishank also released the
All India Survey on Higher
Education (AISHE) 2018-19
according to which the Gross
Enrolment Ratio (GER) in
higher education has increased
from 25.8 in 2017-18 to 26.3 in
2018-19 while in absolute
terms the enrolment increased
from 3.66 crore to 3.74 crore
students.
"GER for SCs has also
shown a growth from 21.8 to
23.0 and STs from 15.9 to 17.2.
In terms of increase in the number of universities, they have
grown from 903 (2017-18) to
993 (2018-19) and total higher
Education institutions
from 49,964 to 51,649 in the
same corresponding period.
The number of faculty
increased from 13.88 lakhs to
14.16 lakhs," the survey report
said.
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ven as Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee allayed
fears of National Register for
Citizens (NRC) being enforced
in Bengal a mass phobia of losing citizenship claimed at least
four lives in as many days,
sources said, adding while one
person in North Bengal committed suicide having failed to
trace his land deeds and other
documents three persons died
of heartattack for the
same reasons.
The mass fear of NRC
coincided with a Government
drive to rectify voters’ ID cards
and digital ration cards.
Mistaking the Government
move to rectify the cards for a
lead-up to the invoking of the
NRC dreaded for its track
record in Assam, lakhs of people crowded in front of panchayat and BDO offices to get
their particulars entered or
rectified in their respective
documents.
“One Annada Roy died
committed suicide at
Moynaguri in Jalpaiguri district
after he failed to find out his

E
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land deeds — probably washed
away in floods” — considered
important for NRC, sources
said. Mantu Sarkar at Balurghat
died of heart attack as he too
failed to trace his supportive
documents and repeated visit
to Government offices yielded
no result.
Similarly Sahida Biwi of
Hingalganj and Mantu Mandal
of Matia in North 24 Parganas
succumbed to heart attacks as
they failed to get their ration
cards done despite standing in
long queues for the past sever-

al days, sources said.
Meanwhile, even as the
Government opened special
camps to handle overflowing
crowd in all parts of the State
the Chief Minister iterated in a
tweet that there rectification of
voters’ cards or ration
cards were just a routine procedure and had nothing to do
with the NRC.
Banerjee who had repeatedly criticised the way NRC
was invoked in Assam throwing out lakhs of Bengalis from
the list said, “I can assure you
that NRC will not happen in
Bengal. We will not allow it
come to this place. Bihar and
other States have already rejected it and so have we.”
Accusing the BJP of using
the NRC as a political tool to
polarise the electorate she said,
“It is only that the voter list is
being renewed and ration cards
are being digitised and corrected, so I would just ask to get
these done and not panic for
the NRC as we will not allow
that to come in Bengal.”
She said, “For invoking
NRC in Bengal they (BJP) will
have to first kill me.”
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New Delhi: BJP president Amit
Shah on Saturday discussed
economic issues with Chief
Ministers of party-ruled States
and laid out his party’s extensive plans to celebrate Mahatma
Gandhi’s 150th birth anniversary celebrations in a videoconference address to party
MPs, including Union
Ministers, and state organisational leaders.
Speaking from the BJP
headquarters here, Shah,
sources said, asserted that the
measures, especially a major
cut in corporate tax rate, will
give a big boost to economy.
The Opposition has used
the economic slowdown issue
to target the Union government, and Shah’s decision to
speak to the chief ministers
underscores the BJP’s determination to counter the rivals
as it gears up for assembly polls
in Maharashtra and Haryana
next month.
He was joined by BJP working president JP Nadda and
other senior leaders during his
address. Shah, who is also
Union Home Minister, asked
party MPs to start campaigns in
their constituencies to propagate
Gandhi’s ideals, including on
cleanliness, khadi and environment. Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has already asked the
party MPs to undertake a 150
km ‘padyatra’ (foot march)
between October 2, Mahatma
Gandhi’s birth anniversary, and
October 31, the birth anniversary of Sardar Patel.
Party leaders were asked to
touch every village in the campaign. The sources said they
were also told to clean statues of
all icons “irrespective of the ideology they came from” during
the exercise. The MPs joined the
conference from capital of their
respective State.
PNS
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n a humane gesture Union
ISaturday
Minister Babul Supriyo on
pardoned the student who had pulled him by his
hair at Jadavpur University on
Thursday evening when hundreds of Left wing students
gheraoed him for more than
five hours requiring Governor
Jagdeep Dhankar to personally move into the campus to
secure his release.
The singer-turned-minister
forgave came the accused after
his ailing mother begged pardon over social media. Bengal
BJP president and another
senior leader Sayantan Bose
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he Congress on Saturday
T
appointed former television journalist Supriya Shrinate,
who was the party’s candidate
from Maharajganj in the Lok
Sabha polls, as a spokesperson.
Congress president Sonia
Gandhi has approved the
appointment of Supriya
Shrinate as spokesperson of All
India Congress Committee, a
statement issued by the party’s
communication department
chief Randeep Surjewala said.
Until a few months ago,
Shrinate was a TV journalist.
She is the daughter of former
Congress MP Harsh Vardhan.
She lost to BJP’s Pankaj
Chaudhary in the Lok Sabha
polls from Maharajganj. Her
father Harsh Vardhan was a
two-time MP from the seat.
The Congress had recently also appointed Sharmistha
Mukherjee, the daughter of
former Congress veteran and
President Pranab Mukherjee,
and Anshul Kumar, the son of
former Speaker Meira Kumar,
as its spokespersons.

had earlier threatened to have
located the boy’s and address
and threatened him and his
comrades with a payback.
“Those who have done it will
not be spared and their hands
will be broken,” Ghosh said.
Soon after the student’s
mother begged for the boy’s life
and career in the social media
prompting Supriyo to write
“maasima (auntie) I have already
forgiven your son. Neither have
I complained to the police nor
have I allowed any other person
to do that. So don’t worry nothing will happen to him. Just take
care of your health and ask your
son to learn from his mistakes.
Take my pranam!”

he Pakistan Army on
Saturday targeted forward
T
Indian posts in two different
sectors of Poonch with heavy
mortar shelling.
According to ground
reports, first incident of ceasefire violation was reported in
Shahpur and Kerni sectors
around 9.45 am and after a
brief gap Pak army targeted forward posts and civilian areas in
Balakote area of Mendhar
around 4.15 pm. Ground
reports claimed, intense
shelling was reported in the
area late Friday night as well.
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n yet another setback to top
West Bengal police officer
IRajeev
Kumar, the Alipore
District and Sessions court on
Saturday rejected his anticipatory bail plea after the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI)
said he was breaking the law by
evading its summons in the
Saradha chitfund case.
Meanwhile, having failed
to trace “absconding” IPS officer, the CBI on Saturday summoned five staff employed in
his bungalow and his personal assistant for interrogation,
sources said.
“Mr Kumar’s staffs were
asked questions on whether he
had been visiting the residences of other IPS officers. His
driver was also asked as to
which address he used to frequent
these
days.
Others were asked to report on
whether his wife (a senior IRS
officer herself) had been in
touch with Kumar,” CBI
sources said.

mid speculation about the
differences between the
ruling saffron alliance partners
over the sharing of Assembly
polls, Maharashtra Chief minister Devendra Fadnavis on
Saturday expressed confidence
that the BJP and Shiv Sena
would soon ink the seat-sharing deal between them and
return to power in the State
Assembly polls.
Speaking during an interview at India Today conclave,
Fadnavis said, “We will have an
alliance with the Shiv Sena for
sure. The talks on seat sharing
are going on. We don’t dictate
terms to Shiv Sena. We are
friends. We do take decisions
in a united manner. There are
several aspirants in both the
parties and both of them will
definitely try to please them till
the last moment”
Queried about the possibility of Shiv Sena youth president Aditya Thackeray becoming the deputy chief minister in
the event of the saffron alliance
returning to power in the state,
Fadnavis said: “It is good to see
Aaditya Thackeray taking
active part in politics. His
father or grandfather stayed
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pilgrims visited the cave
shrine during the Navratri
festival. He said, “to
attract rush of pilgrims we
fter Golden temple
are going to decorate the
in Amritsar, the cave
bhawan area, from
shrine of Mata Vaishno
Manokamana Bhawan to
Devi, is all set to welcome
the main temple, with
pilgrims with a magnifiimported flowers and
cent view of gold-plated
fruits”.
entrance of the 96 feet
He said, “we are
long traditional cave on
importing the rich qualthe occasion of Navratri
ity exotic flowers from
festival
beginning
Thailand, Holland,
September 29.
Malaysia, Singapore,
In addition, shrine
Ooty, Palampur and Uttar
board authorities have
Pradesh”.
decided to decorate the
Sharing details of the
bhawan shrine with
‘golden gate’ project
imported flowers and
which was in the pipe line
fruits to create ‘festive’
for a long time, CEO
look and provide ‘spirituSimrandeep Singh said,
ally’ stimulating atmos“work on the ambitious
phere to the pilgrims durproject was sanctioned
ing their stay.
under the new ‘donation’
This year, Mata
policy adopted by the
Vaishno Devi Shrine
Board authorities have 6^[S_[PcTST]caP]RT^U<PcPEPXbW]^3TeXRPeTbWaX]T Shrine board”.
He said for a long
also decided to illuminate
13 km long serpentine track scanning devices have been time devotees were raising the
connecting Katra base camp installed at various locations issue of installing ‘golden gates’
with colorful lights during the for better management of yatra. replacing ‘marble gates’ outside
To design ‘gold plated gates’, the cave shrine.
Navratri festival to attract rush
The Chief executive
Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine
of pilgrims.
The nine day long Navratra board authorities have hired a Officer of Mata Vaishno Devi
festival is being organised by team of master craftsmen who Shrine Board, Simrandeep
Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine had already decorated world Singh said that during this
Board
and
District famous Siddhi Vinayak temple festival, various events will be
Administration, Reasi in col- in Mumbai and Jhandewalan organised which will attract
audience from the length and
laboration with Tourism temple in New Delhi.
Keeping in mind the intri- breadth of the state and coundepartment and active participation of local community/ cacies involved in designing the try. He said the Navratra festiTourism and Trade Industry of ‘gold plated gates’ for the cave val will be inaugurated by the
shrine, a separate workshop has Governor Satya Pal Mailk on
Katra, NGO’s.
Community Kitchen ser- been set up near the cave September 29 in Katra. A culvices (langar) will be extended shrine to allow artists to com- tural procession showcasing
to the pilgrims along the yatra plete their job with precision. rich cultural heritage of Jammu
Chief Executive Officer & Kashmir will be taken out
track where they will be served
freshly cooked food for those (CEO), Shri Mata Vaishno from main roads of Katra every
Devi
Shrine
Board, day. Devotional song competiobserving ‘fast’ as well.
To ensure safety of pilgrims, Simrandeep Singh told The tion, Hasya Vyang kavi samelaborate security arrangements Pioneer in Jammu, “We are melan, wrestling competition,
have been made by the securi- preparing to welcome the pil- special play on Mata Ki Kahani
ty grid in and around Katra grims on the occasion of will be organised during the
Navratri by dedicating the ‘gold festival days.
town, base camp of yatra.
This year, wrestlers from
State police and para mili- plated gates’ to the pilgrims.
He said, “We are expecting Pakistan have not been invited
tary forces have been deployed
in adequate numbers to secure pilgrim traffic to receive a to participate in the wrestling
the yatra route and important major boost during the nine competition. Owing to sour
installations. The entire Katra day long festival starting from relations between the two
town, bhawan area, and yatra September 29 till October 7”. neighboring countries, the
“We expect 3 to 4 lakh pil- organisers of the event have not
track has been covered with
CCTV cameras to monitor the grim footfalls during the nine been inviting them to
activities of pilgrims and any day long festival”. In 2018, 3.18 participate in the competition
other suspicious movement. X- lakh pilgrims and in 2017, an during Navratra festival in
Ray scanner machines and other estimated number of 3.02 lakh Katra since 2013.

A

Defence spokesman in
Jammu, Lt-Col Devender Anand
said, “Pakistan army initiated
‘unprovoked’ ceasefire violation
along the line of control in
Shahpur and Kerni sectors of
Poonch around 9.45 am”.
Several civilian areas were
also targeted by the Pakistan
army during intense shelling in
the forward area. Defence PRO
also said, “The Pakistani Army
initiated ceasefire violation by
firing of small arms & shelling
with Mortars in Balakote area
of Mendhar. Indian Army retaliated befittingly.”
At least 19 animals including 12 Buffalo’s and 7 goats per-

away from electoral politics. It
does not mean he also should
follow them. He understands
the political situation well.
After all, he has to take the reins
of Shiv Sena one day”.
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Mumbai: Maharashtra Pradesh
Congress Committee (MPCC)
chief Balasaheb Thorat said on
Saturday the Congress–NCP
alliance would recapture power
in the State.
In a statement issued after
the declaration of schedule for
the State Assembly polls, Thorat
said, “During the last five year,
the BJP-Sena Government has
reversed the process of development in th estate. There is a
lot of resentment among people
against BJP-Sena Government.
People want a change. Voters
will bring the Congress-NCP
and their allies back to power
with a thumping majority.”
Thorat said during the last
five years, the State hads
recorded highest number of
farmer suicides.
PNS

ished in Pakistan firing along
the line of control in Balakote
area of Mendhar sector late
Friday night.
Defence PRO in Jammu
said, “Pakistan army had initiated firing late Friday
night in Balakote area around
11.45 pm.”
He said Indian army retaliated strongly and effectively.
The firing in the area continued till 2.00 am. Official
sources claimed, a total number of 19 animals including 12
buffalo’s and 7 goats were killed
in Pakistani firing.
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Jammu: A Pakistani national
was apprehended in one of
the forward villages of RS
Pura, close to the International
Border, on Saturday evening
by local residents and later
handed over to the police.
The identity of the Pak
national has been established
as Basharat Ali S/O Mohd
Rafiq ,R/O Village Al Jattan,
Sialkot. Joint teams of interrogators are currently questioning him to ascertain the
motive behind sneaking inside
the Indian territory.
So far police has not ruled
out the possibility that the
apprehended Pak national
may have been acting as a
local guide to help small group
of infiltrators sneak inside
the Indian territory.
Meanwhile, alert was
sounded in the area while
interrogation of Pak national
was still going on.
Official sources claimed,
Basharat Ali, roaming in RS
Pira area had taken lift from
a local resident and he
dropped him near village
Chandu Chak ahead of village
Abdullian. After some time, a
local woman in the area raised
an alarm after she detected
presence of an unknown person in the courtyard of her
home.
PNS
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New Delhi: The resignation of
Madras High Court Chief
Justice VK Tahilramani has
been accepted, according to a
Government notification.
Her resignation has been
accepted with effect from
September 6, it said. She had
resigned after the Supreme
Court collegium declined her
request for reconsideration of
transfer to the Meghalaya High
Court. Justice V Kothari has
been appointed as the acting
chief justice of the Madras
High Court, another notification said.
The transfer of Justice
Tahilramani from the Madras
High Court to the Meghalaya
High Court had snowballed
into a major controversy with
lawyers in Chennai as well as
in her home state of

Maharashtra coming out in
protest against the Supreme
Court collegium’s decision in
this regard.
Later on September 12,
the apex court had come out
with a statement, saying that
each of the recommendations
for transfer of Chief Justices
and Judges of various high
courts was based on “cogent
reasons”.
Without naming Justice
Tahilramani, the statement
issued by the office of apex
court’s Secretary General
Sanjeev S Kalgaonkar had said
the reasons of transfer of judges
were not disclosed in the interest of the institution but the
apex court collegium would not
hesitate to disclose them in the
circumstance it becomes necessary.
PTI
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Tehran: Any country that
attacks Iran will become the
"main battlefield", the
Revolutionary Guards warned
Saturday after Washington
ordered reinforcements to the
Gulf following attacks on Saudi
oil installations it blames on
Tehran.
Tensions escalated between
arch-foes Iran and the United
States after last weekend's
attacks on Saudi energy giant
Aramco's Abqaiq processing
plant and Khurais oilfield
halved the kingdom's oil output.
Yemen's Huthi rebels have
claimed responsibility for the
strikes but the US says it has
concluded the attacks involved
cruise missiles from Iran and
amounted to "an act of war".
Washington approved the
deployment of troops to Saudi
Arabia at "the kingdom's
request," Defence Secretary
Mark Esper said, noting the
forces would be "defensive in
nature" and focused on air
and missile defence.
But Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps commander
Major General Hossein Salami
said Iran was "ready for any
type of scenario".
"Whoever wants their land
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to become the main battlefield,
go ahead," he told a news conference in Tehran.
"We will never allow any
war to encroach upon Iran's
territory "We hope that they
don't make a strategic mistake",
he said, listing past US military
"adventures" against Iran.
Salami was speaking at
Tehran's Islamic Revolution
and Holy Defence museum
during the unveiling of an
exhibition of what Iran says are
US and other drones captured
in its territory.

It featured a badly damaged
drone with US military markings said to be an RQ-4 Global
Hawk that Iran downed in June,
as well as an RQ-170 Sentinel
captured in 2011 and still intact.
The Guards also displayed
the domestically manufactured
Khordad 3 air defence battery
they say was used to shoot
down the Global Hawk.
"What are your drones
doing in our airspace? We will
shoot them down, shoot anything that encroaches on our airspace," said Salami, noting Iran

had defeated "America's technological dominance" in air
defence and drone manufacture.
His remarks came only
days after strikes on Saudi oil
facilities claimed by Yemen's
Huthis, but the US says it has
concluded the attack involved
cruise missiles from Iran and
amounted to "an act of war".
Saudi Arabia, which has
been bogged down in a fiveyear war across its southern
border in Yemen, has said Iran
"unquestionably sponsored"
the attacks. The kingdom says
the weapons used in the attacks
were Iranian-made, but it
stopped short of directly blaming its regional rival.
"Sometimes they talk of
military options," Salami said,
apparently referring to the
Americans.
Yet he warned that "a limited aggression will not remain
limited" as Iran was determined
to respond and would "not rest
until the aggressor's collapse."
The Guards' aerospace
commander said the US ought
to learn from its past failures
and abandon its hostile rhetoric.
"We've stood tall for the
past 40 years and if the enemy
makes a mistake, it will cer-

tainly receive a crushing
response," Brigadier General
Amirali Hajizadeh said.
The United States upped
the ante on Friday by announcing new sanctions against
Iran's central bank, with
President Donald Trump calling the measures the toughest
America has ever imposed on
another country.

Washington has imposed a
series of sanctions against
Tehran since unilaterally
pulling out of a landmark 2015
nuclear deal in May last year. It
already maintains sweeping
sanctions on Iran's central
bank, but the US Treasury said
Friday's designation was over
the regulator's work in funding
"terrorism".
AFP
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Tehran: Iran denied on
Saturday its oil infrastructure
had been successfully attacked
by a cyber operation, after
reports of disruptions to the
sector online.
"Contrary to Western
media claims, investigations
done today show no successful
cyber attack was made on the
country's oil installations and
other crucial infrastructure,"
the government's cyber security
office said.
The statement did not
specify which reports it was
addressing.

NetBlocks, an organisation that tracks internet outages, tweeted early Saturday
that "network data show intermittent disruptions to internet
connectivity in #Iran."
But it said the cause was
unclear and impact limited,
affecting "online industrial and
government platforms" and
specific providers.
"Data are consistent with a
cyber attack or unplanned
technical incident on affected
networks as opposed to a purposeful withdrawal or shutdown incident," it added. AFP

&KLQDLVWKUHDW
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Washington: Expressing concern over China's growing military might, US President
Donald Trump has said the
Communist nation is a threat
to the world and blamed his
predecessors for not stopping
it from stealing America's intellectual property to bolster its
defence capabilities.
China has hiked its military
spending by seven per cent to
$152 billion as Beijing aims at
countering America's push into
the disputed South China Sea.
"Obviously China is a
threat to the world in a sense
because they are building a military faster than anybody and
frankly they are using US
money," Trump, who was
accompanied by visiting
Australian Prime Minister
Scott Morrison, told reporters
here on Friday.
Trump said the US
Presidents before him allowed
China to take out $500 billion
a year and more than that.
"They have allowed China
to steal our intellectual property and property rights and
I'm not doing that," he said.
According to the president,
the two countries were very
close to having a trade deal.

"We work very closely, had
intellectual property, all of the
tough things work negotiated
and then at the last moment,
they said we cannot agree to
this," he alleged, referring to the
abrupt collapse of the trade deal
with China early this year.
"I said that's all right we are
charging you 25 per cent tariffs
and then it's going up and it will
continue to go up. Frankly we
are making so many hundreds
of the numbers that we are taking in to our treasury...Look at
the great reports that came out
two days ago on retailing, on
consumers, on numbers that
nobody believes," he added.
The world's two largest
economies are locked in a trade
war since Trump in March last
year imposed tariff hikes of up
to 25 per cent on $250 billion
of Chinese goods. In response,
China, the world's second
largest economy after the US,
imposed tit-for-tat tariffs on
$110 billion of American goods.
The two countries have
resumed their trade negotiations.
Trump has said that he will
enter into a trade deal with
Beijing only if he is confident
that it is good for the US. PTI
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Washington: A mysterious
whistleblower, a telephone call
between President Donald
Trump and a foreign leader, and
military aid to Ukraine.
Here's what we know about
the latest political firestorm
swirling around Washington:
On August 12, an unknown
whistleblower in the US intelligence community filed a complaint with Michael Atkinson,
the Inspector General of the
Intelligence Community (ICIG),
regarding a matter of "urgent
concern." The identity of the
whistleblower and the nature of
the complaint have not been
publicly revealed.
After reviewing the complaint, Atkinson determined it
was "credible" and forwarded it
on August 26 to the acting
Director
of
National
Intelligence, Joseph Maguire, a
Trump appointee.
The Democratic-led House
Intelligence Committee is
demanding that the whistleblower's complaint be turned
over but Maguire has declined
to share it.
According
to
The
Washington Post, the complaint
concerned a "promise" Trump
made in a recent phone call with
a foreign leader.
The phone call in question,
according to US media reports,
was a July 25 conversation
between Trump and Ukraine's
newly elected President
Volodymyr Zelensky.
According to The Wall
Street Journal, Trump repeatedly pressured Zelensky in the
call to investigate Hunter
Biden, the son of Joe Biden,
Trump's main potential 2020
reelection rival.
Hunter Biden in 2014
joined the board of Burisma
Holdings, a Ukrainian gas firm
accused of corrupt practices, but
he has not been personally
accused of any wrongdoing.
The Journal said Trump
urged Zelensky "about eight
times" during the call to work
with Rudy Giuliani, his personal
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attorney, on a probe into Hunter
Biden.
At the time of the conversation, the United States was
holding up $250 million in
military aid for Ukraine, but the
Journal said Trump did not
mention the assistance during
the conversation.
Three committees in the
Democratic-controlled House
of Representatives have
demanded that the White House
turn over a transcript of the call.
The committees claim it
may include evidence of Trump
and Giuliani's efforts to
"improperly pressure" Ukraine
to help his reelection bid.
They accused Trump and
Giuliani of trying to coerce
Ukraine, in exchange for military assistance, into conducting
a "politically motivated" investigation into Hunter Biden.
"If the President is trying
to pressure Ukraine into
choosing between defending
itself from Russian aggression
without US assistance or leveraging its judicial system to
serve the ends of the Trump
campaign, this would represent
a staggering abuse of power,"
the Democratic committee
chairmen said.
The US military aid package for Ukraine, which is battling pro-Russian separatists,
was finally approved by the
White House last week.
Trump for his part has
insisted there was nothing unto-

ward about the telephone call.
"Virtually anytime I speak
on the phone to a foreign
leader, I understand that there
may be many people listening
from various US agencies, not
to mention those from the
other country itself," he tweeted on Thursday.
"Knowing all of this, is
anybody dumb enough to
believe that I would say something inappropriate with a foreign leader while on such a
potentially 'heavily populated'
call," he said.
"I would only do what is
right anyway, and only do good
for the USA!"
Speaking to reporters at
the White House on Friday,
Trump described the story as
a "political hack job" and said
former vice president Joe
Biden is the one who should be
investigated.
"It was a totally appropriate conversation," he said of the
telephone call.
"It was actually a beautiful
conversation."
Trump claimed he didn't
know the identity of the
whistleblower but said he was
a "partisan person." Giuliani,
the former mayor of New
York, also took to Twitter to
defend Trump.
"A President telling a Preselect of a well known corrupt
country he better investigate
corruption that affects US is
doing his job," he tweeted. AFP
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Washington: The rainfall in
some of Indonesia's islands such
as Sumatra, Java, and Borneo
affects the climate of regions that
are even thousands of miles
away, according to a new study.
Sumatra, Java, Borneo, and
Papua New Guinea, along with
a clutch of smaller islands are
part of what is known as the
"Maritime Continent," which,
according to the researchers,
experiences significant rainfall
including "periodic monsoonal
rain, and flash flooding."
In the study, published in
the Journal of Atmospheric
Sciences, researchers revealed
details of the connection
between a larger atmospheric
phenomenon called the
Madden-Julian Oscillation

(MJO), and the daily patterns of
rainfall in the Maritime
Continent.
The MJO, the study noted,
circles the globe around the
tropics and can affect weather on
weekly to monthly time scales,
bringing cloudy and sunny periods alternatively.
The researchers, led by
atmospheric scientist Giuseppe
Torri at the University of Hawaii
(UH), found that the impact of
the MJO on the daily rainfall
patterns of Sumatra was quite
significant.
When the MJO was active
near the Maritime Continent,
there was more water vapour,
and therefore greater possibility of rain, according to the
researchers.
PTI

London: A vote to oust the
deputy leader of Britain's main
Opposition Labour Party was
ditched Saturday after a big
backlash to the proposal
prompted Jeremy Corbyn, the
party's leader, to intervene.
The surprise attempt to
abolish the role of deputy
leader by one of Corbyn's close
allies caused uproar among
many Labour members and has
overshadowed the start of the
party's annual conference in the
southern England city of
Brighton.
Corbyn has tried to put a lid
on the row by proposing that
Labour carry out a review of the
role, currently held by lawmaker Tom Watson, who has
clashed with the leader on a
number of issues, notably Brexit.
The proposal to get rid of
the deputy's role had been
scheduled to be put to a vote
Saturday of Labour's governing

body, the National Executive
Committee.
The move against Watson
has laid bare the divisions in
the party — Watson has
espoused a number of viewpoints that have offended many
of Corbyn's left-wing supporters but have appealed to the
moderate wing of the party.
Heading into the conference on Saturday, Corbyn tried
to put a brave face on the row
and said he enjoyed working
with Watson.
"The NEC agreed this
morning that we are going to
consult on the future of diversifying the deputy leadership
position to reflect the diversity of our society," Corbyn said.
Questioned by assembled
reporters, Corbyn refused to
say when he first knew about
the attempt to oust Watson, nor
whether he had full confidence in his deputy.

Watson told BBC radio
before the proposal was ditched
that the attempt to oust him was
akin to "a straight sectarian
attack on a broad-church party"
and that he believes his position
on Brexit was behind the move.
He said the move against
him came as a shock and that
he was in a Chinese restaurant
in Manchester Friday evening
when he found out about it.
The row exploded Friday
when Jon Lansman, the
founder of the pro-Corbyn
grassroots Momentum group,
proposed a motion for
Watson's job to be scrapped.
Lansman said in a tweet he
welcomed Corbyn's proposal
to review the role of deputy
leader and added that the
party needs "to make sure the
deputy leader role is properly
accountable to the membership while also unifying the
party at conference.
AP
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Paris: Over a hundred demonstrators were arrested at yellow
vest protests in Paris on
Saturday as about 7,500 police
were deployed to quell any violence by the movement and its
radical, anarchist "black blocs".
There were also fears that
the demonstrators could try to
infiltrate a march against climate change in the French
capital.
The yellow vest movement erupted 10 months ago
and blindsided President
Emmanuel Macron, whom
protesters accused of being out
of touch with the needs of
ordinary French people.
"What are we doing? We
are assembling just to say that
we can't make ends meet.
(The protest) is not only
against the president, it's
against the system," said a
woman protestor who did not
give her name.
The weekly demonstrations — Saturday was the 45th
— prompted Macron to loosen
the state's purse strings to the
tune of nearly 17 billion euros
(18.8 billion) in wage boosts
and tax cuts for low earners,
but tapered off over the summer.
AFP
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Islamabad: Pakistan Prime
Minister Imran Khan on
Saturday left for New York on
a week-long visit to attend the
United Nations General
Assembly (UNGA) session
during which he is to make
Kashmir the focus of his
address and interactions.
He will share Pakistan's
perspective and position on the
Jammu & Kashmir issue and
on its current human rights and
related dimensions, a Foreign
Office statement said.
Imran Khan is being
accompanied by Foreign
Minister Shah Mehmood
Qureshi, Advisor on Finance
Hafeez Shaikh and Special
Assistant on Overseas
Pakistanis Zulfikar Abbas
Bukhari.
Imran Khan will hold several bilateral meetings with
his counterparts from various
nations and participate in highlevel UN summits on climate
change, sustainable development, universal health coverage
and financing for development.

He will also attend and
speak at high-level side events
co-hosted by Pakistan and
Turkey on countering hate
speech and on environmental
protection and poverty alleviation, co-hosted by Malaysia
and Pakistan. A trilateral summit meeting of Pakistan,
Malaysia and Turkey will be
held on the General Assembly
sidelines.
He will interact with a
cross-section of international
media outlets and hold meetings with editorial boards, the
Foreign Office spokesperson
said.
He will also avail the opportunity to articulate Pakistan's
perspective on some key contemporary issues, especially the
centrality of the Jammu &
Kashmir dispute.
IANS
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Hong Kong: Protesters in
Hong Kong threw gasoline
bombs and police fired tear gas
Saturday in renewed clashes
over anti-government grievances.
Reporters saw at least one
person arrested after violence
erupted following an afternoon
march by several thousand
people in Tuen Mun, a district
in the northwest of the Chinese
territory. Hong Kong is in the
fourth month of sometimes
violent protests that occur every
weekend. They started with
opposition to a proposed extradition law and have expanded
to include demands for greater
democracy.
Most protesters in Tuen
Mun were peaceful but some
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threw gasoline bombs and
bricks toward police who faced
them down the street.
They appeared to fall short
of the police and there was no
indication anyone was hit.
Police with anti-riot helmets and shields responded by
firing tear gas. In the evening,
protesters gathered at a shopping mall in another district,
Yuen Long.
Some threw gasoline
bombs in the street but there
was no indication anyone was
injured. Elsewhere, scuffles
were reported as government
supporters heeded a call by a
pro-Beijing member of the
Hong Kong legislature to tear
down protest posters at subway
stations.
AFP
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he C1.45-lakh crore tax
giveaway is unlikely to
widen fiscal deficit much as the
shortfall will be met through
increased tax collections due to
higher growth which the massive tax cuts are expected to
achieve, Niti Aayog Vice
Chairman Rajiv Kumar said
here on Saturday. On Friday,
the
Government
had
announced tax cuts for corporates by 10-12 percentage
points, bringing down the
effective corporate tax to 25.17
per cent inclusive of all cess and
surcharges for domestic companies. The new tax rate will be
applicable from April 1, involving a revenue loss of C1.45 lakh
crore this fiscal.
“I don’t think tax cuts will
leave a gaping hole in the fiscal numbers. There will be
some, which will be minor,”
Kumar said at an ‘India Today’
event.
Budget had estimated fiscal deficit at 3.3 per cent of the
GDP for the current fiscal but
many analysts have pegged it
overshooting by at least 70
bps to 4.1 per cent as the
quantum of the giveaways is
worth 0.7 per cent of the GDP.
Significantly, it can be
noted that neither the finance
minister or her senior cabinet
colleagues who talked to the
media after the announcement
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took questions on the shape of
fiscal deficit numbers post the
tax cuts.
Even, Reser ve Bank
Governor Shaktikanta Das had
lapped it up as growth boosting just a day before warning
the government that it has no
leeway to undertake any fiscally
expansionary measures.
It can be noted that while
the GST collection has been
ebbing below the desired C1
lakh crore mark all through the
year expect one month, the
direct tax mop-up for the first

half lagged way behind the target. It grew a paltry 4.7 per cent
in H1 of this fiscal at C5.5 lakh
crore against a budgeted target
of 17.5 per cent growth in collections for the full year.
Kumar said direct and
indirect tax revenues are
expected to go up with growth
picking up after these tax cuts.
“There is buoyancy in
growth. In the past, our tax
buoyancy has been very good.
Therefore, both direct and in
direct tax collections will go up
with growth,” he said.
Kumar said another area
for his optimism is the government focus on divestment
which he budgeted at C1.05
lakh crore.
“Asset sales will yield an
additional C52,000 crore over
the budget estimate. Then you
have got another C50,000 crore
from the RBI which was not
included in the Budget,” he
said. The higher revenue from
tax and non-tax fronts will help
the government finance the fiscal deficit, he added.
Kumar said the 5 per cent
GDP growth is not yet a crisis
and the first quarter number
marks the bottoming out of the
cycle.
“We will achieve a nearly
6.5 per cent growth this year
and we will be on track for doubling up our per capita income
in the next five years,” he
added.
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New Delhi: Industry body
SIAM on Saturday said the auto
industry would have to “find its
own balance” to boost demand,
with the GST Council declining to cut rates for the sector.
“The auto industry was
very hopeful of GST reduction.
It is clear that there is no

reduction of GST rate on vehicles from 28 per cent to 18 per
cent,” Society of Indian
Automobile Manufacturers
(SIAM) President Rajan
Wadhera said in a statement.
The industry has to find its
own balance to enhance
demand, he added.

The GST Council, which
met in Goa on Friday, did not
cut tax rates on automobiles.
The industr y had been
demanding a GST rate cut
from the current 28 per cent to
18 per cent in order to revive
sales which have been facing a
prolonged slowdown.
PTI
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oody’s Investors Service
on Saturday said the cut
M
in corporate tax increases the
Government’s fiscal risks while
headwinds from cyclical factors
such as rural stress, weak corporate sentiment and slow
credit pose threat to near-term
growth.
On Friday, the Centre
announced a reduction in the
base corporation tax rate to 22
per cent from 30 per cent as
part of stimulus measures to
revive slowing economic
growth.
The rating agency said it
does not expect the corporate
tax rate cut to revive growth to
the extent that stronger tax
buoyancy compensates for the
loss of revenue.
“While the reduction

brings India’s corporate tax
rate closer to peers throughout
Asia and will support the business environment and competitiveness, a host of cyclical
factors, including rural financial stress, weak corporate sentiment, and a slow flow of credit in the financial sector, remain
headwinds to near-term
growth,” it said.
Moody’s said the cut in
corporate tax is credit positive
for companies because it will
enable them to generate higher post-tax incomes.
“However, it is credit negative for the sovereign, as it
aggravates mounting risks for
the government in meeting its
fiscal deficit target.”
Commodity and information technology (IT) services
companies will benefit most
from the tax rate cut.
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sold a combined 2.75 per cent
stake in the lender through the
open market.
Yes Capital (India) Pvt Ltd,
Morgan Credits Pvt Ltd and
Rana Kapoor have sold a combined 2.75 per cent in Yes
Bank through open market
process, Morgan Credits said in
a regulatory filing on Saturday.
The combined entities held
9.64 per cent holding in the
bank which now stands at 6.89
per cent.
The release of shares took
place between September 18 to
20, 2019, the filing said.

The city-headquartered
bank, in a statement, said it
mobilised C500 crore through
the Tier-II bonds.
“The base size of the issue
was C500 crore aggregating
C800 crore. The bank received
bids for C855 crore with various coupon rates.
However, the bank has
decided to accept the bids for
base issue of C500 crore,” the
bank said.
The funds raised would be
used to meet the ‘growth’
requirements of the bank apart
from regulatory requirements.
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Washington: The US’ corporate sector has lauded the
Indian government for substantially slashing the income
tax rate to 25.17 per cent, saying the move will reverse the
economic slowdown and allow
global companies a “good
option” for growing their manufacturing base in the country.
The government on Friday
slashed the income tax rate for
companies by almost 10 percentage points to 25.17 per cent
and offered a lower rate to
17.01 per cent for new manufacturing firms to boost economic growth rate from a sixyear low by incentivising
investments to help create jobs.
Finance Minister said the
reduction in tax rates was done
by promulgating an ordinance
to an amendment to the
Income Tax Act.
PTI
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New Delhi: Online food ordering platform Zomato on
Saturday said users of its Gold
programme will now be able to
use membership privileges on
food deliveries, a move that has
been lashed out by industry
body National Restaurant
Association of India (NRAI).
Earlier, Zomato Gold privileges were only available for
dining out, the company said in
a statement. While Zomato
Gold for dining out and delivery is now operational in 16
cities, the programme will
expand to 25 more cities by
next week, it added.
Today, Gold drives 25-30
per cent business for its restaurant partners and more and
more Gold users are exploring
new restaurants because of the
programme.
PTI
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British travel firm
Thomas Cook has failed to
Ifindconic
further private investment
to stave off collapse and is now
relying on an unlikely government bailout, a source close the
matter told AFP on Saturday.
The operator said Friday
that it needed 200 million
pound ($250 million, 227 million euros) — in addition to the

900-million pound rescue deal
secured last month — or else
face administration, which
could potentially trigger
Britain’s largest repatriation
since World War II.
A source close to the negotiations told AFP the company
had failed to find the 200 million pound from private
investors and would collapse
unless the Government intervened.
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New Delhi: Steel Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan on
Saturday asked state-owned
NMDC to focus on augmenting the output of iron ore as it
would have the benefit of keeping prices of the raw material
used in steel making in check.
Pradhan, who visited the corporate office of NMDC Ltd at
Hyderabad today, reviewed the
performance of the PSU during
his interaction with the top
management.
PTI
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he hotel industry has welT
comed the reduction in
GST on hotel room tariffs,
saying that it will provide a
major fillip to the hospitality
and tourism sector and is a step
in right direction.
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Friday
announced nil tax for hotels
room tariffs of up to C1,000 per
night. Hotels charging C1,001
to C7,500 per night would be
levied with 12 per cent tax as
against the existing 18 per
cent.
Similarly, the tax on room
tariff of above C7,500 has been
slashed to 18 per cent from the
existing 28 per cent. Also, tax
on outdoor catering has been
reduced to 5 per cent from
existing 18 per cent with input
tax credit, Sitharaman had said.
“The amendments in corporate tax rates and rationalisation of GST are all steps in
the right direction,” Indian
Hotels Company Ltd (IHCL)
MD and CEO Puneet
Chhatwal said in a statement.
There has been a positive
development from the GST
panel meet as it has recommended that 18 per cent GST
rate is now applicable for hotel
tariff up to C7,500 per night
starting October 1, 2019, he
added.
“This gives the hospitality
sector a much needed boost
and we expect it to propel
tourist inflows which will pos-

itively impact our bookings,”
Chhatwal said.
Fillips like this also help
create new jobs so as to boost
economy, make companies
globally competitive and align
to vision of the Government
with boosting tourism, making
hospitality increasingly viable
as an investment opportunity
for India, he added.
“We believe this would
catalyze further growth for not
just IHCL but the hospitality
sector as a whole,” Chhatwal
said.
In similar vein, Shangri-La
Group, Middle East, India and
Indian Ocean Executive Vice
President John Northen said:
“We welcome this progressive
initiative by the Government.
A lower GST rate for the luxury hotel sector will boost revenues and spur demand further
among travellers.”
This in turn will cement
India’s positioning as a hot
spot tourist destination. The
move will also increase the sectors’ contribution to the countr y’s GDP and foreign
exchange, he added.
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here is an adage — Little thieves
are hanged but great ones escape.
It holds true to today’s era where
the most dangerous criminals are
never traced. Or even if they are, it’s mostly too late.
A new study has found that only four
out of 429 people named as ‘traffickers’ in
police files related to over 100 cases of
human trafficking, have been convicted in
the past 10 years. This provides enough
evidence to understand why human trafficking continues to grow unabated in the
country.
The study, carried out by analysing
case documents such as chargesheets, FIRs
and police general diaries related to 198
human trafficking cases, found that out of
429 named offenders only less than one per
cent were convicted with punishments
ranging between five and seven years of
imprisonment. The study revealed that 68
traffickers have been given bail, and in
investigations linked to five traffickers, the
case has been continuing for over a
decade now.
“The low conviction and high acquittal figures cast doubts in the efficacy of
investigations by law-enforcement agencies in human trafficking cases,” says
Snigdha Sen, who conducted the analysis
by studying legal documents availed from
courts and police stations of cases involving over 173 survivours of human trafficking from West Bengal and Andhra
Pradesh.
“The findings reaffirm that traffickers
enjoy a high degree of impunity because
of the lacklustre investigations. The lack
of retribution encourages them to carry on
with their criminal activity leading to a
surge in human trafficking,” Sen adds. She
collaborated with several organisations like
HELP from Andhra Pradesh, Goranbose
Gram Bikash Kendra from West Bengal
and Partners for Anti Trafficking (PAT) —
a consortium of eight community-based
organisations in West Bengal. These
organisations have come together to work
for the rehabilitation and protection of survivours under the access to justice programme Tafteesh.
That 31 out of the 429 traffickers are
repeat offenders accused in multiple cases
of human trafficking and all their victims
were children and adolescents, shows the
level of impunity they enjoy in the absence
of proper law enforcement. These 31
have committed 91 (19 per cent) of the
total number of crimes.
“Impunity is one of the key reasons
why West Bengal is not being able to arrest
human trafficking despite several initiatives
by the Government, the police and NGOs.
Currently, traffickers who are in the business of recruiting girls and young women
in this State and selling them in
Maharashtra, Delhi, Telangana or Goa,
have little accountability. As they grow
wealthier, they recruit others to join them
in spotting, recruiting and trafficking
vulnerable children and adolescents. The
reason these investigations are so prolonged and prosecution so weak is that
over 99 per cent of these cases are investigated by the local police which has
restricted time and resources. They restrict
their investigations to their area and do not
take the investigations to destination
States to look for evidence to show nexus
between traffickers in West Bengal and
pimps and brothel owners in destination
States,” says Roop Sen, co-researcher and
a human rights activist, who has been
working on human trafficking issue for
over 20 years.
These facts clearly indicate how these
wrongdoers thrive without being brought
to justice, not to mention the agony of the
survivours who fall prey to such crimes.
A case in point is Salma Khatun (name
changed) who was trafficked at 13 years
of age. “I know that the traffickers involved
in my case are enjoying impunity. But I am
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surprised and disheartened to know that
the status is almost the same in most other
cases. It’s now normal for traffickers to
roam free without any fear,” says Khatun,
who is now 22 years old. She is a member
of survivours’ leaders collective Bandhan
Mukti from where, she says, she draws
courage to continue her fight.
But not all is lost here. A ray of hope
in such cases is Nusrat (name changed),
a survivour whose trafficker was recently
convicted for a five-year jail term. “I could
not imagine that it would ever be possible to get him punished through a trial
conducted via video conferencing. But it
happened, and the criminal is in jail now.
I would have been much happier had the
trafficker got life imprisonment,” she
says.
Another survivour Shivani (name
changed), who is now associated with
Andhra Pradesh-based survivour leaders
collective Vimukthi recalls the trauma she
went through. “I returned home after
spending four years in a shelter home but
I am stigmatised by my community.
People treat me and my family as antisocial elements while the trafficker who
made me suffer so much roams free. I want
these traffickers to get punished,” she says.
According to the 2016 National Crime
Records Bureau data, 45 per cent of the
children ended up as forced labourers as
domestic workers or in small industries
such as textile and firecracker workshops.
Another, 35 per cent of them were trafficked for sexual exploitation, 4,980 of
whom were sold to brothels and another
162 for child pornography.
Rakesh Senger, Executive Director,
Kailash Satyarthi Children’s Foundation,
says the reason behind the low conviction
rate of traffickers is the loopholes in the
Immoral Trafficking Prevention Act, 1956.
“We are now demanding a holistic law
for sex trafficking. This includes the different ways used, including new methods.
In the current Act, there is a thin line
between sex workers and brothel owners
so the conviction becomes even more difficult. We have proposed certain changes
in the Act under the Trafficking of Person,
Prevention, Protection and Rehabilitation
Bill, 2018. This Bill is yet to be passed by
the Lok Sabha. We have demanded more
convictions and a formation of a special
court for such issues. We have also
demanded that the brothels should be
sealed immediately after the raids. Also, an
anti-trafficking cell should be deployed at
district and State levels so that no crime
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goes unreported. There should be a special rehabilitation fund to help improve the
lot of survivours,” he says. The number of
minors are high in these trafficking cases,
he adds.
The trafficking methods are changing
with the Internet trafficking coming in.
Online clients are taken to a brothel
which is built in such a way that it
becomes difficult to differentiate between
it and a guest house. Here, even if the
police conducts raids, there is no evidence
to prove that the place is a brothel and not
a guest house.
“Even the victims don’t want to speak
up in such cases because they are made to
believe that this is their normal. Even if
they try to escape there is no way out.
There is no place they can seek shelter in,”
Senger says.
The other method of trafficking that
is prevalent in the slums is through shopkeepers who sell chocolates laced with
weed to youngsters. This is called bhola
link. Since it is in a chocolate form even
the parents don’t stop their children from
eating this. When children consume this,
they faint and can be easily be kidnapped
for trafficking. To stop children from
falling prey to such traps, more awareness
should be created in the form of workshops
where the children are taught the pitfalls
of eating such detrimental substances.
“In 2017, a 17-year-old girl from
Delhi was lured by a marriage proposal and
kidnapped from Gurugram. The girl was
sold to different sex traffickers in
Gurugram. The horrific part in this case
is that the girl’s parents were themselves
into the business of sex trafficking and they
were the ones who sold the girl in the name
of marriage. The girl somehow managed
to escape. But that was not all. The traffickers again kidnapped her near Jhajhar.
That was when she realise that there is no
escape until she reports the crime. Then,
somehow she managed to come to us for
help,” Senger recalls.
Another such case is of a brothel in
Pune where a 20-year-old boy fell in love
with a 17-year-old sex worker. “The girl
was from the North-East working in a
brothel in Pune. When the boy visited the
brothel he fell in love with the girl and
decided to take her out from her living hell.
He reached out to us for help. We found
that the girl hailed from a village in the
North-East and her friend had kidnapped
and sold her to the Pune brothel. We rescued and sent her to a shelter home,” he
tells you.
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Not that these Government-run shelter homes are anything less than a prison,
the reason being poor maintenance. “The
quality of life in these shelter homes is bad
with poor hygiene and infrastructure. In
any case they are over populatedand there
are no living standards,” Senger says.
According to advocate Pooja Sareen,
these shelter homes are beset with illegal
activities. “These shelter homes are a hub
of crime, more so as the authorities know
that the children living there are either
orphans or their parents don’t know
where they are. Hence, they are exploited,”
Sareen says. Most of the victims are from
West Bengal, Jharkhand, Odissa, NorthEast and Nepal.
It’s not only the traffickers who are
involved in the crime but some corrupt
police officials too. “The Government
penalises trafficking for commercial sexual exploitation through the ITPA with a
penalty of seven years to life imprisonment.
India prohibits bonded and forced labour
through the Bonded Labour Abolition Act,
the Child Labour Act, and the Juvenile
Justice Act. Also, the Indian Penal Code
uses Sections 366(A) and 372 to penalise
kidnapping and selling of minors into prostitution, respectively.
Penalties under these provisions are a
maximum of 10 years imprisonment and
a fine. Yet, sex trafficking largely goes
unreported, unattended and is seldom in
the limelight. Thousands of children and
women are forced into prostitution. These
sex workers are made to service clients
both in Indian and abroad. It’s a cruel
nexus that rarely surfaces.
“Things go worse for victims due to
corrupt officials. They protect brothels,
traffickers and brothel keepers from arrest.

Law is often manipulated. Usually, there
are no efforts made to tackle the problem
of Government complicity in trafficking
workers for overseas employment. The
bulk of bonded labour heads for the
Middle-East for illegal and inhumane trafficking of Indian workers,” Sareen says.
Minors are kidnapped and trafficked
on fake IDs and documents. “We have
failed as a system rescue such victims
despite them being brought into metros
from all corners of India and pushed into
flesh trade day in and day out.
“Many of the pubs in posh localities
flourish close to residential colonies.
Prostitutes and pimps are a part and parcel of this trade. This happens under the
nose of the police and often with their collusion. I can tell you of cases where residents have raised the issue with the police
regarding these illegal activities but all goes
in vain,” Sareen tells you.
Senger highlights the immediate need
for more counsellors to help the survivors
overcome the trauma. “The survivours
need counselling. Many times the survivours don’t speak of their trauma for
months. During this time, their shelter
home inmates play a key role. These survivours often talk to inmates as they feel
they are the ones who will understand
them better because they too have gone
through a similar situation,” he tells you.
To help tackle such issues, Sareen suggests that the police should raid places like
spas, bars and pubs more often and that
the Government should keep a close eye
on them. There should be a special squad
to check out the NGOs, shelter homes,
child and women welfare organisations
which claim to safeguard women and children.
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ndian boxer Amit Panghal’s
Imen’s
phenomenal campaign in the
world championships
ended with a Silver medal after
he went down to Olympic
champion Shakhobidin Zoirov
of Uzbekistan in an intense
52kg category final here on
Saturday.
Panghal lost 0-5 but the
scoreline was hardly a reflection
of the fight he put on against the
more fancied Zoirov.
“I think I lacked a bit of
power in my punches today, I
will work on it. Zoirov has
been in this weight for longer
time than me, that helped him

today,” Panghal said after the
bout.
“Nonetheless, it is the
biggest medal of my career, I
dedicate this to my country,” he
added.
In the course of his stupendous run, the second-seeded
Indian became the first male
boxer from the country to finish second in the world event.
The nation achieved its
best-ever medal haul of
two.
Once again up
against a taller and
more muscular opponent, Panghal gave it
his all but fell short
when it came to connecting accurately. The Asian
Games
and
Asian
Championships Gold-medallist nonetheless achieved a historic feat.
In a bout that was mostly
about counter-attack, both
0\Xc?P]VWP[_^bTbfXcWBX[eTa\TSP[PUcTabdUUTaX]VSTUTPcX]cWTUX]P[ 158CfXccTa Panghal and Zoirov were wary

of each other in the opening
three minutes.
The action picked up a bit
in the second round and
Panghal tried hard to capitalize
on his rival’s low guard.
However, in Zoirov, Panghal
met his match in pace and the
Uzbek had no trouble dodging
Panghal’s lunging efforts.
The final round was when
the two boxers decided to attack each other
more intensely and
even though Panghal
was more aggressive, it
was Zoirov who managed to land more
scoring blows.
“I am sure I am
going to beat him the next time
we square off. There are a few
shortcomings in my game, I will
ensure they are taken care of
next time,” he said.
“He could have performed
a lot better than what he did. He
just needed to be a shade more

aggressive and throw more
punches. That alone would have
been enough because the other
guy wasn’t exactly a power-hitter,” added national coach C A
Kuttappa.
This time, India was among
nine countries, out of a total of
78, which had their boxers in the
finals. Uzbekistan topped the
finalists count with four boxers.
“This is a reward for the
effort that BFI (Boxing
Federation of India) has put into
re-modelling the entire structure
of the sport so that our boxers
get the best of training and can
confidently perform on the
world stage,” BFI President Ajay
Singh said.
“With less than a year to go
for the 2020 Olympics, these
performances are a major boost.
BFI will ensure and encourage
them in every possible way so
that they can carry this form
into Tokyo to bring back medals
for the country,” he added.
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eigning junior world
champion
Deepak
Punia placed himself in
line for the senior world title
by reaching the 86kg final
apart from booking his Tokyo
Olympics quota, here on
Saturday.
Competing in his maiden
senior world championship,
Deepak moved to the final
with a commanding 8-2 win
over Switzerland’s Stefan
Reichmuth.
He will fight for the title
against 2016 Rio Olympics
74kg Gold medallist Hassan
Yazdanicharati of Iran
today. Yazdanicharati
had also won 2018
Jakarta- Palembang
Asian Games 86kg
Gold.
It has been a steady
progress for Deepak,
who won the World
Cadet title in 2016 and
became junior world
champion only last month in
Estonia. He can now emulate
double Olympic medallist
Sushil Kumar who is till now
the only Indian to have won a
World Championships title in
2010.
The 20-year old Deepak
also ensured that India will
return from the World
Championship with its best
ever performance as the country is now assured of four
medals.
Vinesh Phogat, Bajrang
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Punia and Ravi Dahiya have
already won a Bronze medal
each. All of them qualified for
the Tokyo Olympics as well.
Rahul Aware can make it
even better if he wins today’s
Bronze medal bout in the
61kg non-Olympic category.
He lost his semifinal bout 610 to Beka Lomtadze of
Georgia.
India had returned with
three medals in 2013.
Deepak’s all-round ability
— defence, attack,
stamina and awareness on the mat —
played a key role in
his memorable
performance.
“I had genuinely hoped for a
medal
and
Olympic quota. So,
it is a double
delight for me. My seniors like
Sushil Kumar and Bajrang
Punia inspire me,” Deepak
said.
“I felt a bit under pressure
when I fought with the
Kazakh wrestler (in quarterfinals). He had beaten me in
Italy early this year and I was
a bit apprehensive about fighting the home wrestler because
of the Bajrang bout (controversy),” he added.
There was no action in the
first period of the semifinal

with Deepak gaining a 1-0
lead on activity clock.
In the second period,
Deepak
pushed
out
Reichmuth and took the Swiss
down for a 4-0 lead. He lost
two points but another takedown and expose move
clinched it for Deepak.
The 20-year-old Deepak,
who trains at Chhatrasal stadium in Delhi, had booked the
quota after prevailing 7-6 in a
tense semifinal against
Colombia’s Carlos Arturo
Mendez.
With one minute to go, he
was trailing 3-6 but pulled off
a takedown and then an
expose move to take 7-6 lead
in the dying moments of the
tense bout.
Also doing a commendable job was Aware who
reached the Bronze medal
round in the 61kg nonOlympic category after reaching the semifinals.
Both Deepak and Rahul
overcame rough Kazakh
wrestlers en route the semifinals.
Aware lost a pacy semifinal 6-10 to Beka Lomtadze of
Georgia, the European championship Silver medallist.
Meanwhile, Jitender lost
his 79kg quarterfinal while
Mausam Khatri lost his first
round in 97kg to reigning
Olympic champion Kyle
Frederick Snyder to go out of
the championship since their
opponents failed to reach the
finals.
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e is the first to a historic
milestone in Indian boxH
ing but there was a time when
Amit Panghal would come in
last. The last to knock on the
training halls, the last to report
back from camp leaves.
The pint-sized dynamo
from Rohtak became the first
Indian male boxer to claim a
Silver medal at the World
Championships, which concluded in Ekaterinburg on
Saturday.
Speaking about it, Panghal
(52kg), an Asian Games and
Asian Championships Goldmedallist, recalled with hearty
laughter the times he “frustrated” coaches with his
approach, which meant carefree to him but reckless to
them.
“It’s true, I used to leave the
camp on weekends (off days),
I just didn’t have the patience.
The coaches used to be furious
at me but then that was me at
that time. We just didn’t have
enough chhutti (holidays) and
I was always tempted to make
the most of whatever I could
manage,” the 23-year-old
Indian Armyman said.
“Oh, we used to be so
frustrated with him. He wouldn’t come back from leave on
time, wouldn’t show up for
training on time. But then he
had this amazing eye-catching
game, we just couldn’t have
given up on him despite the
indiscipline,” recalled national
coach C A Kuttappa.
The time they speak of was
2016, and a year later Panghal
made quite a statement with a
Bronze medal on debut in the
Asian Championships.
“I am so grateful to the
coaches who didn’t give up on
me. Because of their patience,
I began taking my game more
seriously and there came a
time when I went home just
once a month, that too after the
coaches would tell me to take
a break,” Panghal said.
But old habits die hard and
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errari’s Charles Leclerc secured
pole position for the Singapore
F
Grand Prix on Saturday as he looks
to claim a stunning hat-trick of wins
after triumphs in Belgium and Italy.
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The 21-year-old will be joined
on the front row by championship
leader Lewis Hamilton in a
Mercedes, with Leclerc’s teammate
Sebastian Vettel rounding out the
top three, ahead of Red Bull’s Max
Verstappen and Valtteri Bottas.
Despite winning the last two

races on power-friendly tracks,
Ferrari had been given little chance
of competing under the floodlights
at the demanding 23-turn layout in
Singapore.
But Leclerc and Vettel tore up
the script to gatecrash what was
expected to be a Mercedes and Red
Bull party.
“I’m extremely happy about
today. It was a good lap but I lost it
a few times,” Leclerc said after completing a 1:36.217 second final lap.
“I have to thank the team. We
brought some new bits that worked
properly. I worked hard after a bad
Friday and today it paid off,” added
Leclerc, who recorded his fifth pole
position of the season.
Hamilton holds a 63-point lead
over Bottas of Mercedes in the title
race with seven rounds remaining.
The Briton said he would adopt
an aggressive approach to today’s
race in search of a ninth victory of
the season, as he seeks a sixth
world championship.
“I don’t know where Ferrari
picked up their pace but they did a
great job,” said Hamilton, who
lapped in 1:36.408.
“I’m really happy to be on the
front row with them. Tomorrow we
can be aggressive.”
Vettel has suffered an erratic season while his rookie teammate has
shone for the Italian team. The
German was quickest in the first half
of the final part of qualifying until
Leclerc and Hamilton edged past
him.
“The final attempt should have
been better but I was able to improve
run by run. Maybe I peaked too
early,” Vettel said.
Red Bull’s Alex Albon will start
sixth on the grid, ahead of Carlos
Sainz, Daniel Ricciardo, Nico
Hulkenberg and Lando Norris.

Kuttappa, who fondly calls
Panghal bacchu (child),
revealed that even at the justconcluded world championship
Panghal showed up late once
for a training session.
“I told him to pay 1000
bucks and only then we would
let him in,” he said with a
chuckle.
Panghal couldn’t help
laughing about it either but he
also pointed out a major
change in his approach.
“Now I am the last to leave
the training hall. Everyone
leaves but I keep at it, I force
them (the coaches) to be with
me even on off days for training. They tell me ‘bas kar yaar,
hum jaa rahe hain ab’. My attitude to training has changed
quite a lot but even now I am
harassing coaches,” he quipped.
“Earlier, I would leave (the
training hall) without even
cooling off but I am more
patient now. I wait for my
body to adapt before signing
off. I adhere to the procedure
with sincerity now,” he added.
Speaking of adapting,
Panghal has had to make major
adjustments to excel in the
52kg category after a stellar run
in the 49kg division. During
the transition, he candidly confessed that he was unsure about
how the change would pan out
for him.
“It hasn’t been as difficult
as I first thought. But it has
taken time for me to fit in,” he
said.
“Abhi bhi kahaan itna
adjustment huwa hai (I haven’t
adjusted completely). I am
only 65 to 70 per cent there in
realising my full potential. I
have managed to add power in
my punches to negate the
height disadvantage. It’s crucial
because I am mostly up against
taller guys. But I am still a work
in progress,” he added.
Panghal prefers to be humble about his achievements
and prefers to describe his
phenomenal rise since 2017 a
combination of some luck and
loads of hard work.
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tennis sensation Naomi Osaka beat
Elise Mertens of Belgium on Saturday to reach
Jtheapanese
final of the Pan Pacific Open, thrilling her
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oger Federer edged out Nick Kyrgios in
a super tie-break to give Europe a 5-3 lead
R
after the opening session of the second day
of the Laver Cup in Geneva on Saturday.
The 20-time Grand Slam champion, who
won his first match alongside Alexander
Zverev in Friday’s doubles tie, beat Australian
Kyrgios 6-7 (5/7), 7-5, 10-7 to the delight of
his 17,000-strong home crowd.
“The crowd could feel it, I could feel it. I
needed to get some energy going but you can’t
do that if you don’t play any good shots and
Nick was playing very well,” said Federer.
“I was just trying to stay focused. If you
can turn the momentum, the crowd gets back
into it and I need some earplugs next time,
it was just phenomenal.”
Bjorn Borg’s holders had seen Team
World draw level earlier with John Isner’s victory over Zverev.
The 38-year-old Federer had won his last

two matches against Kyrgios in straight sets,
but dropped the opener in a tie-break.
But he hit back to level the match with a
break in game 11 of the second set, before
holding off a late Kyrgios rally in the super
tie-break to take it on his third match point.
Earlier, Isner fought back from a set down
to beat Zverev 6-7 (2/7), 6-4, 10-1 and haul
Team World level at 3-3 after Europe led by
two points after the opening day.
The big-serving American lost a first-set
tie-break, but hit back before racing through
the super breaker in style.
“Maybe we’re turning the tables just a little bit,” said world number 20 Isner, the highest-ranked player in the visitors’ team.
“Team World is in this and we’re here to
win, so let’s get it going.”
The scoring system sees one point awarded for each win on the first day, two points
given for each victory on the second day, and
three points on offer in each match on today’s
final day.

Japanese fans in the city of her birth.
Top seed Osaka dispatched No 9 seed
Mertens 6-4, 6-1 in Osaka, western Japan, to reach
her first final since winning the Australian
Open.
The pair
both held their
serves for the
first set until
Osaka broke
Mertens in the
10th game.
Osaka, 21,
rounded into
form in the
second, and
after the pair
traded early
breaks, won
the last four
games of the
match to sprint
to victory in
=P^\X>bPZPRT[TQaPcTbPUcTafX] FC0 just over an
hour.
“It’s been kind of rough like the past couple
of months so I’m really glad that I made it to the
final,” she said.
She tried to stay calm because the 23-yearold Belgian player is “an amazing player and it’s
so hard to hit her balls,” she said.
Earlier in the day, Osaka saw off Yulia
Putintseva in straight sets, even as she was tricked
at times by the Kazakh player’s slices and drop
shots.
“For me, I learned a lot from when I played
her at Wimbledon, and I know that a hard court
is where I feel most comfortable,” Osaka told press
after beeting Putintseva.
Her challenger in the final will be Anastasia
Pavlyuchenkova of Russia, 28, who ousted former world number one Angelique Kerber of
Germany 6-3, 6-3.
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irat Kohli’s familiar exuberance and pep talks
drowned the chatter
around Rishabh Pant as India
prepared to play South Africa in
the third T20 International here
today, seeking a 2-0 series verdict.
The comprehensive sevenwicket victory in the second game,
which was built on the back of a
fine comeback by the bowlers and
a Kohli masterclass, is history
now and the team is looking for
another commanding performance before the Test series gets
underway.
Against a fairly new-look
South African side that seems to
lack the resources required to
counter the home team’s firepower, India will surely fancy their
chances of an encore, at the M
Chinnaswamy Stadium.
Embattled wicketkeeper-batsman Pant could not deliver in the
last match and as he continues to
struggle with the bat, he remains
under scrutiny.
Pant has divided opinions —

V

India also have the likes of the
extremely talented Shreyas Iyer in
their middle-order, followed by
Hardik Pandya and Ravindra
Jadeja.
The Indian team management may have taken heart from
the fact that pacers such as Deepak
Chahar and Navdeep Saini put
their hands up in the absence of
regulars Jasprit Bumrah and
Bhuvneshwar Kumar.
They may not have years of
international experience behind
them but the likes of Washington
Sundar, Chahar and Saini showed
that they can challenge the South
Africans.
New captain Quinton de
Kock will again have to shoulder
the bulk of responsibility with the
bat and he will hope for support
from the likes of David Miller and
Reeza Hindricks.
De Kock might have to
change the manner in which he
handled his bowlers in the second
match, introducing his spinners
late in the innings despite the
Indians easily tackling his fast
bowlers.
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orld Cup discards Abid Ali, Ifthikar
Ahmed, Muhammad Rizwan, Usman
Shinwari and Muhammad Nawaz have
been recalled to Pakistan’s ODI squad for the
upcoming home series against Sri Lanka.
The new head coach and chief selector,
Misbah-ul-Haq, told the media that he is
looking to build separate ODI and T20
squads.
“Our performances in one-day cricket
have been inconsistent. I think we need to
improve our bowling and fielding a lot for
the 50-overs cricket as we lost matches
before and in the World Cup even after
putting up 300 plus totals,” Misbah said.
All five players were overlooked by former chief selector Inzamam-ul-Haq and exhead coach Mickey Arthur for the World
Cup. But Misbah said they were straightforward selections for this series.
“Iftikhar Ahmed is a batsman who can
also bowl off-spin and provides the captain
with necessary bowling depth as Sri Lanka
boasts a few left-handers in their ranks.
“Mohammad Nawaz has been performing well in domestic matches. Despite
their strong performances, Mohammad
Rizwan, Usman Shinwari and Abid Ali were
unlucky to miss out the World Cup squad,”
he said.
Misbah also underlined that the batsmen have been doing a good job at posting
300 plus totals regularly, but the team traditionally relies on its strong bowling unit.
The former Pakistan captain also said
that he felt skipper Sarfaraz Ahmed had
undermined his batting potential in recent
matches.
“I have spoken to him and I have told
him he needs to be batting regularly because
he is the sort of batsman who can quickly
change the game.”
Misbah added that the side was not
going to underestimate its opponents
because 10 Sri Lankan players refused to
tour Pakistan citing security concerns.
“These are the only 50-over matches we
play this season and we want to make their
optimum use. Over the course of my cricketing career, I have realized there are no easy
games and there are no easy opponents.”
Asked why he had not included any new
players in the squad, Misbah said he had no
issues with selecting new players but the
Pakistan team is not a laboratory to test players.
“We will only pick those players who
have the required fitness and who have performed enough to be given serious consideration. In the past, we have seen we
picked players prematurely and after one or
two matches they found it difficult to cope
with the pressures of international cricket.”
Pakistan will host Sri Lanka for three
ODIs and as many T20s from September 27
to October 9.

W

ODI SQUAD
Sarfaraz Ahmed (captain), Babar Azam
(vice-captain), Abid Ali, Asif Ali, Fakhar
Zaman, Haris Sohail, Iftikhar Ahmed, Imad
Wasim, Imam-ul-Haq, Mohammad Amir,
Mohammad Hasnain, Mohammad Nawaz,
Mohammad Rizwan, Shadab Khan, Usman
Shinwari, Wahab Riaz.
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many questioned his temperament, shot-selection and the resultant slump in form — while others refused to be harsh on him
considering the talent that he
possesses.
The South Africans had no
answer to Kohli’s batting at Mohali
in the second T20I, and with the
next game being hosted at a
ground where he is too familiar
with, the Indian captain will be
eyeing another good outing.
But before Kohli, his deputy
Rohit Sharma and Shikhar
Dhawan will be standing up to the
Kagiso Rabada-led pace attack
with optimism, the size of the
ground only aiding stroke-makers
like the two openers.
The terrific Indian trio could
again be a thorn in the Proteas’
flesh, with Rohit especially looking to make up after failing to
translate his start into a big knock
in Mohali.
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hilippe Coutinho’s first
Bayern Munich goal and a
P
brace from Robert Lewandowski
helped the German champions
climb to second in
the Bundesliga with a
4-0 thrashing of 10man Cologne on
Saturday.
Poland star striker Lewandowski put
Bayern ahead with just 150 seconds gone at the Allianz Arena
after Joshua Kimmich split the
Cologne defence.
He then doubled the hosts’
lead with a header from a corner at the start of the season half
to take his league tally to nine in
five games.

Coutinho, on loan from
Barcelona, converted a penalty
on the hour at the second
attempt, after Lewandowski gave
the Brazilian the chance despite
being on a hat-trick.
Kingsley Ehizibue
had been shown a straight
red card just before the
penalty for bringing
down Coutinho in the
area when the Brazilian
was one-on-one with
Cologne stopper Timo Horn.
Coutinho capped a superb
display by setting up Ivan Perisic
to slot the final goal on 73 minutes as Bayern climbed from
fourth.
Bayern briefly topped the
table before RB Leipzig replaced
them in first place despite fin-
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anchester City powered to
their record Premier League
M
win as the champions scored five
times in the first half of an incredible 8-0 thrashing of Watford, while
Leicester enjoyed a VAR-assisted 21 victory over Tottenham on
Saturday.
Inspired by Bernardo Silva’s
hat-trick, Pep Guardiola’s side
ripped woeful Watford to pieces at
the Etihad Stadium, eclipsing a 70 success against Norwich in 2013
which stood as their previous
biggest top-flight win.
Although City fell one goal
short of equalling the biggest
Premier League margin of victory
— Manchester United’s 9-0 demolition of Ipswich in 1995 — their
swaggering display was the perfect
way to erase the bitter taste from last
weekend's shock defeat at Norwich.
Second-placed City move to
within two points of leaders
Liverpool, who face Chelsea at
Stamford Bridge today.
“When you shoot on target five
times for five goals — the quality
of players we had made the difference,” Guardiola said.
“What I like the most is normally when it’s 5-0 at half time the
second half is not serious, it’s boring but we did the opposite and we
were more aggressive and made a

A^QTac;TfP]S^fbZX[TUcRT[TQaPcTbPUcTabR^aX]VcWT^_T]X]VV^P[

ishing with ten men in their 30 win at Werder Bremen.
A first-half header by
defender Willi Orban and a
stunning free-kick by playmak-
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er Marcel Sabitzer saw Leipzig go
2-0 up before midfielder Konrad
Laimer was sent off for a second
yellow card for the last 26 minutes.

Leipzig grabbed a late third
when Germany striker Timo
Werner sparked an attack finished by substitute Marcelo
Saracchi to score his first goal.
Bayer Leverkusen bounced
back from their shock
Champions League defeat to
Lokomotiv Moscow in midweek with a 2-0 win over Union
Berlin.
Second-placed Freiburg
wasted the chance to go top as
forward Lucas Hoeler gave them
the lead only for striker Florian
Niederlechner to equalise for
Augsburg in a 1-1 draw.
Hertha Berlin climbed off
the foot of the table with a nervy
2-1 home win over Paderborn,
who took their place at the bottom of the league.
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very good second half.
“People still don’t understand,
journalists, pundits, former
players, losing games is part of
life. We can lose the games but
the important thing is the
approach and how we react.”
City had crushed
Watford 6-0 in last season’s
FA Cup final and they
picked up where they left
off at Wembley with a goal
inside the first minute at the
Etihad Stadium.
Kevin De Bruyne played a
superb ball in from the right, leaving David Silva with the simple task
of poking home from close range
for his first goal of the season.
The champions doubled their
lead in the seventh minute after
Watford keeper Ben Foster conceded a penalty with a foul on Riyad
Mahrez.
Sergio Aguero coolly slotted in
the spot-kick for his eighth goal in
six games this term.
Guardiola had rested Raheem
Sterling, but even without their star
winger City were rampant and
they made it three in the 12th
minute when Mahrez’s free-kick hit
Watford’s Tom Cleverley in the
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aron Ramsey’s first
Juventus goal on his maiden start and Cristiano
Ronaldo’s spot-kick winner
saw the Italian champions seal
a comeback 2-1 win over
Verona on Saturday that put
them top of Serie A ahead of
the Milan derby.
Welsh international
Ramsey pulled Juventus level in
the 31st minute in Turin in
reply to Miguel Veloso’s early
Verona goal, with a well-taken
Ronaldo penalty ensuring all
three points for the hosts just
after the break.
It got Maurizio Sarri’s side
back winning after last weekend’s Serie A stalemate at
Fiorentina and a 2-2
Champions League draw at
Atletico Madrid midweek.
Italian goalkeeping legend
Gianluigi Buffon returned to
the Juventus goal after spending a season in Paris SaintGermain to match Paolo
Maldini’s Italian record of 902
club matches.

tletico Madrid failed to win
for a third successive game in
A
all competitions as an inspired

A
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Buffon’s appearances have
been spread across three clubs
— Parma, Juventus and PSG —
with Maldini having spent his
entire career with Serie A rivals
Milan.
But the 41-year-old —
who played his last game for
Juventus also against Verona
here in May 2018 — could not
keep a clean sheat and was
beaten by Veloso after 21 minutes.
Amid confusion in front of
the Juve goal after Simone Di
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Carmine missed a Verona
penalty, and Darko Lazovic's
rebound rattled the bar, Veloso
pounced to rifle a long range
strike past Buffon.
Ramsey got the champions
back on level terms 10 minutes,
with a deflected effort past
Verona goalkeeper Marco
Silvestri.
Ronaldo put Juventus
ahead from the spot three
minutes after the restart, having missed two chances before
the break.

performance from Ruben Blanco
secured Celta Vigo an unexpected 0-0 draw at the Wanda
Metropolitano.
Diego Simeone’s side saw their
100 per cent LaLiga record come
to an emphatic end against Real
Sociedad last weekend, while they
rallied on Wednesday to secure a
2-2 Champions League draw with
Juventus.
However, their efforts in clawing back a two-goal deficit against
the Serie A champions appeared
to have taken a toll judging by
their performance against Celta,
with a sluggish Atletico failing to
score at home in league action for
the first time since May 2018.
Hector Herrera was rewarded
for his equaliser off the bench in
midweek with a first LaLiga start,
while Simeone also selected Angel
Correa in an attack-minded starting XI.
Yet for all their exerted efforts
going forward, Atletico were
unable to find a way to beat the

MARIN ENTERS CHINA OPEN FINAL

Changzhou: ATXV]X]V>[h\_XRRWP\_X^]bWdcc[Ta
2Pa^[X]P<PaX]^]BPcdaSPhPSeP]RTSc^cWTUX]P[^U
cWT 2WX]P >_T] PUcTa bTRdaX]V P WPaSU^dVWc fX]
^eTa9P_P]bBPhPZPCPZPWPbWXCWTB_P]XPaSRP\T
Ua^\QTWX]Sc^PaTVXbcTaP!!!!  "!  'fX]
^eTaCPZPWPbWXX]PcWaX[[X]VbT\XUX]P[cWPc[PbcTS&!
\X]dcTb 8] cWT ^cWTa bT\XUX]P[ CPXfP]b CPX Cid
hX]VSTUTPcTS2WX]Pb2WT]HdUTX%! !  "!!
! X] $" \X]dcTb c^ bTc d_ P bd\\Xc R[PbW fXcW
<PaX] fWXRW fX[[ QT _[PhTS c^SPh <PaX] Xb
aTcda]X]Vc^cWTR^dacPUcTaTXVWc\^]cWbU^[[^fX]V
PZ]TTbdaVTahX]9P]dPahBWTR^d[S]^c_PacXRX_PcT
X] cWT F^a[S 2WP\_X^]bWX_b X] BfXciTa[P]S [Pbc
\^]cWPbbWTUPX[TSc^aTR^eTaR^\_[TcT[h

JAIPUR-GUJARAT PLAY TIE IN PKL

Jaipur: 7^bcb 9PX_da ?X]Z ?P]cWTab _[PhTS ^dc P
WXVW[h T]cTacPX]X]V !'!' cXT PVPX]bc 6dYPaPc
5^acd]TVXP]cb X] cWT cW \PcRW ^U ?a^ :PQPSSX
;TPVdT bTPb^] bTeT] WTaT ^] BPcdaSPh 8] cWT
bTR^]S\PcRWD?H^SSWPSTUTPcTSCP\X[CWP[PXePb
#!!!X]P^]TbXSTST]R^d]cTa8]cWTUXabc\PcRW
Q^cWSTUT]RTb_a^SdRTSP\PbcTaR[PbbX]cWT\PcRW
^UcWT9PX_da[TVX]Ua^]c^UP_PRZTSPdSXT]RTPccWT
BPfPX<P]bX]VWBcPSXd\QdccWT?X]Z?P]cWTabfX[[
adT\XbbX]V^dc^]PfX]STb_XcTcPZX]VPWTP[cWh
[TPS U^a \^bc _Pac ^U cWT UXabc WP[U 1^cW cTP\b
bcPacTS cWT \PcRW fXcW PVVaTbbXeT STUT]bXeT
bWP_TbCWTaPXSTabbcadVV[TSc^VTcPbcaP]V[TW^[S
^U cWT \PcRW Pb cWT STUT]STab ZT_c _dccX]V X]
bdRRTbbUd[cPRZ[Tb

MOEEN ALI TO TAKE BREAK FROM TEST

London: 4]V[P]S P[[a^d]STa <^TT] 0[X fW^
\XbbTS^dc^]PRT]caP[R^]caPRcX]CTbc\PcRWTb
WPb STRXSTS c^ cPZT P bW^ac QaTPZ Ua^\ aTSQP[[
RaXRZTc 7^fTeTa WT WPb aTcPX]TS WXb fWXcTQP[[
R^]caPRcbdVVTbcX]VWTXbbcX[[PZThUXVdaTX]Q^cW
cWT >38 P]S C!8 bTcd_ U^a 4]V[P]S CWT
STeT[^_\T]c\TP]bcWPccWTP[[a^d]STafX[[]^cQT
PePX[PQ[TU^abT[TRcX^]U^a4]V[P]Sbd_R^\X]VCTbc
c^da c^ =Tf ITP[P]S B_TPZX]V c^ CWT 6dPaSXP]
<^TT] bPXS) °8 S^ UTT[ 8 ]TTS P QaTPZ Ua^\ cWT
[^]VTaU^a\PcQdc]^cP\PbbXeT^]TFTfX[[bTT
fWPc WP__T]b PUcTa cWT =Tf ITP[P]S bTaXTb CWXb
R^d[S QT Ydbc fWPc 8 ]TTS °8cb SXbP__^X]cX]V c^
\Xbb^dc^]PRT]caP[R^]caPRcQdc8\P[b^_aTcch
RWX[[TS PQ^dc Xc 2aXRZTc WPb ]TeTa QTT] PQ^dc cWT
\^]ThU^a\T8WPeTP[fPhbaT[XTS^]\hUPXcWP]S
QT[XTeTcWPcTeTahcWX]VfX[[f^aZ^dcUX]T±

BIBIANO CAUTIONS INDIAN COLTS

Tashkent: 8]SXPD %U^^cQP[[WTPSR^PRW1XQXP]^
5Ta]P]STbQT[XTeTbcWPcTeT]cW^dVWcWTcTP\WPb
STUTPcTSCdaZ\T]XbcP]P]S1PWaPX]X]cWT^]V^X]V
052 @dP[XUXTab °CWT Y^Q Xb ]^c S^]T hTc± Pb cWTh
UPRTDiQTZXbcP]c^SPhCWTD %Q^hbf^]PVPX]bc
CdaZ\T]XbcP]P]S1PWaPX]QhXST]cXRP[$\PaVX]b
P]ScWPcWPb_dccWT\PcPV^P[SXUUTaT]RT^U 
°FTWPeTWPScf^V^^SaTbd[cbFT]TTSc^V^X]c^
cWT [Pbc VP\T PVPX]bc DiQTZXbcP] fXcW cWT bP\T
PccXcdST± 1XQXP]^ fPb `d^cTS Pb bPhX]V Qh
fffcWTPXUUR^\ °0SaPfXb]TeTaX]^da\X]S±
°FTfP]cc^fX]XcP]SR^\T^dc^UcWTVa^d_fXcW
]X]T_^X]cbFTWPSbTcP]^QYTRcXeT^UfX]]X]VP[[
cWaTTVP\TbX]cWTVa^d_QTU^aTR^\X]VWTaTP]S
fTX]cT]Sc^Ud[UX[[cWPc^QYTRcXeTaTVPaS[Tbb^UfWPc
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head and deflected past Foster.
Astonishingly, City scored
again in the 15th minute, De
Bruyne’s corner nodded on by
Nicolas Otamendi for Bernardo to
head home.
By the time Otamendi finished
off Aguero’s cross in the 18th
minute, City had established the
fastest 5-0 lead in the Premier
League era.
The joint biggest halftime lead in Premier League
history wasn’t enough for
City and Bernardo struck
again with a close-range
finish after another flowing
move in the 48th minute.
Bernardo completed his first
Premier League treble on the hour
with a tap-in from De Bruyne’s
cross.
De Bruyne set City’s new
record mark in the Premier League
when the Belgium midfielder
scored the eighth in the 85th
minute.
LEICESTER ON THE RISE
At the King Power Stadium,
Leicester proved their credentials to
gatecrash the top four as they
came from behind to beat
Tottenham.
Harry’s Kane’s improvised
29th-minute opener as he stumbled
before flicking home put
Tottenham ahead.
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outstanding Blanco.
He kept the home team at bay
with a trio of fine saves in the first
half, starting with an acrobatic
effort to turn away Felipe’s header from Kieran Trippier’s inswinging free-kick.
The visiting goalkeeper also
tipped over a rising long-range
drive from Renan Lodi, with
Blanco then denying Joao Felix’s
on-target prod from the resulting
corner.
Koke tested the 24-year-old
reflexes again from distance early
in a second half where Atletico
became increasingly frustrated
with each passing minute.
Lodi’s decision to go for goal
from a tight angle rather than
cross for the waiting Alvaro
Morata summed up a below-par
performance, while they were
grateful substitute Pione Sisto
failed to do better with a back-post
opportunity in the closing minutes
of a quickly forgettable encounter.
With a midweek round of
fixtures in Spain, Atletico Madrid
travel to Real Mallorca on
Wednesday. Celta, meanwhile, are
in action the following day, as they
host Espanyol.

However, the game swung
Leicester’s way after Tottenham
defender Serge Aurier’s goal midway through the second half was
ruled out by the finest of margins
for offside by VAR.
The hosts built on that lift
immediately as Ricardo Pereira
equalised before James Maddison
struck the winner from long range
five minutes from time.
By contrast, Tottenham have
now won just two of their first seven
games of the season in all competitions and Mauricio Pochettino
admitted the VAR controversy had
played a role in their latest flop.
Pochettino bemoaned the
momentum swing given to
Leicester by the long stoppage in
play prior to Aurier’s strike being
ruled out for an extremely marginal
offside against Son Heung-min.
“The emotion of the game
changed. The belief it gave to
Leicester made things happen differently in the last 10 minutes,”
Pochettino said.
Burnley beat Norwich 2-0 at
Turf Moor, with Chris Wood scoring in the 10th and 14th minutes.
Sheffield United piled pressure
on Everton manager Marco Silva,
whose side were booed off after a
2-0 defeat at Goodison Park, the
damage done by Yerry Mina’s 40thminute own goal and Lys Mousset’s
79th-minute strike.
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aris Saint-Germain’s injury problems
worsened on Saturday as forwards
P
Mauro Icardi and Pablo Sarabia were
ruled out of today’s Ligue 1 game at Lyon.
Star striker Kylian Mbappe has also
failed to recover from a thigh injury suffered in August, leaving PSG coach
Thomas Tuchel without five attacking
players, with Edinson Cavani and Julian
Draxler also still sidelined.
“It’s still too risky (to play Mbappe),”
said Tuchel.
“He’s very close (to playing again), but
it (his recovery) is not over.”
Winger Sarabia, a close-season signing from Sevilla, picked up a knock in
Wednesday’s 3-0 Champions League victory over Real Madrid, while Icardi, on
loan from Inter Milan, is still yet to reach
peak fitness.
The French champions will likely start
with a front three of Neymar, Angel Di
Maria and Eric Maxim Choupo-Moting
at the Groupama Stadium.
Lyon were widely tipped to be PSG’s
closest challengers for the league title
this term, but Sylvinho’s men sit eighth
in the early table, four points behind the
leaders.
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Q What is your role in Little Baby?

I play Dushyant Singh, a cop. The
story is about a father and his 19-yearold daughter, Sasha. The film talks
about generation gap. Sasha doesn’t
share a good rapport with his father,
both of them go through a lot of ups
and downs in their relationship. How
both resolve is what the film is about.
Q What prompted you to play this
role?
It is a very different character from what I have
done before. The story
is interesting and it
has a catch. I always
look for projects
where I enjoy my
work and do
something dif35,<$16+8&+$77(5-((
ferent. This
film was up my
Having experimented with different roles,
ally.
Chatterjee is always on a look out for someQ You debuted
thing different. He speaks with Musba
with Tum Bin.
Hashmi about his take on the kind of
How did you
get on board for
films made today, inspiration and
that?
upcoming projects
I was always a
movie buff. Acting
was always on my
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cards. This took me to Mumbai where
I gave auditions for Tum Bin. After
auditioning three-four times, I was
finally selected for it.
Q What is your take on the kind of
films being made today?
A lot of content-oriented films are
being made today. The scripts are fresh
and unique. People are making a lot of
biopics which is a good thing. It is good
to see our history and to know the
untold stories of some of the greatest
people of our country. It makes for an
exciting watch.
Q What was the most challenging
project for you?
Pinjar was the most challenging
one because it was a period drama. I
hadn’t done period dramas before. To
relive the time of partition, to bring in
the reality and to get the emotions right
was challenging.
Q Do you have any regrets?
No. I don’t think too much about
anything. Once you have done something, it’s done; you can’t redo or undo
it. The time has gone. There’s nothing
that you can do about that. I believe in
moving on and learning from my
mistakes.
Q How has your journey been?
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It has been an amazing one. There
were tough times and there were good
times too. I don’t worry about anything.
Good and bad things are a part and
parcel of life. One should not fear it.
Instead, we should just take what life
has on offer for us with both hands.
Q If not an actor, what else would
you have been?
I couldn’t imagine myself in any
other profession but acting. But, if so
was the case I would have been an
accountant then.
Q Who is your inspiration?
My inspiration is my family and
parents. If you talk about acting, then
there are a lot of great actors in the
industry who continue to inspire me.
Amitabh Bachchan and Naseeruddin
Shah to name a few.
Q What does acting mean to you?
Acting is just any other craft or
skill. There’s no end to learning it. It
helps bring out the different sides of
your personality through different
characters. For me, it is like a sea with
no end. No one can reach the bottom
of it, it’s endless.
Q There are a lot of talks around
the difference in pay scale. What is
your take on that?

It is the case in every sector today.
It is not merely related to acting. That
is how marketing works. This difference in pay scale has nothing to do with
one’s calibre or capability. At the end,
this is how the industry works and we
have to digest this bitter pill. There’s
nothing one can do about this.
Q One change that you would like
to see in the industry for actors and
other working professionals?
I would want the casting process to
get a little more streamlined. Because
there are a lot of talented actors and
when they don’t get work, I feel bad. If
the casting process will become more
streamlined, it will open the doors to
more opportunities for the fresh actors
in the industry.
Q Apart from acting, what keeps
you busy?
I like spending time at my home.
Also, I love reading books.
Q What are your upcoming projects?
My web series — Cold Lassi Aur
Chicken Masala, has just been released.
Then, Little Baby will release on
September 27, 2019. Then there is one
film — Sridevi Bungalow which will
release this year.
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rom listening to songs on
LP to radio to audio cassettes iPods to digital
music service providers, people who love to listen to music
have never had it better. This
streaming has been evolving
over the years with the most
changes coming in the last five
years.
Streaming has fundamentally revolutionised the business of music and the experience for creators and fans
alike. Today, it’s an expression
of individuality, a global platform of cultural exchange, a
social form of engagement,
and a way to enhance moods
and moments.
With the rapid Internet
penetration, more and more
people are moving from illegal means of music streaming
to free, legal platforms.
However, in India that journey
is still far from over, but it is
believed that easier access to
streaming services, in-app personalisation, ability to discover music, and the general
experience of using intuitive
apps will lead to more users
shifting to legal music streaming in the near future.
Amarjit Batra, Managing
Director India, Spotify tells
you that there are challenges here. “When we
talk about India, the
country’s rich heritage, diversity of
cultures and multiplicity of languages,
and
access to global
cultures translates to a huge
range of preferences, necessitating agility in delivering a unique experience for each user. With
over 50 million songs and
three billion playlists, we are
creating an experience that’s
constantly refreshed,” Batra
says.
Consumers today aren’t
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“Podcasts are an intimate
form of storytelling, and listeners are invested in it
because it’s almost like someone talking to you. Globally,
we’ve seen a 50 per cent
podcast audience growth
Q-on-Q; while its still
early days in our country, we have seen trend
around content themed
to self-motivation, true
crime, mythology and
education,” Batra says.
The top five most
streamed podcasts are
On Purpose with Jay
Shetty, Views with David
Dobrik and Jason Nash,
The Misfits Podcast, Audio
Book and Sleepy.
What is that the listeners
want today? “A few interesting insights has
highlighted that the
user mentality in
India has matured
from just consuming
favourite songs and
familiar artists to experiencing music that is more
personalised through tastespecific discoveries and recommendations. While
Bollywood reigns supreme in
consumption, GenZ is curious
and open to expanding their
taste in music. They are discovering new artists and genres, contributing to a significant rise in K-POP, Punjabi,
Hip-Hop Latin Pop, and EDM.
The consumer is spoilt
for choice and they will go to
brands that listen to them,
engage with them, give them
audio content in a way that is
personalised, intuitive, and
brings a seamless
user experience,”

just looking for favourite
tracks, but for newer recommendations based on what
they already listen to, or sometimes, new sounds altogether.”
Our AI framework ensures
that users are offered curated
audio experiences that are
new, yet familiar,” Batra says.
Second, is piracy. This
stems from the fact that we are
a price conscious market, and
to address this, we introduced
an industry leading free tier,
and multiple subscription
based tiers that make sense for
our local users. Third, is the
devices and quality of network
connectivity across the country.
Batra tells you that the
future of audio is limitless.
Therefore, there is potential
growth of podcasts as a new
form of audio storytelling is
garnering steady popularity amongst
the
urban
a u d i o
streamers
in
the
country.

Batra explains.
Agrees Prashan Agarwal,
CEO Gaana. “Listeners expect
something new each day. We
have launched several industry-first steps in that regard —
be it making the app interface
live in 12 languages, being the
first music app to introduce inapp voice assistant, introducing sing-along lyrics on the
player page, smart downloads,
where the app will automatically download a premium
user’s favourite tracks based on
their listening history. We
have launched aana videos
recently,” Agarwal says.
He opines that the country’s music streaming space
has evolved significantly in
terms of content consumption
and tech innovation. “On the
content consumption side,
while Hindi continues to be
leading the consumption —
regional music now contributes to 35 per cent of the
overall consumption, led by
Punjabi music at 15 per cent
at Gaana. “On the tech front,
the most remarkable innovation is in widespread voice
search adoption and cuttingedge tech like AI and Machine
Learning that now help us
offer a more personalised
music experience,” Agarwal
says and tells you that they are
steadily making their way into
podcasts and the originals
space.
“These genres allow us
the flexibility to be creative
and cater to certain niche
audiences that we wouldn’t
have otherwise been able to
reach, while offering us a great
way to retain users over a
longer period of time. The
content consumption patterns
of these niche categories also
show immense promise to be
integrated into the mainstream
in about a year or two. That is
exactly why even they require
a great deal of front-loaded
investment, we are committed
to both,” Agarwal says.
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Q What is your latest track about?

The song is called Takda Rava. This is my second single. The
song is very close and special to me since this is the first time I
am doing a fusion of R&D and Pop; this had not been done in
the country for a long time. The last time, I did Sajna Ve and
Kaise Hua, people wanted me to do a Punjabi song. But I wanted to do something that reflected me. my independent music must
showcase what my personality is. Hence, Takda Rava happened.
It has a beautiful guitar solo. I am also part of the video where
I am dancing.
Q How was the experience of being in front of the camera?
This is the second independent single. Also, I have been
shooting for my songs. People say I am camera friendly though
I don’t believe them. I like to meet people, I like being on the
sets. I like to be part of different vibrations. If people like it, I
think it is worth it. Overall, it has been a great experience.
Q Would you agree that it is important to be versatile?
It is very important to be versatile. It is important to cater
to the people’s expectations. This is because the moment you don’t
do this, when people are eyeing you, there is a line that you have
to meet every time. People expect your music to work every time.
Your intent has to be correct all the time. I only make music that
makes people comfortable.
Q Is is tough to do this all the time?
Not really. People are too similar. We do the same thing, just
the mannerism may be different. There is no pressure of a different expectation. I make music that makes me comfortable and
the people. I hope that it acts as a companion for the people.
Q You have sung many romantic numbers. Has that been a coincident?
I have sung many dance numbers as well like Ghungroo and
Rafta Rafta. But sometimes, the romantic songs become big and
household songs and people start associating you with that genre.
Q Is the independent music reaching saturation?
There is so much that is happening in this space. It is great
time for any kind of music. Now, independent singers are being
given space in Bollywood like Guru Randhawa, Badshah, Neha
Kakkar and Honey Singh. I am happy to sail on both boats —
indie and playback.
Q Do you find it tough to sing for other composers?
Not really. I am a singer-songwriter. I don’t understand this
categorisation. People should be treated as musicians. But we are
a bit finicky here in India. In the West, there is no categorisation. I recently, sung for MM Kreeme. If I get a song which I want
to be part of, I have to be choosy since I don’t want to over cook
my voice. I sing only a few on my songs as well. It is a conscious
decision.
Q Is the industry facing any challenges?
There are so many releases, this is both a curse and a blessing. To fit good talent is tough since even bad music can reach
you. People are prone to get attracted to it.
Q What next?
I have released 13 songs, I am about to release 13 more. There
is Saand Ki Aankh. I am also doing two indie songs as well.
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he 20th India-Russia Summit
at Vladivostok on September
4-5, 2019 marked the first
visit by an Indian Prime
Minister, Narendra Modi, to
the Russian Far East. It placed the port
city and its surrounding region in the
eye of a bold joint initiative to energise
“strong, multifaceted trade and economic cooperation as the foundation for further expanding the range of India-Russia
relations”.
Speaking at the
Joint Press
Conference with
President Putin,
India’s Prime
Minister emphasised that the partnership between
1C?;5=E;5B:9 India and Russia
was based on
“trust”. The basis for this “trust” is rooted
in the first India-Russia Summit held in
New Delhi in October 2000, when the
two countries signed a Declaration on
Strategic Partnership. At that time,
Russia was emerging from a decade of
political and economic downturn following the disintegration of the Soviet
Union. India was emerging from the
first phase of her momentous economic
reforms. The overall objective of the
India-Russia partnership was designed
to create strategic autonomy for both
countries.
The first summit took place after
India’s nuclear weapons tests of May 1113, 1998, and newly elected President
Putin’s pledge on May 7, 2000 to make
Russia “a country that its citizens are
proud of and is respected internationally”. The decision taken by former Indian
Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee and
President Putin to institutionalise the
India-Russia Summit mechanism annually has withstood the test of time. At
Vladivostok, India and Russia asserted
that in “successfully coping with the turbulent realities of the contemporary
world” they have “never been and will
not be susceptible to outside influence”.
Rejecting “unilateral coercive measures not based on international law,” the
Summit called for “strengthening” multilateralism and underlined the “primacy
of international law”. Prime Minister
Modi said that “both countries understand that we need a multipolar world to
achieve peace and stability”. Russia reiterated its support for India’s permanent
membership of the UN Security Council.
At their joint press conference, both
leaders underlined the bonds that link
India and Russia together, with President
Putin highlighting the deep mutual interest in “each other’s culture, history and
moral values.”
The Summit consolidated two
decades of calibrated decisions by India
and Russia to give a forward-looking
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agenda to their bilateral partnership in
three core areas — economic, energy and
defence cooperation. In each area, the
two countries prioritised the role of
investments, manufacturing, employment and technology as catalysts for
their burgeoning partnership. They
agreed to integrate innovation in high
technology products in telecommunications, pharmaceuticals, robotics, artificial
intelligence and nanotechnologies into
this framework.
53?>?=933??@5B1D9?>
The potential of economic cooperation to strengthen the “special and privileged strategic partnership” between
India and Russia has remained largely
untapped, despite several initiatives
taken over the past 20 years. Bilateral
trade has gradually increased from $1.5
billion in 2000 to its current annual level
of about $11 billion, well short of the
declared target of $30 billion by 2025.
The Vladivostok Summit resulted in
a joint initiative to utilise the “immense
energy of the private industry”, in Prime
Minister Modi’s words, to turn this situation around. In addition to energy and
defence cooperation, the economic partnership would target the pharmaceuticals, agriculture, civil aviation, railways,
ship building, space, education and
tourism sectors. The new strategy
unveiled at Vladivostok integrates four
supportive measures to increase Russian
business participation in the Make in
India programme, along with an
increased Indian business participation
in investment projects in Russia.
First, a bilateral inter-governmental
agreement on the promotion and protection of mutual investments is to be negotiated to anchor this initiative. Second,
steps would be taken to address non-tariff barriers to bilateral trade, including
through broader discussions on a Trade
Agreement between India and the
Eurasian Economic Union. Third, coordinating support would be rendered by
the investment offices of Russia in India
and India in Russia. Fourth, the IndiaRussia Strategic Economic Dialogue
mechanism set up after the 2018 New
Delhi Summit would be geared to promote “cohesive and mutually beneficial
cooperation in core sectors”.
Building on the initial attempts made
in 2001 to bring the states of India and
provinces of Russia into the framework
of economic cooperation, the Summit
envisaged interaction between Uttar
Pradesh, Gujarat, Haryana and Goa with
the 11 provinces of Russia’s Far East to
provide depth to this process. Prime
Minister Modi mentioned the “coal
industry, the diamond industry, the lumber industry, as well as agriculture and
tourism” as the specific focus of this
interaction, which could impact on
“exploring cooperation on temporary

placement of skilled manpower from
India” in Russia’s Far East.
The broad vision behind India’s historic economic engagement at the highest level with Russia’s Far East was
brought out by Prime Minister Modi at
the plenary session of the Eastern
Economic Forum at Vladivostok on
September 5, 2019. He said: “India will
provide a $1 billion line of credit to further contribute to the development of the
Far East. This is the first time that we are
giving a line of credit to a particular
region of a country. My Government’s
Act East Policy has actively engaged with
East Asia. Today’s announcement will
prove to be the take-off point of the Act
Far East policy and it is my firm belief
that this step adds a new dimension to
our economic diplomacy. We will be
active participants in the development of
the regions of our friendly countries
according to their priorities.”
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The primary objective of IndiaRussia energy cooperation has been
India’s quest for energy security, and
Russia’s interest in exporting its huge
energy reserves on a long-term predictable basis to India, one of the biggest
importers of energy in the world. The
Vladivostok Summit discussed partnership in nuclear, oil and gas sectors within
this framework, integrating it with the
new thrust on economic cooperation.
Both leaders stressed civil nuclear
cooperation as an “important component
of strategic partnership”. Prime Minister
Modi emphasised the significance of
“localisation of nuclear power plants”
with reference to the new reactors being
constructed by Russia at Kudankulam,
which will strengthen India’s nuclear
reactor construction capabilities, including in manufacturing and in expanding
her pool of skilled manpower. President
Putin highlighted bilateral cooperation in
Kudankulam as a “flagship joint project”
and anticipated that “at least 12 Russiandesigned nuclear power plants will be
built within the next 20 years” in India.
This would provide the basis for an
increase in nuclear trade and technological cooperation between Russia and
India, including in “joint manufacturing
of equipment and fuel.” The Summit welcomed the success of India-Russia cooperation in constructing the Rooppur
Nuclear Power Plant in Bangladesh,
which motivated them to look at similar
joint cooperation projects for nuclear
power in third world countries.
It is significant that during the past
20 years India and Russia have been able
to outline such a forward-looking
nuclear energy partnership, which is in
consonance with their international legal
obligations on the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy. Russia reiterated its
strong support to India’s membership of

the Nuclear Suppliers Group.
India’s investments in the oil and gas
sector of Russia have crossed $15 billion,
including her stake of $2.7 billion in the
Sakhalin-1 project in Russia’s Far East
from 2001. Russia’s Rosneft-led consortium, which acquired India’s Essar Oil
(since renamed as Nayara Energy) for
$13 billion in 2017, is expected to
expand the capacity of India’s second
largest oil refinery at Vadinar in Gujarat,
which currently refines 20 million
tonnes of oil annually.
An agreement on Hydrocarbons
cooperation for 2019-2024 was
announced during the Summit, which
welcomed the implementation of mutually beneficial long-term partnerships
between India’s Consortium of Oil and
Gas Public Sector Undertakings and
Russia’s Rosneft, and between Gas
Authority of India Limited (GAIL) and
Russia’s giant Gazprom. The projects
being implemented included Vankorneft
and Taas-Yuryakh in eastern Siberia, the
location of one of Russia’s largest oil and
gas reserves, and a contract for long-term
supply of Russian Liquified Natural Gas
(LNG) to India.
This approach is designed to create a
strategic alignment for the supply and
processing of Russian energy to India. A
long-term predictable arrangement will
mitigate the current volatility in supply
and prices in global energy supplies to
India. The impact of this emerging alignment will be felt in emerging partnerships in the inland and maritime transportation, port modernisation and energy processing sectors.
4565>353??@5B1D9?>
President Putin accompanied Prime
Minister Modi on a tour of the Zvezda
ship-building complex near Vladivostok,
which enabled the two leaders to spend
two hours together in the informal discussions. This continued a practice initiated with their meeting in Sochi in May
2018. The Russian leader’s public references to the “many Russian made ships”
in the Indian Navy including the aircraft
carrier Vikramaditya and leased nuclear
powered submarine Chakra were significant markers for the Summit agreement
on preparing “a framework for cooperation on reciprocal logistics support”.
At the Summit’s joint press conference, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
termed the “steps that are giving our
defence cooperation a solid foundation
of co-manufacturing” a boost to Indian
industry. President Putin emphasised the
important role of “joint projects in India”
to illustrate that “Russia does more than
supply weapons to India.”
A significant takeaway from the
Vladivostok Summit for future defence
cooperation was the agreement for manufacturing spares of Russian/Soviet-origin equipment in India. This agreement

represents a sustainable solution to a
long-standing problem that has festered
for almost two decades on the ground.
By upgrading India-Russia defence cooperation, opening the doors for joint
development and production of military
equipment, components, and spare parts,
as well as after-sales service activities, a
visible economic dimension has been
added to defence cooperation. At the
heart of this new activity will be Russian
participation through investments in
joint ventures and technology in the
Make in India programme, with its
“spin-off ” benefits for employment and
technology diffusion.
D8575?@?<9D931<49=5>C9?>
The objective of prioritising economic cooperation to boost the India-Russia
partnership will be require a supportive
geo-political framework, especially for
connectivity between India and Russia’s
Far East.
The reference to an “open and inclusive Indo-Pacific region” in Prime
Minister Modi’s address to the Eastern
Economic Forum was accompanied by
the announcement of a new maritime
route between Chennai and Vladivostok
to “increase connectivity between the
regions”, which would traverse the South
China Sea. Despite Russia’s reported hesitations on officially using the term
“Indo-Pacific”, the Summit declaration’s
reference to consultations on “integration
and development initiatives in the
greater Eurasian space and in the regions
of the Indian and Pacific Oceans”
denotes an emerging strategic convergence between India and Russia on an
“inclusive” Indo-Pacific regional strategy.
This would incorporate not only maritime connectivity in the Pacific, but also
critical maritime connectivity routes in
the western Indo-Pacific such as the
straits of Hormuz and the Red Sea, as
well as connectivity projects such as
Chabahar in Iran and emerging maritime routes using the Arctic.
The Summit declaration identified
cooperation in the Arctic and cyber
security as emerging areas for IndiaRussia partnership. Russia’s long experience in deep sea fishing and deep-sea
mining could provide the building blocks
for the concept of the Blue Economy of
the Indo-Pacific, as part of India’s
SAGAR Indian Ocean strategy articulated by Prime Minister Modi in March
2015. Incorporating these areas into the
special and privileged strategic partnership between India and Russia could
catalyse the emergence of India as a maritime power.
The author was India’s Ambassador to
the United Nations (2013-2015) and
India’s Deputy Ambassador to the Russian
Federation (2001-2005). He is a
Distinguished Fellow of the Vivekananda
International Foundation, New Delhi
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131 page book packed with
shocking but well researched
facts, data and information.
That’s how “Caste As Social
Capital”, authored by Prof R
Vaidyanathan can be described. The data
painstakingly collected by Prof
Vaidyanathan and presented in an articulate manner points at a big reservation
fraud. The book is an account of how
the caste system in Indian has been distorted, mutilated and misinterpreted by
the self styled liberals who have taken
the gullible for a ride under the pretext
of salvation and casteless society.
The modern English education
introduced in the subcontinent by
Thomas Babington Macaulay during the
colonial rule of British has succeeded in
creating generations of Indian youth suffering from serious inferiority complex.
They have not read Sanskrit or Kalidasa
or Megha Sandesham and hence are
ignorant about the rich Indian heritage.
For them, what matters is the manufactured and distorted history inculcated in
the Indian psyche by the Macaulay
designed education. “Our English
schools are flourishing wonderfully…
The effect of this education on the
Hindoos is prodigious. No Hindoo, who
has received an English education, ever
remains sincerely attached to his religion… It is my firm belief that, if our
plans of education are followed up, there
will not be a single idolater among the
respectable classes in Bengal thirty years
hence…” Macaulay wrote to his father in
1836. Needles to say, the modern day
Indians have done Macaulay proud by
living a life as scripted by him way back
in the 1830s.
While the colonial masters aided by
evangelists and proselytisers had a free
run all over the country, the great truth
about the rich cultural heritage of this
nation lies buried thousand fathoms
deep. Prof Vaidyanathan, through his
book is trying to bring the real picture
out in the public domain.
What “Caste As Social Capital” tries
to tell the readers is that despite the
protests by the Left and Liberals against
the Indian caste system, it has more
advantages than disadvantages. And the
most shocking disclosure made by Prof
Vaidyanathan is that the Reservation
System practiced in India is a big fraud
perpetrated on the Hindus of India by
forces which want the annihilation of the
Sanatana Dharma.
The Mandal Commission recommendations were implemented in early
1990s by politicians with selfish motives.
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Though there were widespread agitations against the recommendations that
“robbed” a major chunk of seats in educational institutions and government
jobs from the merit category and placed
them at the disposal of communities categorised as Scheduled Caste, Scheduled
Tribe, Other Backward Communities
and Most Backward Communities, the
mainstream media sought to downplay
the same to suit their business interests.
How many among us remember the
martyrdom of Rajiv Goswami, the New
Delhi youth who tried self immolation
to protest against the then VP Singh
government’s decision to implement the
Mandal Commission Recommendations.
India was not the same after the implementation of those recommendations.
Prof Vaidyanathan says that the recommendations were erred and out of sync
with reality. The quota and per cent of
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“Dharampal discovered that a fairly
detailed survey of school and college
education has been undertaken by the
British administration in the erstwhile
Madras Presidency Area. According to
the survey conducted between 1822 and
1825 in the Madras Presidency (that is,
the whole of the Indian States of Tamil
Nadu and Andhra Pradesh, and parts of
Odissha, Kerala, Karnataka, and the
union territory of Lakshadweep), 11,575
schools and 1094 colleges were then in
existence in the Presidency and the number of students in them were 157, 195
and 5431 respectively,” writes Prof
Vaidyanathan. Shudras (backward castes)
constituted 70 to 80 per cent of the students in Tamil speaking areas, while the
per cent of backward caste students in
Oriya speaking areas was 62 per cent!
Interestingly, share of the Brahmins
in Tamil-speaking areas of the Madras

Presidency were a mere 13 per cent in
South Arcot and 23 per cent in Madras.
That much for the leaders who demand
still more reservation for the backward,
SC and ST sections of the population!
Another report by J Dent Secretary,
Fort George, dated February 21, 1825
states that out of 1,88, 680 scholars in all
the collectorates of Madras Presidency,
Brahmins made up 23 per cent while
Shudras constituted 45 per cent.
The author has successfully demolished all the arguments put forward by
the political leadership justifying the
need for continuation of reservation, and
that too the most unscientific and crude
form of reservation. “The assumption
made by the Mandal Commission based
on the 1931 Census and other parameters that more than 50 per cent of the
population belongs to OBC may not be
true any longer. The National Sample
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few well-meaning folk
who visit me hold my
hand, weep some, and say
they’re sorry for me. I don’t
know what to do, so I pat them
gently on the thigh (ladies only)
and say, ‘Don’t worry, it’ll all be
okay.’ They look at me strangely
and mumble that I’m strong.
I’ve always been stronghearted and proud of it. So am I
not sad? When I was first diagnosed with Stage One of an
aggressive type of breast cancer,
I was stunned and disappointed
in myself but quickly found my
resolve. I chose to fight cheerfully, selecting the best doctors, eating healthy, praying hard, sending out affirmations to the universe, with a deep belief and
faith that I’d be okay.
Then I learnt hope was a
bad thing.
A year later, I was told my
breast cancer had grown back
and metastasised (metastasis is
when your cancer has spread
from its primary site to the rest
of your body; it is also called
advanced cancer, and the jury is
out on its cure.) I googled it on
my phone and to be doubly sure,
on my laptop. It said the same
thing. Now I became unimaginably sad. But I bit my lip and
kept my chin up in front of the
traitors (doctors) and the caretakers (family). Like every bad
Bollywood film ever, I gulped
and told the husband that something had gone into my eye. And
then came the waterworks. I
cried into the pillow, at the mirror, into the curtain, in the
shower and to a few friends who
caught me offguard. The rest I
avoided. As much as it’s important to cry your share, I also
believe there’s a time to grieve
and a time to snap back. Selfpity is a bottomless pit. So now
I’ve crawled out, and walk noisily around the house with a shawl
draped around my shoulders
like Rajesh Khanna in Anand,
scolding the husband and teaching him for the two-hundredth

reservation announced by the Mandal
Commission were based on flawed
numbers, facts and figures. The last caste
census in India was held in 1931 and the
recommendations of the Commission
were based on the data collected in that
census. For more than six decades, there
were no caste census of any kind in
India and setting apart 27 per cent quota
for OBC against the findings of the 1931
census was against all norms, says the
professor.
The government brought in reservation as an act of atonement for the kind
of discrimination the SC, ST and the
Backwards had to allegedly suffer n the
hands of the upper caste and Brahmins,
so goes the argument. But a research by
renowned Gandhian, Dharampal, has
proved that there was no discrimination
of any kind against the SC, ST and the
OBCs at any time of the history.

Survey 2003 suggests that the OBCs may
only constitute around 36 per cent of the
population and not 50 per cent as was
assumed earlier. If one excludes Muslim
OBCs, then the figure falls to 32 per
cent, according to the NSS. The National
Family Health Statistics conducted in
1998 suggests that the population of
OBCs is around 32 per cent which is
fairly close to the NSS figures,” (Page 1011, Caste As Social Capital).
While demolishing and exposing the
flaws in the claims by the powerful proreservation lobby, Prof Vaidyanathan has
argued that the caste system in India is
not that bad and has done a lot for the
economic and social upliftment of the
poor and the downtrodden. The days of
Marx and Engels who argued that religion is the opium for the masses are long
gone. The religions are alive and kicking.
Caste and religions are the ultra modern
social networking institutions, more progressive and advanced than the five-star
clubs we see in metropolitan cities,
membership of which is a coveted honour for social upward mobility.
“Caste As Social Capital” is a must
read for all those who shun castes and
religion as well as for those who find
solace in them.

time how to fold a towel correctly, with the right side up. I’m
past my Dukh.
Do I have Dard?
Oh yes, of all kinds that
come with an illness like this
one. But heartbreak and bikini
wax still top my list in the ‘most
painful’ charts.
Do I have Hope?
Difficult to say. It’s a long
answer. The husband says, ‘Try

starting from the conclusion.’ I
pretend I haven’t heard.
I stay on the nineteenth
floor of an apartment in Thane
now and though Ka the crow
doesn’t visit here (quite a long
flight from Bandra, with all the
planes coming in the way),
there’s a Crazy Cock down in
the slum nearby that crows
shrilly all day. For decency’s
sake, let’s call it the Crazy

Rooster. I hear his vociferous
crowing first at the crack of
dawn, then he calls boisterously
to the neighbourhood at 10.39
a.m., next I record his loudspeaker-like pitch at 1.21 p.m.,
then he yells his lungs out at 3
p.m. and so on, all bloody day.
Clearly his body clock is
screwed. Then I suddenly
remember it’s spring, my
favourite season, a season for

craziness and hope. My sukhdukh ki saathin, Neha Khullar, is
visiting me. We stand at my bedroom window and look out at
the dull blue water of the Thane
creek. I tell her that its stillness
unnerves me. She listens carefully, then cracks a joke like friends
do to distract; I throw my head
back and laugh. The sun sets
between the brown-green hills
and a silver moon rises above

the water, just like a watercolour
in motion. We stuff our faces
with food, giggle into the night
and look at the highway traffic
till 2 a.m., till Crazy Rooster
goes off again.
To be able to breathe, walk
noisily, listen to a rooster crowing, scold a husband, laugh with
a friend and look at something
so beautiful, is in itself a miracle.
This time I’m not banking on
the hope of a better tomorrow.
I’m just glad to have had a beautiful spring day. A day of life is
still life!
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rif Mohammad Khan, who rose
A
to fame by quitting the Congress
in protest against the then Rajiv
Gandhi Government’s stand on the
Shah Bano case, was once again in
spotlight recently due to two momentous events in the Indian polity.
First, because of his vociferous
support to the passage of the Muslim
Women (Protection of Rights on
Marriage) Act, 2019 (hereby 2019
Act), by the Narendra Modi
Government, which abolished the
practice of instant triple talaq among
Hanafi Sunni Muslim population.
The 2019 Act is both a personal and
political victory for Arif Khan’s
relentless struggle against attacks
and vilification by the conservative
and fundamentalist Sunni Muslim
religious bodies over four decades.
The second reason for his grabbing
the headlines is Arif Khan’s appointment as the Governor of Kerala, ending his political oblivion, particularly from the Governmental office. The
critics, mostly from secular and
Muslim intelligentsia and political
spectrum, have seen the gubernatorial appointment as a reward for his
support to the 2019 Act and accused
him of being an opportunist. Such
criticism is perfectly understandable
as Arif Khan has long defied the “secular framing” of a politician with
Muslim identity as primarily representative of Muslim community and
understanding of Indian politics in
terms of secularism vs communalism.
Beyond these two immediate
contexts, a more serious reason for
public attention lies in his constant
refusal to play the role of “Muslim
politics” in accordance with the rule
book of “secular politics” and of socalled “secular” political parties. In
this political tradition, both “secular
politics” and “Muslim politics” complement each other; wherein “secular politics” tends to demonstrate its
sensitivity towards accommodating
the religious demands of Muslim
community to affirm its secular
identity in exchange for Muslim electoral support but without allowing
the Muslim political agency to wear
the mantle of Indian nationhood.
One consequence of this interplay of
secular politics and Muslim politics
is that Muslims have become “other”

of Indian nationhood more due to
internal dynamics of “politics of
Muslim identity” and less due to larger external Indian political process.
None other than Arif Khan in
contemporary times signifies the
dilemma of a Muslim politician to
appropriate his Indian national identity while either performing the
constitutional duty as elected/nominated member of Parliament to
represent Indian people or even in
participating in public debates as an
ordinar y (Muslim) citizen.
Throughout his political career and
scholarly engagement spanning more
than four decades, Arif Khan asserted his Indian identity in public role
while being proud of his
Islamic/Muslim heritage, and forcefully intervened in the matters of
national importance, including the
issues connected with Muslim community from the vantage of Indian
citizen and national unity. His scholarly work Text and Context: Quran
and Contemporary Challenges (2010)
reveals this approach. Rooted in
Indian ethos, he did not shy away
from reflecting critically on the role

of State administration in the 2002
Gujarat riots and Goa speech (April
2002) of the then Prime Minister
Atal Bihari Vajpayee.
It is this sense of belonging to the
“idea of India” mediated through his
inclusive understanding of Islam
and India’s plural ethos that Arif
Khan forcefully opposed the Muslim
Women (Protection of Rights on
Divorce) Act, 1986 (hereby 1986
Act), brought by the then Rajiv
Gandhi Government (of which he
himself was a part), at the cost of his
political career, and he also took initiative in convincing the Modi
Government to enact the 2019 Act.
In both instances, Arif Khan primarily acted from the point of view
of constitutional and Islamic values
and ethics. For him, the 1986 Act
constricts the constitutional right to
life of divorced Muslim women and
thus violates the constitutional and
Islamic notion of justice; while the
Act of 2019 expands constitutional
right of equality to Muslim married
woman, at least to an extent that the
law protects Muslim married woman
from arbitrary exercise of pro-

nouncement of instant triple talaq
and its immediate effect on dissolution of marriage. This explains his
vociferous opposition to the former
and support to the latter.
Interestingly, in both circumstances, Arif Khan emerged as “antiMuslim” figure in the Muslim collective imagination, primarily shaped
through pan Indian network of
Muslim religious clergy and its control over Muslim religious institutions including mosque, dargah,
khanqah, madrasa, and maktab.
With his “anti-Muslim” tag, Arif
Khan quickly lost his relevance for
the “secular” political parties, which
are accustomed to express secularity primarily through deference to
Muslim/Islamic identity. Almost all
secular political parties, whether
national or regional, save for a brief
moment with Jan Morcha and
BSP, shunned Arif Khan in post-1986
phase for his refusal to play
“Muslim politics”.
Arif Khan as “anti-Muslim” figure in the collective Muslim imagination rests on the ground that he
legitimises the interference of (non-

Muslim) Government in the domain
of Muslim personal law/Islamic
jurisprudence, which today mostly
flows from closed, narrow, insular,
hierarchal, modern legalistic vision
of Islam. Herein lies the dilemma of
“Muslim politics”: should it be guided to use Indian Constitution,
democracy and secularism only for
the purpose of expansion and consolidation of Islamic religiosity and
identity at the cost of Indian national identity?; or should it be envisioned
as an integral part of larger Indian
political process to utilise the constitutional opportunity structure to
empower themselves as well as to
democratise its internal structure by
injecting the State mandated reform?
Unfortunately, it is the former that has
dominated Muslim lives and as a consequence a vast section of Muslims
has failed to utilise the latter.
Arif Khan has always preferred
the latter course of Muslim public
action without subscribing to the
identity-centred discourse of Muslim
politics. However his “reformist politics” collapsed in 1986 Act with the
complete abdication of the modern
state in upholding the decision of
Supreme Court and injecting democratic reform among the Muslim
community. One consequence of the
political exit and later political marginalisation of Arif Khan is the
weakening of reformist voices within the community on the one hand
and increasing assertion of conservative Islamic religious groups in the
political domain of the country on
the other. The increasing
Islamisation of Muslim spaces,
strengthening of Muslim religious
boundary and lack of reformist
process within the community — all
combined — have significantly contributed to the “process of otherisation” of the community and produced “siege mentality”, incapacitating a large section of Muslim youths
from participating in the developmental process.
The test of a liberal-seculardemocratic state lies in the protection of well-being of the minority
community and ensuring a representation in the power structure of
the country. It does not lie in its
reluctance to carry out the mean-

ingful reform in the domain of personal laws belonging to minority
community on the ground that it
must come from the community
first. By pursuing this line of argument for decades, the Indian state
contributed to the strengthening of
conservative religious voices among
the Muslim community and indirectly kept a large number of
Muslims away from the politics of
development. A liberal state has
constitutional mandate and duty to
undertake those measures that
enable the people to become more
equal and capable to exercise the
freedom of choices. From this point
of view, the 2019 Act, irrespective of
political intention of the Modi
Government, is a welcome move.
Interestingly, while a good section
of “secular jamaat” had openly come
out in support of Arif Khan in 1986
for his fight against the capitulation
of Congress Government before
Muslim fundamentalist bodies, particularly the All Indian Muslim
Personal Law Board (AIMPLB), today
the same secular jamaat is circumspect in extending their support to
Arif Khan for 2019 Bill. It is partly
because of the fact that in 1986 the
“secular jamaat” had found in Arif
Khan a struggling liberal Muslim
politician. With the Modi
Government, Arif Khan ceases to be
a liberal Muslim figure and hence not
worthy of support of “secular Jamaat”
irrespective of the merit of legislation.
In the context of the 2019 Act, a
section of media personalities from
“secular jamaat” deliberately framed
Arif Khan as “Muslim leader of a
Muslim community” despite his well
established track record of conducting himself as one of Indian national leader, and then tried hard, though
unsuccessfully, to squeeze him for
implications of the Modi rule for the
well-being of Muslim community!
Given such secular obsession with
politics of Muslim identity, it is not
difficult to agree with Arif Khan’s
observation that Indian secular politics has remained frozen in 1986.
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(The writer is Senior Fellow,
Policy Perspectives Foundation, New
Delhi. Views expressed in the text
belong solely to the writer)
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wealthiest and influential
nations, its departure might
impair the cohesiveness and
effectiveness of the EU. Further,
it may trigger more such exit
demands from some other
members, delivering a potential threat to the survival of the
EU. International Monetary
Fund (IMF) has already
warned about the economic
impact of Brexit — reducing
trade, investment and economic growth — on the entire
the EU region. It would make
the mega investors nervous
and could spark a sharp drop
in the stock markets and
volatile swings in the currency exchange rates across the
continent.
Since June 23, 2016, when
the final Brexit vote took place
and the majority of the
Britishers took a hard decision
to leave the EU, the sign of elation has already died down in
the polity, economy and society of Britain. Since then two
Prime Ministers — David
Cameron and Theresa May —
had to resign for not being able
to manage either the postBrexit political crisis or the
complex negotiations with the
EU. Today Britain is at a crossroads and the EU is divided.
What makes the Brexit
process more complicated is
Britain’s relationship with
Northern Island. Currently,
the UK is a part of the EU’s customs union and the single
market. The problem is that if
Brexit at all happens, it will
have to leave both the market
and the bloc. Once this happens, the status of the UKNorthern Ireland border will
turn into a customs border,
coming along with traditional
checks and controls. This will
entail entirely a new system,
full of restrictions and creating
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new problems for both the
traders and the common people. In addition to practical and
business hurdles, what concerns the people of Northern
Ireland most is the new psychological and political situation that might emerge out of
the Brexit. In December 2017,
in a European Council meeting, the UK and the EU adopted a joint report, wherein the
former pledged to avoid a hard
border. But the most unfortunate part of this process is that

Cameron and May could not
map out a plan to resolve the
Northern Ireland border issue.
As the Brexit confusion mounted, the EU insisted on adding
a “backstop” provision to the
withdrawal agreement. This
simply means that if the UK
can’t offer any alternative
arrangements, then this backstop idea indicates that
Northern Ireland will continue to remain in the EU customs
union and full regulatory alignment with the single market,

mainly for goods. This essentially eliminates all the upcoming checks and controls heralded by a new post-Brexit scenario.
The British Government’s
stated claims, such as leaving
the EU’s customs union, single
market, preventing a hard border with Northern Ireland and
ensuring a countr ywide
approach to Brexit, seem completely unimaginable by the
new administration of Boris
Johnson. He is running out of
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time, ideas and political commitment in this high stakes
stand-off.
Brexit has potential to
affect the historic Good Friday
Agreement or Belfast
Agreement signed on April
10, 1998, between the UK and
the Irish Government and most
of the political parties in
Northern Ireland on how
Northern Ireland should be
governed. It made it clear to the
international community that
Northern Ireland will remain

part of the UK unless there is
consent of the majority of the
people in this part of the island.
Thereafter, the creation of an
assembly with a power-sharing
executive largely ensured the
representation of both the warring communities — the
Protestants and the Catholics
— in policy making. Again the
EU membership of both
Ireland and the UK made this
fragile peace more viable by
enabling quick communications and by reducing physical,

psychological and most importantly, economic barriers for
the benefit of this small island.
However, the sad part of the
Belfast Agreement is that it has
not been able to bring forth a
durable solution to the most
intractable constitutional questions looming large over the
Northern Irelanders.
What haunts Northern
Ireland at the moment is none
other than Brexit, which is
gradually opening up the old
wounds of the historic Good
Friday Agreement. The very
idea of Brexit has destabilised
politics by forcing people to
take sides between Britain and
Ireland. At least for more than
two decades of the Agreement,
people who fought for establishing their religious identities
were able to take a break from
their identity politics of the
past: the Unionists remained
part of the UK and felt reassured that the province’s future
could only be changed through
an open poll whereas the
Nationalists Irish had a greater
say in local affairs. But today,
the inconclusive and the most
confusing Brexit process has
reignited the old passions and
caused polarisation along the
Orange (Unionists) and the
Green (Nationalists).
Finally, what brings home
utter chaos is all but the policy decisions and political
uncertainty of the Johnson
Government. It is making
peace more fragile in Northern
Ireland. At the core of the
famously
unwritten
Constitution of the UK is the
principle that the PM is there
in office as long as he enjoys the
confidence of the House of
Commons. It’s not clear at all
whether Johnson has that crucial support. And this is wreaking havoc for Northern Ireland.
(The writer is an expert on
international affairs)
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H^dfX[[Tg_TaXT]RTWPa\^]hX]Q^Sh\X]SP]Sb^d[
5^acW^bTfXcWP]^]V^X]VWTP[cWXbbdTcWPcWPb]³cQTT]
aTb^[eTSh^d\PhQT]TUXcVaTPc[hQhP[cTa]PcXeTcWTaP_h
P]S]dcaXcX^]R^d]bT[[X]V0b_XaXcdP[cTPRWTa\Ph
P__TPaX]h^da[XUTfW^fX[[_a^eTc^QTP]TgRT[[T]c
\T]c^aP]SfX[[WT[_h^dWPeTP]Tf[TPbT^U[XUT>]
cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^d\Ph]TTSPR^d]bT[[^ac^bWPa_T]
h^dabZX[[b1TX]VP_Pac^UPbW^acR^dabT^af^aZbW^_
\PhWT[_h^dfXcWh^daV^P[b6TcX]e^[eTSX]Va^d_
f^aZPbh^dfX[[[TPa]Ua^\^cWTabH^dfX[[QT[dRZhX]
aT[PcX^]bWX_bPb_T^_[TPa^d]Sh^daTb_TRcP]SeP[dT
h^daXSTPbH^dPaT[XZT[hc^\PZTP]X\_aTbbX^]^]
h^da_Pac]TafXcWh^da_^bXcXeTP__a^PRWH^dfX[[UTT[
cWTfPa\cWP]SPUUTRcX^]^U]TPaP]SSTPa^]Tb

H^daTUU^acbc^bcPhWTP[cWhfX[[_Ph^UUCWXbfTTZh^dfX[[
QTUd[[^UT]TaVhRaTPcXeXchP]SeTabPcX[XchH^dPaT[XZT[hc^
aT^aXT]cP]SUXVdaTh^da_da_^bTX][XUTH^dfX[[T]VPVT
X]PRcXeXcXTb[XZTh^VP_aP]PhP\ P]S^cWTaWTP[X]V
_aPRcXRTbc^bcPhUXcP]SaTYdeT]PcTSCW^bTUPRX]VWTP[cW
XbbdTbf^d[SUTT[PcTPbT>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^d]TTSc^
cPZTPQaTPZ8UaT`dXaTSbTTZPSeXRTUa^\PbT]X^ac^
R[TPah^daeXbX^]B^\T^]T³bVdXST[X]TbfX[[WT[_h^d
Q^^bch^daRPaTTaP]SPccPX]R^]ca^[^eTah^daS^\PX]
8]Sd[VX]VX]PVa^d_cPbZ^aSXbRdbbX^]bfX[[_a^eT
QT]TUXRXP[8][^eTcT]bX^]XbX]SXRPcTSH^d\PhUPRT
aTYTRcX^]^aQaTPZd_BX]V[TbfX[[cPZTcX\Tc^UX]ScWTXa
[^eT_Pac]TaCWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^\PZTcW^dVWcUd[Q^]SX]V
QTXcX][^eT^a\PaaXPVT

B^\TWTP[cWRWP[[T]VTbPaTX]SXRPcTScWXbfTTZH^d\Ph
UPRT_a^Q[T\b[XZTX]SXVTbcX^]VPbcaXRXbbdTb1?TcR
cWPcf^d[S\PZTh^daTbc[TbbCWXbfX[[PUUTRch^da
T\^cX^]bP]S\PZTh^dX\_PcXT]cX]QTWPeX^daCPZTcX\T
^dcc^aT[PgP]SUX]Sh^daR^\U^aci^]T8]_a^UTbbX^]P[
[XUTcWX]VbPaT[XZT[hc^V^h^dafPhCW^bTX]cWT_aXePcT
bTRc^a\PhTg_TRcPaPXbTX]X]R^\T^aP_a^\^cX^]
2WP]RTbU^aP]^eTabTPbY^QTSdRPcX^]bTT\QaXVWccWXb
fTTZBcPhU^RdbTS0bT]X^a^UUXRXP[fX[[QTWT[_Ud[X]
\PZX]Vh^daf^aZTPbhAT[PcX^]bWX_fXbTcWXbfTTZXb
bPcXbUPRc^ahH^d]TTSc^cP[Zc^h^da_Pac]Tac^b^ac^dcP
R^]UdbX^]cWPcP__TPabc^WPeTRa^__TSd_QTcfTT]h^d
?P\_Tah^da_Pac]TafXcWVXUcb^aSaXeTS^f]c^P]Tg^cXR
_[PRTCWXbfX[[RTacPX][hQ^^bch^da[^eT[XUT

;dRZh]d\QTa !"
;dRZhR^[^da 8]SXV^
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da ?X]Z
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa &
;dRZhR^[^da HT[[^f
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh
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CWTfTTZbcPacbfXcW]TeTaT]SX]VPRcXeXcXTbP]Sh^dfX[[
QTQdbhfXcW\TTcX]VbcaPeT[P]SPccT]SX]VVdTbcbCWXb
fX[[TgWPdbch^dP]SVXeTh^d]^cX\TU^ah^dabT[UCWTaT
PaTRWP]RTbh^d\XVWcVTcWdacBcPhbPUTP]SdbTP[[
bPUTch\TcW^Sbc^Pe^XSP]hd]_[TPbP]cbXcdPcX^]0[[
[TVT]SbfTaT]^cVT]XdbTbQdccWThWPSbca^]VfX[[P]S
STcTa\X]PcX^]c^VTccWX]VbS^]TH^dc^^_^bbTbbcWT
b_XaXcP]Scahh^da[TeT[QTbcc^PRWXTeTfWPch^dfP]cX]
[XUTCW^bTPfPXcX]VYdSV\T]cX]P[TVP[\PccTaRP]Tg_TRc
Pad[X]VX]cWTXaUPe^daAT[PcX^]bWX_fXbTh^dPaT
ST\P]SX]VP]SbcaXRcCWXbPccXcdSTf^d[S]^cf^aZX]cWT
UPe^da^U\PaaXTSR^d_[Tb0\^cWTaUXVdaT\PhX]cTaUTaT
X]h^daaT[PcX^]bWX_5XVdaT^dcfWTaTh^daQ^d]SPaXTb[XT
fXcWcWXbP]S[TcWTaZ]^f

H^dfX[[^eTaR^\TP[[WTP[cWRWP[[T]VTbH^dfX[[QT
P__aTRXPcTSU^aPRR^\_[XbWX]V`dP[Xchf^aZ1[TbbX]Vb
Ua^\T[STabfX[[PSSbWX]Tc^h^da_Tab^]P[Xch0UcTa
STP[X]VfXcWP_a^Q[T\PcXRbXcdPcX^]h^dfX[[Tg_TaXT]RT
_^bXcXeTT]TaVhP]SX]]TabPcXbUPRcX^]H^daRPaTTa[^^Zb
V^^ScWXbfTTZB^\T^Uh^dfX[[QT_a^\^cTS^a
PbbXV]TSP]X\_^acP]ccPbZfWXRWfX[[Q^^bch^daRPaTTa
0bT\X]Pa^aPcaPX]X]VbTbbX^]XbX]SXRPcTScWPcfX[[
T]WP]RTh^dabZX[[;dRZXbX]h^daUPe^daP]Sh^dfX[[
T]Y^hcWTaTbd[cb^Uh^daWPaSf^aZ1TRPdcX^dbX][^eT
Pbh^d\XVWcQTcPVVTSPbX]R^\_PcXQ[TH^da]Tf[h
STeT[^_TSaT[PcX^]bWX_\XVWcVTcPUUTRcTSSdTc^QPRZ
QXcX]V<PaaXTSR^d_[Tb\Ph[PRZWPa\^]hX]cWTXa
aT[PcX^]bWX_P]SbTTZb_PRTc^Pe^XSR^]U[XRc^acT]bX^]

H^dfX[[aTVPX]h^daWTP[cWP]SUTT[P]Tfb_PaZ^U
RaTPcXeXchfXcWX]CahP]TfWTP[cWRPaTP__a^PRW
Tb_TRXP[[h_aTeT]cPcXeTRPaT0QPbXRWTP[cWaTVX\T[XZT
TgTaRXbT_a^_TaSXTcT]^dVWb[TT_RP]QTP__[XTS]^f
fXcWVaTPcbdRRTbb3^]³cWTbXcPcTc^cPZT^]P]Tf
WTP[Ta>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ccaP]bUTa^aaT[^RPcX^]Xb
X]SXRPcTSBX]RTcWXbfX[[QTh^daSTbXaTS_^bcX]Vh^dfX[[
QTUX[[TSfXcWW^_TbP]SPb_XaPcX^]H^dPaT[XZT[hc^
_a^eTh^da_^cT]cXP[fXcW]TfPeT]dTb^U_a^VaTbb
B^\T^Uh^dPaTTg_TRcTSc^caPeT[^eTabTPb^]P
_a^UTbbX^]P[caX_CWXbfTTZ[^eTXb]^cWP__T]X]V3dTc^
h^daQdbhbRWTSd[Th^daTgXbcX]VaT[PcX^]\XVWcbdUUTa
Cahc^bcPhX]c^dRWcWa^dVWcWTX]cTa]Tc^a\TbbPVTb
CW^bTfXcW\PaaXPVT_a^_^bP[b\XVWcUPRTaTYTRcX^]

;dRZh]d\QTa %
;dRZhR^[^da >aP]VT
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da 1a^f]
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da ?PbcT[R^[^dab
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh
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6aTPcbcP\X]PT]PQ[Tbh^dc^bcPhR^]UXST]cP]SQTX]
cWTQTbc^Uh^daWTP[cW8UUPRX]VWTP[cWXbbdTbS^]^c
WTbXcPcTc^R^]bXSTaP[cTa]PcXeTfPhbc^STP[fXcWXcH^d
fX[[QTbT]bXQ[TPQ^dch^daSPhc^SPh\PccTab0cf^aZ
cWX]VbfX[[QTQTccTaH^dfX[[VTcbd__^acUa^\P
_^fTaUd[_Tab^]CWXbXbcWTaXVWccX\Tc^bTTZ
X]RaT\T]c^aRWP]VTX]Y^QcWPc_Phbh^dQTccTaH^d
\Ph^fTb^\T\^]Thc^h^daR[^bT^]TbCW^bTfW^
PaTR^]bXSTaX]VP__[hX]VU^aPUd]S^aPQP]Z[^P]U^aP
eT]cdaTRP]V^PWTPSH^dfX[[Tg_TaXT]RTbdRRTbb8]
cWTR^]cTgc^U[^eTXc³bX\_^acP]cc^VXeTh^da_Pac]Ta
b^\Tb_PRTH^dP[b^]TTSc^RW^^bTcWTaXVWc_Tab^]
fXcWfW^\h^dUTT[Pbca^]VT\^cX^]P[R^]]TRc
BX]V[TbcWXbXb]^ccWTaXVWccX\Tc^\X]V[T

H^dPaTR^]UdbTSPQ^dccWTSXaTRcX^]cWPch^da[XUTXb
cPZX]VH^daU[dRcdPcX]VWTP[cWR^]SXcX^]bfX[[PUUTRc`dP[Xch
^U[XUTH^d\Ph]TTSVdXST[X]Tbc^aTP_cWTaTbd[cb^Uh^da
_PbcQTWPeX^da>QbTaeTh^daQT[XTUbhbcT\CPZTcX\T^dc
c^aTU[TRc_^bXcXeT[h>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dfX[[UPRT
RWP[[T]VTbP]Sc^dVWbXcdPcX^]bQdch^dfX[[T\TaVTP
fX]]TaSdTc^h^daSTcTa\X]PcX^];TVP[XbbdTb\XVWcVTc
b^acTScWXbfTTZ>]cWT[^eTUa^]ch^dfX[[V[^fP]S
Q[dbWPbcWXbfTTZh^da[XUTfX[[QTU^RdbbTSPa^d]S[^eT
CWXbR^d[SQTTXcWTaP]TfaT[PcX^]bWX_^aP_^fTaUd[aT
Q^]SX]V^UP]^[S^]TH^dPaT[XZT[hc^bWPaTh^daY^hfXcW
cW^bTPa^d]Sh^dfW^]TTSXc<PaaXTSR^d_[TbfX[[
Tg_TaXT]RTcadTQ^]SX]VP]SUTT[cWTPccPRW\T]c;XUTfX[[
QTQ[XbbUd[

CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[QTRaTPcXeTP]S^_cX\XbcXR
4eTahcWX]VfX[[P__TPac^cda]X]h^daUPe^daH^dfX[[
QTVT]Ta^dbP]SaTPShc^bWPaTH^dWPeT[TPa]TSc^
PRRT_ch^daU[PfbP]Sc^PSYdbcfXcW^cWTab8cVXeTb
h^dcWTbcaT]VcWc^QTfWPch^dfP]cc^QT>eTaP[[
WTP[cWfX[[QTV^^S8]_a^UTbbX^]P[[XUTh^d]TTSc^
VXeTh^dacX\TP]SPccT]cX^]c^h^daf^aZ1TW^]Tbc
PQ^dch^daf^aZ0SXbRX_[X]TSP__a^PRW[XZTf^aZX]V
fXcWX]cWT]^a\bP]ScaPSXcX^]b^Uh^da^aVP]XbPcX^]
fX[[QTP__aTRXPcTS0e^XSR^]U[XRcbfXcW_T^_[TPcf^aZ
8][^eTbc^_UP]cPbXbX]VPQ^dccWT_Tab^]fW^S^Tb]³c
UTT[cWTbP\TPQ^dch^dFWT][^eTXbcadTh^dS^]³c
WPeTc^bcadVV[Tc^\PZTXcf^aZ4g_P]Sh^daW^aXi^]b
P]ScahWPaSc^cWX]Z_^bXcXeT[h

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da ?Paa^c6aTT]
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da 1[PRZ
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTT]
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[Tg_TaXT]RT_^bXcXeTT]TaVhP]SfX[[
UTT[PbUaTbWPbPcTT]PVTa2WP]]T[XbTcWXbT]TaVhX]c^
S^X]Vb^\TcWX]VRaTPcXeT4]Y^hcWXb_WPbTP]SfPcRW
h^daRaTPcXeXchT]aXRWh^da[XUT>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c
h^da_^cT]cXP[fX[[QTSd[haTR^V]XbTSH^daUX]P]RXP[
_^bXcX^]fX[[P[b^X\_a^eT0VXUcUa^\h^daP]RTbcaP[
bXST\PhR^\Th^dafPhH^dfX[[UTT[cWT_^bXcXeT
eXQaPcX^]bPccWTf^aZ_[PRT<^]ThVPX]cWa^dVW
_a^_Tach^aP_[P]c^X]eTbcX]P_a^_TachPcP_aX\T
[^RPcX^]XbX]SXRPcTSCWXbfTTZh^d\Ph]^cQT[dRZh
X][^eT8Uh^d[XZTb^\T^]TV^P]STg_aTbbh^dabT[U
c^WX\WTa0e^XS[^^bTcP[ZPbXc\XVWcb_^X[h^da
aT[PcX^]b8Uh^dUTT[bcPV]PcTSX]h^daaT[PcX^]cWT]Xc³b
cX\Tc^R[^bTcWTRWP_cTa

0e^XSP]VTaP]SPVVaTbbX^]cWXbfTTZ;XbcT]c^h^da
X]]Tae^XRTP]SPRcPRR^aSX]V[hBTTZcWTPSeXRT^UP]
T[STa[hX]cWTUP\X[h7^\T\PSTaT\TSXTbfX[[_a^eXST
aT[XTUX]WTP[cWXbbdTbH^d]TTS]dacdaX]VP]SRPaX]VcWPc
fX[[b^ac^dcWP[U^Uh^da_a^Q[T\b>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c
h^dfX[[UTT[PcTPbTPbcWX]VbPaTf^aZX]VX]h^daUPe^da
6aTPccWX]VbR^\TX]Pb\P[[_PRZPVTb0QdbX]TbbX]cWT
UXT[S^UPVaXRd[cdaTW^acXRd[cdaT^a[P]SfX[[hXT[S_a^UXc
CW^bTX]PY^QPaT[XZT[hc^VTc_a^\^cTS=Tf
^__^acd]XcXTbX]cWTRPaTTaPaTX]SXRPcTSCW^bTbTTZX]V
T\_[^h\T]cfX[[VTcPY^QX]cWTXaSTbXaTSUXT[S8][^eT
h^dPaTd]R[TPaPQ^dch^daUdcdaTb_^dbTCW^bTX]P
aT[PcX^]bWX_XcXb[XZT[hcWPch^da_Pac]TafX[[\PZTh^d
YdVV[TQTcfTT]b^\TRWP[[T]VX]VbXcdPcX^]b

H^d]TTSc^R^\T^dc^Uh^da_PbcbdUUTaX]VX]^aSTac^
\^eTU^afPaS7^[SX]V^]c^cWT_Pbc\PhPUUTRch^da
WTP[cW;^^ZfXcWX]h^dabT[URPaTUd[[hP]S\PZT]^cT^U
cWTPaTPbfWTaTh^dPaTUTPaUd[B_T]ScX\Tc^[TPa]PQ^dc
cWTT]TaVhRT]caTbX]cWTQ^ShP]S\TSXcPcT^]W^fh^d
PaTUd]RcX^]X]V0cf^aZ_[PRTh^dfX[[Tg_TaXT]RTPUTT[
V^^SUPRc^aH^dPaT[XZT[hc^UX]Sbd__^ac^UR^[[TPVdTb
P]SbT]X^abP]ScWTaTXbPRWP]RTcWPch^da]P\T\PhQT
bdVVTbcTSU^aP_a^\^cX^]H^da_a^UTbbX^]P[bZX[[bfX[[QT
PccWTXaQTbc<PZTcWTQTbcdbT^UcWXbcX\T8]cTa\b^U
[^eTh^dfX[[UX]SbdRRTbbP]SfX[[T]Y^hcWXbfTTZH^d
PaT[XZT[hc^QTR^\TcWTRT]caT^UPccaPRcX^]PcP]TeT]c
P]SSaPfh^da_Pac]Ta³bPccT]cX^]<PaaXTSR^d_[TbfX[[
T]Y^hcWTc^VTcWTa]TbbP]SX]cX\PRh

;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da ?TPRW
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da 1[PRZ
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTh
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh
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young graduate, having failed to
taste success at many qualifying
examinations for different jobs,
came asking the other day in a state of
desperation: “Sir, what is in store of my
destiny? Any luck to get a job in near
future? I have tried to put in best during
the last three years, but with no luck.
Suggest me some puja that may help a
poor man like me secure my future.”
Young man, destiny is not blind, as it
doesn’t necessarily play out by default in
course of usual run of life. Remember,
destiny indicators — the reflection of
Karmic imprints carried over from the
past — are stored in our memory as seedthoughts. And a seed, though carrying
potential to bloom out into a plant,
remains inert till it gets a congenial
ground, and is then duly nurtured with
water and nutrients (chemical or natural
fertiliser). Similarly, seed-thought-seeds
may offer you with an opportunity when
time is ripe for it. Success, however, may
still elude, if you are not well geared up to
encash the opportunity available.
In so far as remedial measure is concerned, belief driven puja mediated by
pundits can’t help much. The pundit can
neither strike upon your inner realms of

A
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mind to checkmate its vagaries and optimise your potential, nor manipulate the
mindset of the unknown recruiters. The
only viable method is to look within
yourself, identify, acknowledge and then
address the fault lines. Also, improve your
focus, sharpen intelligence, and optimise
indwelling potential. Empowered thus,
you may be able to perform well at the
examinations and interviews. That carries
better probability of success.
You may be putting in long hours
towards your studies, which gives a feel
that you have endeavoured enough. But
bear in mind; physical efforts alone
would not suffice. Quality efforts are
needed. Should you lack focus, which
your astrological chart clearly indicates,
you may fail to absorb the subject matters
attended. Obviously then, you may not be
able to answer well, the questions asked.
So, instead of exploring your destiny indicators, and seeking extra-terrestrial support through belief driven pujas, better
figure out your own shortcomings
through self-reflection, and address them.
Often, a disoriented mind is not able to
dispassionately identify the inherent fault
lines. Let me help you through a look at
your astrological pointers.

Lagna lord Venus, and 11th lord Sun
identified with fulfillment of desires,
occupy the career signifying 10th house.
The 10th lord Moon in the 6th house
implies success in efforts and against
competitors. Moon also beautifully
aligned to fiery Mars, makes out an ambitious person bounding with energy. All
put together strongly promise a good job.
Even government job is not ruled out as
would presence of the Sun in the 10th
imply. On top of that even benevolent
Jupiter occupies the 11th house. Despite
such strong indicators, what then stands
in the way of its fruition?
Mind signifying Moon occupies a
dual sign Pisces, which means you have a
vacillating mind. You may be continuously breeding thoughts and randomly flirting from one to the other. Also, you are
subject to mood swings. Such a distracted
mind doesn’t let you remain focused to
your priority preferences. Moon being
trine to the Sun is indicative of a comfort
loving person, not keen to take pains.
That doesn’t let you take timely initiative.
How can you expect gain without pain?
Here again, Moon locks horns with
Uranus, which accounts for his mercurial
temperament and erratic conduct. Also,
Moon is ill-disposed off to mischievous
Neptune. This, in the first place makes
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you stick to delusional perceptions and
beliefs, distanced from ground realities.
Second, habitually an escapist who keeps
pushing off initiatives to tomorrow. You
may not acknowledge truth on its first
appearance. Instead, you may prefer continuing with your own line of thinking on
hope against hope till pushed to the wall.
Saturn’s opposition to Mercury speaks of
a fixated one-track mind. If all that would
not be enough, Mars placed adverse to
Jupiter signals an inflated ego, which
binds you to self-defined dos and don’ts.
Your narrowed vision doesn’t let you look
beyond even for reality check.
So, better get over your habit tendencies, cultivate push, sharpen your intelligence, and improve your focus by following the process suggested. The good thing
is that he acknowledged his fault lines
and expressed his willingness to reform.
Should you sincerely follow the process
suggested, I am sure, you may secure a
job sooner than later, as already promised
in your chart.
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